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Summary 

Due to the ever increasing complexity of chips, traditional interconnects between IP blocks 
(Intellectual Property blocks, e.g. memory modules, processors etc) no longer suffice. As a solution, 
networks on chips have been proposed. In NoCs, network interfaces (Nis) act as a bridge between 
the IP blocks and the actual communication network. In the communication network, routers are 
used to send traffic to its destination. 

N etworks on chips offer two classes of traffic, best effort (BE) and guaranteed throughput ( GT). 
For GT traffic, guarantees are given with respect to delay and throughput. BE traffic behaves in a 
more probabilistic manner, since it is sent across the network without any guarantees. We consider 
NoCs with only BE traffic and devise mathematica! models in order to predict their behaviour. 

BE traffic consists of data packets, each comprising a number of flits. In a router, multiple 
flits with the same destination cannot be switched at the same time, so a selection has to be made 
according to a certain policy. In the NoCs considered by Philips, a round robin scheme is used, 
which is approximated by a random order (RO) policy. 

For a homogeneons RO router, the throughput is limited to approximately 0.6 flits per time 
slot per port, but the exact limit depends on the switch size. As the switch size grows to infinity, 
the maximal throughput approaches 2- ,;2 ~ 0.586. If a large number of packets share the sarne 
destination, this might choke off the switch. Selective packet dropping, an invention described in 
this report, enhances the throughput by dropping packets in an intelligent way. 

Boot [6] models a homogeneons RO router with packets of one flit as a (discrete-time) geo/ geo/1 
queueing model, with very accurate results. This model can be extended to multiple-flit packets 
with a fixed packet size, and even to heterogeneons routers. For homogeneaus routers, this model 
yields accurate predictions of, for instance, the delay in a router. For a heterogeneaus router, the 
model only yields predictions for low loads. 

If a first-corne-first-served router is used, the routerand the network interface can be modelled 
as a tandem queueing network. For single-flit packets the model gives quite accurate results. For 
multiple-flit packets the results are still reasonable but not as good as the results for single-flit 
packets. 

Experirnental analysis of small networks shows that there is a peak in the throughput of a 
router. Once this peak has been reached, the throughput decreases when the load offered to the 
network increases. This is caused by the changes in the packet sizes which are in turn caused by 
the fact that the load offered to the network exceeds the capacity of the network. Furthermore, 
the router throughputs can be expressed in terrus of the link utilisations and the distauces between 
Nis. Last but not least, it is shown that for high loads and infinite buffers at the routers, the 
probability that a flit goes from A to B is fully deterrnined by the delay frorn A to B. 
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Chapter 1 

Introduetion 

It is quite well known that the complexity of chips is increasing very rapidly. This ever increasing 
complexity entails that traditional bus interconnects between lP blocks (Intellectual Property 
blocks, for instanee processors or memory modules) as depicted in Figure 1.1 are no langer feasible. 
Systems on Chips (SoCs) have been proposed as a salution to this problem. Systems on chips use 
Networks on Chips (NoCs) as interconnects. 

A key feature of SoCs is that the communication and computation parts are decoupled. Essentially, 
this means that the computation part, the lP blocks, bas no knowledge of the precise operation 
of the communication part, the NoC, and vice versa. This decoupling also implies that the 
computation and communication part can he designed independently, without mutual adjustments. 

Networks on chips have the advantage that they are better scalable than traditional buses. In 
addition to this, the wires are shorter and they can he managed and structureel more easily. Their 
utilisation is also increased compared to buses. Furthermore, Benini and De Mieheli [4] have shown 
that networks on chips can he energy efficient and reliable. 

Decoupling communication and computation requires that the communication services are well 
defined and that the actual implementation is bidden from the lP blocks. This is naturally 
achieved by networks on chips because they are generally designed using (part of) the OSI model 
(see [41]) with stacked layers (Figure 1.2). 

lP 

lP 

Figure 1.1: A traditional bus interconnect. 
Each link can only be used by one IP block at a 
time, so this method becomes very inefficient as 
the number of IP blocks increases. 

1 

Figure 1.2: The OSI model. Each layer 
provides specific services to the higher net
work layers. 
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In this report, we focus on the communication part of the SoCs, the networks on chips. In 
particular, we analyse discrete-time mathematica! models that can be used to describe NoCs with 
BE traffic (see Section 1.1.2). The aim of this analysis is to ultimately lead to optimisation 
techniques on which NoC design choices may be based. As a first step towards this goal, we 
provide approximative models that predict the behaviour of NoCs. A more detailed description 
of the contents of this report is given in Section 1.4, after terminology has been introduced and 
details of networks on chips have been discussed. 

Networks on chips are described in more detail in Section 1.1. Besides lP blocks, the NoC also 
contains network interfaces (Nis) and routers. These will be described in Sections 1.2 and 1.3 
respectively. 

1.1 N etworks on chips characteristics 

In this section we focus on the charaderistic properties of networks on chips. The components that 
physically form the networks on chips are briefly discussed in Section 1.1.1 and an example of a 
SoC is given. The services that the network has to provide to the computation part of the SoC are 
described inSection 1.1.2. InSection 1.1.3 we explain how data is transmitted across the network 
and how resources are allocated. Finally, we describe in Section 1.1.4 how data transmission is 
controlleel. 

1.1.1 Networks on chips structure 

As stateel earlier, the three most importantcomponentsof networks on chips are lP blocks, routers 
and network interfaces. Furthermore, we say that links conneet routers and net\vork interfaces 
to each other. The lP blocks "generate" data that has to be sent to a different lP block. This 
data is sent to the NI that is directly conneeteel to the lP block, where it is prepareel to enter the 
network. The NI thus forms a bridge between the network and the lP blocks, i.e. between the 
computation and communication parts. The routers are responsible for sending the data across 
the network via the appropriate route. Each router has a number of input and output ports. An 
example of a SoC can be found in Figure 1.3. In the example, each router has four input ports 
anel four output ports, indicated by the number of links that are conneeteel to the routers. 

The links are in fact bidirectional wires, so traffic across a link from A toB does not interfere with 
simultaneons traffic from B to A. Because all links are bidirectional, the number of input ports 
is always equal to the number of output ports. Traffic across links is synchronised using a doek. 
This effectively divides time into time slots, which is why discrete-time moelels come in naturally. 
Note that the lP blocks fall outsiele the doek boundary. 

In this thesis, we shall think of lP blocks as abstractions of their real-life counterparts. In reality, 
if one lP block sends a read request to a memory module, the memory module will subsequently 
answer this request with information from the memory, resulting in dependent traffic. For our 
analyses, we assume that data arrivals at the NI are governed by independent stochastic arrival 
processes, which essentially renders the specific function of lP blocks irrelevant. The idea behind 
this simplification is that the arrival processes can be chosen such that the specific function of the 
lP blocks is approximated. 

1.1.2 Services 

Because the computation and communication parts are decoupled, the services that the network 
provides have to he well-defined, according to the OSI-model. For NoCs, the following three 
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Figure 1.3: An example of a SoC. The dashed line represents the doek boundary. The doek 
boundary runs right through the NI, see Figure 1.4. In this example, all routers have four input 
ports and four output ports. 

services are considered essential [33, Section 2]: data integrity, which means that no data is 
corrupted during transportation across the network, lossless data delivery, which means that no 
data is dropped, and in-order data delivery, which means that data arrives at its destination in 
the same order in which it left its source. 

Besides this, Philips' lEthereal network on chip is required to provide reai-time communication 
[32, Section 2]. Obviously, lEthereal also has to have a low-cost implementation and it has to 
provide backward compatibility with on-chip communication protocols. The latter, however, is of 
no concern to our work. 

Closely related tothereai-time communication requirement is the concept of Guaranteed Through
put (GT) services. With GT services, guarantees are given with respect to latency and throughput. 
With latency ( or delay) we refer to the time it takes data to reach its destination from its source, 
and with throughput we refer to the amount of data served divided by the number of input ports. 
For GT traffic, we know that it will arrive at its destination within a certain number of time 
slots. These guarantees require reservations for worst-case scenarios, resulting in under-utilised 
resources. 

In order to still make use of the otherwise unused resources, lEthereal also offers Best Effort (BE) 
services. BE traffic has a better resource utilisation because it is based on average-case scenarios 
rather than worst-case scenarios. In addition to this, BE services are fast and easy to implement as 
they do not require reservations. The main disadvantage of BE services is their unpredictability. 
As stated earlier, the goal of our mathematica! analysis is to resolve this issue and to provide 
predictability in networks with BE traffic. 

1.1.3 Switching mode and contention resolution 

Switching mode addresses the precise way in which data is transmitted across the network. Firstly, 
there is circuit switching where connections are set up and subsequent data is sent over this 
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connection. Circuit-switching thus provides guarantees once resources have been reserved, which 
is why GT traffic uses circuit switching. In essence, data and control are separated in circuit 
switched networks. 

Secondly, there is packet switching where data is divided into packets consisting of a control part, 
the header, and a data part, the payload. The routers send the packet to its destination basedon 
information in the header. There is no need to set up connections because the header stores all 
necessary routing information. BE services are naturally provided using packet switching. 

In networks on chips links are shared, which results in so-called contention when multiple data 
items try to use the same link at the same time. However, each link is allowed to send only one 
data item per time slot, so the contention has to be resolved. 

With circuit switching, the contention is resolved when the connections are set up. Each router has 
a slot tableT, which maps output ports to input portsin the next S time slots, i.e. if T(s, o) =i 
then output port o is mappeel to input port i in time slot s (modulo S). If slot s is reserved for 
some data on a certain router, then slot s + 1 (mod S) must be reserved for that data on the next 
router on its path. 

The router determines which ports have to be reserved for which time slots using system packets 
SetUp, TearDown, and AckSetUp. A SetUp packet travelsin the samedirection as the data (down
stream) and sets up a connection. If the SetUp packet arrives at its destination, an AckSetUp 
packet is sent back. If the SetUp is refused by a router because an output is already reserved, a 
TearDown packet is sent upstream to destray the partially set up connection. Similarly, a TearDown 
packet is sent downstream after the data has been sent if a conneetion is accepted. For a more 
thorough description of the set-up of connections, the reader is referred to [33, Section 4.3.2]. 

With BE traffic, contention is resolved by the routers (see Section 1.3). Most importantly, this 
requires data storage in the router, which adds to the unpredictability of BE traffic. Note that 
the system packets SetUp, TearDown, and AckSetUp are in fact BE packets without payload. 

1.1.4 Flow control 

Because BE services require data starage in buffers at the routers, buffer overflow is possible. This, 
however, woulel result in data loss, which conflicts with the "lossless data delivery" requirement. 
To resolve this issue, the flow of data has to be managed, which is known as flow control. 

In LEthereal, there is credit-based flow control between the souree and destination Nl. This means 
that initially the souree NI knows the number of free buffers, which is initially equal to the 
remote buffer size. When a packet is sent, the counter of the free buffers (so-called credits) is 
reduced. When a packet is consumed by the lP bebind the NI and the number of free buffers is 
thereby increased, the destination NI tries to update the credit counter at the souree Nl. The new 
buffer space information can be incorporated in the header of a packet that is already going from 
the destination to the souree NI, e.g. an answer to a read memory request, which is known as 
piggybacking. Alternatively, the destination NI can send a packet without payload (i.e. consisting 
only of a header) to the souree NI in order to notify it of the changed buffer space. The precise 
implementation of flow control is described in Section 1.2.2. 

In addition to flow control between Nis ( end-to-end flow control), flow control between routers, so
called link-to-link flow control, is also necessary. This basically implies that data has to be stored 
in the routers using a certain strategy. Three strategies are distinguished: store-and-forward, 
virtual cut-through, and wormhole routing. 

\Vith store-and-forward, an entire packet is stared in a queue of the router befare it is sent to the 
next router. This requires enough bufferspace for the entire packet at each router, and the packet 
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is delayed at each router until the packet has arrived in its entirety. lt is thus a high latency and 
high buffer size strategy. 

With virtual cut-through, a packet is forwarded as soon as the next router ensures that the packet 
can be stared in its entirety. lt is thus faster than store-and-forward, but it still requires starage 
space for entire packets. 

With wormhole routing, a packet is divided into flits (flow control digits). One flit is precisely 
the amount of data that can be transmitted over a link in one time slot. A flit is forwarded to 
the next router if that router has space to store one flit. Furthermore, once the first flit of the 
packet has been sent via a certain output port, that output port remains reserved for all flits of 
that packet. As a result, one packet may be spread over multiple routers. Because flits are stared 
instead of packets, wormhole routing requires the least buffer space, while the latency is stilllow. 
Since buffer space is very expensive for networks on chips, wormhole routing has been chosen for 
iEthereal. 

To allow routers to communicate about their buffer space, a system similar to that of the end
ta-end flow control is used. There is, however, one major difference with end-to-end flow control, 
namely that if there is no traffic going from router 1 to router 2, then the buffer space information 
may be sent without blocking packets. On the other hand, if there is traffic from router 1 to router 
2, then the bufferspace information may be piggybacked. As a result, the bufferspace information 
can always be sent without a penalty with respect to congestion and latency. 1 Effectively, this 
implies that each router has virtually real time knowledge of the spaces available at the adjacent 
routers. 

1.2 Network interfaces 

The NI acts as a bridge between the lP blocks and the network. Data from one or more lP blocks 
arrives at the NI and from there it must be sent across the network. This process is described in 
Section 1.2.1. More importantly, the NI also implements the flow control, which is described in 
detail in Section 1.2.2. A schematic representation of an NI can be found in Figure 1.4 on Page 6. 

1.2.1 Sending and receiving data 

Data from lP blocks arrives at the Nis in words of 32 bits. Depending on the destination of the 
data, it is put in the right souree queue of the NI it arrives at. Each NI has separate souree queues 
for each of the possible destination Nis. 

If data in one of the souree queues can be sent, it is packetised. This means that a header 
containing all kinds of information, including routing information and credit information, is added 
to the data. The size of the header is three words, which is equal to one flit. The packet is then 
sent across the network to its destination. 

If the packet arrives at its destination, it is depacketised. The header is removed, credit information 
is extracted and the data is stared in the destination queues. The lP block connected to the NI 
then consumes the data from the destination queues of the Nl. 

In 1Ethereal, the Nis also implement different types of connections, such as unicast, narrowcast and 
multicast. For our mathematica! analyses, we have abstracted from these kinds of connections. 

1 If other performance measures such as power consumption are considered, there could be a penalty for sending 
non-piggybacked credit information. 
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\Ve assume that data arrives according to independent stochastic processes. Reeall that we also 
disregard the specific function of the lP block bebind the Nl. 

Information fields in headers other than routing and credit information are ignored in our analyses. 
For our analyses, a header is merely an additional flit that each packet has, regardless of its size. 
From a mathematica! point of view, the most important consequence of ad ding headers is that 
they cause an overhead that makes small packets inefficient. 

Once again we stress the difference between words, flits and packets: A word is the basic 32-bit 
data unit, generated by lP blocks. A flit (three words) is the maximal amount of data that can 
besent across a link in one time slot. A packet consistsof multiple flits with the same destination 
and each packet has a one-flit header. 

1.2.2 Flow control implementation 

For each possible destination NI, the souree NI has a counter space that keeps track of the available 
buffer space at the destination Nl. Initially, this counter is equal to the remote buffer size. If a 
packet with a payload of n flits is transmitted, the counter is reduced by n. 

Furthermore, an NI has a counter credit that indicates that a remote NI should be notified of 
increased available buffer space. This counter is increased each time data from the destination 
queue is consumed by the lP block. 

IPport / 
n 

~.,, 

Souree I 
queues ~ ' ' 

I I 

1 -->(Pek 

;~.~ ." 
I 

Scheduler •-!Lin1it 

I'.. . I .. :> Depck rl 

// 

[ ! / Dcstination 
' queues 

Clock domain 
boundary 

Router port ··-·-

Figure 1.4: A schematic representation of an NI. In fact, it is a schematic representation of the NI 
kemel (see [32, Figure 2]). This figure contains only the most important parts for a mathematica! 
analysis: Data is stored in the souree queues. The scheduler determines which queue is allowed to 
send its data, under the influence of the packet size limit and the space counter. The data in this 
queue is then packetised (Pek) and sent to its destination. \Vhen the packet arrives at its destination, 
it is depacketised (Depck) and piggybacked credits are added to the space counter. Once the data is 
consumed from the destination queues by the IP, the credits counter is incremented, and the credits 
can be added to outgoing packets later by the scheduler. 
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Obviously, the NI is neither allowed tosend more data than there is space, nortosend more data 
than there is waiting to be sent (i.e. the number of worcis present). We therefore say that the 
sendable data is the minimum of the number of worcis present and the value of the space counter. 

Multiple queues may be trying to send data simultaneously. In that case, there is again contention. 
The NI has to resolve using an arbitration scheme such as round-robin, weighted round-robin, etc. 
In this thesis, we always assume that the queues are randomly selected, each with the same 
probability, regardless of any other information such as queue length and the number of times a 
queue has tried to transmit data. 

Data in a souree queue becomes eligible for transmission when either the sendable data exceeds a 
certain threshold, or the number of credits exceeds a certain threshold. We emphasise that there 
is a distinction between selection and election: If a queue is eligible, it contencis for transmission. 
Multiple queues can be eligible at the same time. A queue is said to be selected when the NI 
starts transmission of the data in the queue. 

Once a queue is selected, a packet is composed containing the maximum amount of data and the 
maximum number of credits. The maximum number of credits is bounded by the length of the 
field in the header reserved for credits and the maximum amount of data is bounded by a maximal 
packet size to avoid links being used exclusively by one packet. Note that packets consist only of 
a header if there was no data to be sent. If an empty packet is sent, the queue must have become 
eligible because the credit threshold was exceeded. 

1.3 Routers 

Each router has a number of input ports at which packets arrive, and a number of output ports, to 
which the packets are destined and where they depart from the router. The number of input ports 
is ordinarily denoted by M, and the number of output ports by N, and the router is characterised 
as an M x N router. Because the links in networks on chips are bidirectional, we always have that 
M = N. \Ve shall denote the size of routers by N, which is called the arity. In networks on chips, 
the arity of a router is typically around 5 or 6. From now on, we shall use the term switch and 
router interchangeably. 

Although networks on chips themselves form a rather new technological challenge, the routers in 
networks on chips show great resemblance to routers used in ATM networks. Some aspects of 
these routers have been stuclied and knowledge from those studies will serve as a starting point 
for our analysis. 

As explained before, the most important feature of routers is that they are responsible for con
tention resolution in case of BE traffic. This is explained in more depth in Section 1.3.1. We have 
also argued that data storage is required because contention is unavoidable. Some strategies to 
accommodate data storage are discussed in Section 1.3.2. Finally, there are several methods to 
choose which inputs to conneet to which outputs, and each method has its own throughput. We 
discuss some of these methods Section 1.3.3. 

1.3.1 Contention resolution and throughput 

A schematic representation of contention can be found in Figure 1.5. In this figure, a router is 
depicted with N = 6. The ports are numbered 1 to 6, counted from above, and the destinations 
of the packets are indicated by arrows. We see, for instance, that the packets from input port 
1 and 4 both have destination 4. Each time slot, all input ports and output ports can only be 
used once. In other words, the packets from port 1 and 4 are involved in a conflict, known as 
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Figure 1.5: Contention: Inputs and outputs can be used only once, resulting in conflicts. 

contention. Only one of them may praeeed to its destination, and the other one has to try again 
next time slot. 

The router has to select one of the contending packets using some policy, the so-called switching 
policy. This concept will be explained in more detail in Section 1.3.3. Because of the obvious 
similarities between the switch model and general queueing models, we make no distinction be
tween the terms switching policy and service policy. In iEthereal, the contention is resolved using 
a round-robin based scheme. We will approximate this scheme by the random order of service 
policy. 

1.3.2 Queueing strategies 

Because contention directly implies that not all packets may be serveel immediately, the lossless 
data requirement necessitates data starage in queues. There are a number of ways in which this 
can be accomplished, but they fa.ll into two rnain ca.tegories: 

Output Queueing (OQ). \Vith output queueing, packets that carmot bedealt withare stared 
in queues at the output ports. However, to guarantee buffer space for all incorning packets, 
each output port must have N queues. If there are less than N queues per output port, 
contention occurs for those queues resulting in essentially the sa.rne problern. The output 
port simply selects a packet from one of the output queues. The switch actually routes N 
input ports to N 2 possible queues so in essence the switch has become a contention-free 
N x N 2 switch instead of a.n N x N switch. 

Input Queueing (IQ). With input queueing, there are queues at the input. In general, each 
input port has m queues to store incoming packets. Incaming packets are routeel to one of 
the input queues, usually depending on their destination. The router then selects a packet 
from one of the queues per input port. 

Although output queueing generally results in a much better performance [19], the increase in size 
(and hence in wiring complexity) makes output queueing prohibitively expensive for networks on 
chips. The cost of a router on chip is predominantly determined by its physical area, which is 
obviously greatly a.ffected by the number of queues. 

In an IQ-switch, we refer to the first positions of the queues as the head-of-line (HOL) position 
and to the flits in those positions as HOL-flits. If HOL-flits are engaged in an output conflict, only 
one of them can be switched in the current time slot. The other flits have to wait in the queue, 
while blocking flits behind them. This phenomenon is known as HOL-blocking, which is the most 
important bottleneck of IQ-switches. 

To overcome HOL-blocking, several throughput enhancements have been proposed, such as packet 
dropping [19], and "input windows" [16]. If an input window w is used, the first w flits are eligible 
for service rather than only the first one. In addition to these enhancements, HOL-blocking can 
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also he reduced by using more queues per input port. Depending on the number of queues per 
input port, the following farms can he distinguished within input queueing: 

Single Input Queueing {SIQ). With SIQ, m = 1. It is the least expensive farm, also resulting 
in the most HOL-blocking and the worst performance. 

Multiple Input Queueing (MIQ). Multiple input queueing is a collective name for all cases 
with m > 1. 

Virtual Output Queueing {VOQ). With VOQ, m = N. Virtual output queueing is equivalent 
to output queueing in terms of performance and casts. The only difference is that the queues 
are positioned at the inputs rather than the outputs. VOQ-switches do not suffer from HOL
blocking. 

Flexible Input Queueing {FIQ). Flexible input queueing has been developed by Boot [6]. 
With FIQ, each input port i has a different number of queues m;. The number of queues may 
he adapted to differences in loads of the input ports, or to differences in their destinations. 
For example, a port that operates under a heavy laad may have a higher number of queues 
than a port that operates under a light laad. The performance of FIQ is obviously the best 
of all IQ-farms mentioned, because they can all he seen as special cases of FIQ. 

1.3.3 Throughputs and matchings 

Contentions that occur with MIQ are generally more difficult to solve than those with SIQ, as 
indicated by Figure 1.6. This complication is the price that has to he paid for a higher throughput. 

(a) A contention situation with MIQ. (b) A more or less similar con
tention situation with SIQ. 

Figure 1.6: Contentions with MIQ are generally more complicated. Counting the port numbers 
from above, the best solution is of coursetosend input 2 to 4, 3 to 1, and either 1 or 4 to 3. However, 
this situation is considerably more intricate than the SIQ situation, in which the router simply selects 
one of the contending packets. \Vith MIQ, every acceptance or refusal has consequences for other 
packets, as opposed to SIQ. 

The output conflict of a switch can he represented by a bipartite graph with an edge between an 
input i and an output j if and only if there is traffic at input i destined for output j. Solving the 
contention amounts to finding a maximal matching in this graph. To find a maximal matching, 
routers aften have to resort to heuristics. The throughput of a router also depends on the specific 
heuristic used. 

Additionally, edges in the bipartite graph may be given weights to give priority to langer queues 
or to cells that have been waiting langer. Solving the output conflict then amounts to finding a 
maximal weighted matching. The combination of the heuristic used and the weights given to the 
edges is referred to as scheduling policy (or switching policy). A very comprehensive performance 
analysis of scheduling polides for MIQ-switches has been conducted by McKeown [25]. Note that 
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for single input queueing a matching can easily be found as only one input port has to be selected 
per output port, without any consequences for other input ports. 

In a very influential article, Karol et al proved that the throughput of a SIQ-switch converges 
to 2 - V2 as N goes to infinity [19]. Their analysis is described in detail in Section 2.1. For 
l\!IIQ-switches, the throughput depends on the way in which arriving packets are routed to the 
input queues. 

The seemingly most obvious way to divide incoming traffic is to send traffic destined for any 
output port between 1 and I ~l to queue 1, traffic for any output port between I ~l + 1 and 
l 2:l to queue 2 etc. Equivalently, traffic destined for output port j can be routed to queue j 
mod m (modulo m routing). The latter metbod is an extension of that used with the odd-even 
switch2 analysed by Kolias and Kleinrock [23]. Under the assumption that a perfect matching 
can be found, Kolias and Kleinrock showed that the throughput of such a switch converges to 
m + 1 - ../m2 + 1 for N to infinity, which is a generalisation of the result of Karol et al. 

Boot developed a methad to cleverly divide incoming traffic over the queues, resulting in less 
contention. This metbod is called diversity queueing. In addition to this, Boot devised a heuristic, 
called FROF, that can be used to resolve the contention. A router that uses FROF assigns outputs 
to inputs while dealing with the Fewest Requested Output First. It is shown [6, Section 3.4.2] 
that the combination of diversity queueing and FROF yields a significant improverneut over, for 
instance, the 2SLIP beuristic of McKeown combined with modulo 2 routing. 

1.4 Contents of this report 

In Chapter 2, we analyse the throughput of a switch. We also study the 2 - V2 result of Karol 
et al [19] in more detail. If the number of packets with the same destination is large, this chokes 
off the switch. It might therefore be sensible to drop (some of) those packets. Using Markov 
decision theory, the optimal dropping strategy can be determined. This led to the invention of 
selective packet dropping, which is analysed in Sections 2.4 and 2.5. This invention aims beyoud 
the traditional NoC scope, since the lossless data requirement is no longer fulfilled once packets 
are dropped. 

In Chapter 3, we focus on the mathematica! modeHing of a switch in isolation without flow control 
and with single-flit packets. \Ve first analyse the discrete-time geo/G /1 queue with batch arrivals. 
After that, two models that are used for ATM switches are discussed and compared to the model 
devised by Boot [6]. Because the Boot model performs best for small switches, that model is 
explored in more depth and extended to suit multiple-flit packets. 

We try a different modeHing approach in Chapter 4: The switch and Nis together are modelled 
as a tandem queueing network with external arrivals at the secoud queue. This model accurately 
approximates a first-come-first-served (FCFS) switch with single-flit packets. In this switch, the 
packet that arrived at its queue first is served in case multiple packets have the same destination. 
The approximation scheme is also generalised and applied to multiple-flit packets. 

In Chapter 5, we study small networks with flow controL The aim ofthis chapter is to indicate some 
properties of key performance measures and to serve as a starting point for further research. The 
results of Chapter 3 are used in the experimental analysis conducted in Chapter 5. In particular, 
the Boot model is extended once again. 

Finally, we draw conclusions in Chapter 6 and we suggest some topics for further research in 
Chapter 7. 

2 In the odd-even switch, each input port has a queue for odd destinations and even destinations (thus modulo 
m routing is used with m = 2). 



Chapter 2 

Switch throughput analysis 

In this chapter we consider an N x N-switch without a network (a so-called switch in isolation), 
with single input queueing. We assume that packet arrivals are governed by independent and 
identical Bernoulli processes with parameter p at each input port. We will sametimes eaU p the 
load affered to the switch. In addition to this, traffîc is homogeneous, i.e. if Pij denotes the 
probability that a packet arriving at input i has destination j, then Pij = -f:t, for all i and j. 

For now we assume that the buffersizes of the queues are infinite. The service policy we assume is 
service in random (equiprobable) order. This implies that if k packets have the same destination, 
one of them is selected at random and each of them has probability t of being selected. The 
packets that are not selected remain in the queue until a new selection is made in the next time 
slot, after new packets have possibly arrived. \Ve assume that packets arrive at the beginning of 
a time slot, before the service (early-arrival model, see Takagi [40] or Section 3.1). Moreover, we 
assume that all packets have size 1. 

2.1 Saturation throughput analysis 

The throughput of a switch is defined as the number of flits that is served per time slot, divided 
by N. lt is well known (see e.g. [19] or [23]) that the maximal throughput of an N x N switch is 
less than 1. In this section, we study the maximal throughput of such a switch, in particular for 
N --+ oo. To this end, we consider a switch that always has packets waiting in every queue (aso 
called "saturated switch", or "switch under saturation"). One way to achieve this is by assuming 
that p = 1. A key observation is that for p = 1 the saturation throughput of a switch does not 
depend on the service policy, as long as packets are not kept waiting unnecessarily. Note that 
for a non-saturated switch, the number of packets served per time slot is equal to the number of 
arriving packets per time slot, so the throughput is equal top. 

We define n:" as the number of packets with destination i that are blocked (i.e. not served) in 
time slot m. After a packet has been served, we say that the input queue becomes "free", and the 
packet behind the served packet moves to the head of that queue. The number of free input queues 
at the end of time slot m is denoted by Fm. We also define A:" as the total number of packets 
with destination i that have moved to the heads of free input queues in time slot m. Finally, we 
define Q:" as the number of packets with destination i, immediately before the service of time slot 
m. 

lt is easily seen that 

i - i i + Bm- (Bm-1 +Am -1) . (2.1) 

11 
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Given Fm-1, the A~ are multinomially distributed, 

(2.2) 

which implies that the marginal probability distributions of the A~ given Fm_1 are binomial: 

(2.3) 

Consequently, IE[A~niFm-tl = FN_ 1
• 

There are two ways of looking at Fm_1. First, the number of free input queues is equal to the 
number of queues minus the number of blocked packets, i.e. 

N 

Fm =N- L,B~. (2.4) 
i=1 

Second, the number of free input queues is equal to the number of packets that were served, i.e. 

N 

Fm-1 = L c(Q!n-1), (2.5) 
i=1 

where cis the indicator function defined by s(x) = 0 if x :S 0 and s(x) = 1 if x> 0. 

The output port utilisation (or throughput) pis equal to !.[BvF , where F = lim Fm is the steady 
1 m-+cx: 

state number offree queues. In order todetermine the saturation throughput, we rewrite Eq. (2.1) 
slightly: 

(2.6) 

If we take the limits (assuming that they exist) for m ----+ oo, we look at the system in steady 
state and we eau disregard the subscripts. The recurrence relation becomes 

(2.7) 

Proposition 2.1. The quantities Ai and Qi are uncorrelated. 

Proof: (Thanks to Ronald Rietman for this proof). Weneed to prove that IE[AiQi] = IE[Ai]IE[Qi]. 
A crucial observation is that the system is homogeneaus so all quantities are independent of i. It 
is therefore suflident to prove that IE[ A 1 Q1] = IE[ A 1]IE[ Q1]. We start with the right hand si de, 

N 
which is rather straightforward. Since L Qi = N, we have that 

i=1 

For IE[A1], we have 

N 

IE[A1] = IE[E[A1 jF]] = IE[F/N] = ~ 'L,IE[s(QJ)] = IE[c(Q 1
)], 

j=l 

and herree the right hand side equals IE[s(Q1)]. 

(2.8) 
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Let us focus on the left hand side now. As Q1 , ... , QN together determine F, we know that given 
Q1 , ... , QN, the expectation of A 1 is simply F / N, hence 

N 

JE[A1Q1] = JE[JE[A1Q11{Qi}f=1]] = JE[FQ1 /N] = ~ LJE[Q1é(Ql)] 
j=1 

N N 

= ~ 2:JE[Q1é(Ql)J + ~ JE[Q1é(Q1)J = ~ 2:JE[Q1c(Qi)J + ~ JE[Q1J 
j=2 j=2 

1 N 1 
= N LJE[Q1é(Ql)] + N' 

j=2 

As long as j =f. 1, JE[Q1é(Qi)] is independent of j, so 

JE[A1Q1] = ~ ((N -1)JE[Q1c(QN)] + 1). 

N 
The final step is determining the value of 2:: JE[Qic(Q1)]. On the one hand we have that 

i=1 
N N 

LJE[Qié(Q1 )] = JE[L Qié(Q1 )] = N JE[é(Q1 )], 
i=1 i=1 

and on the other hand we have that 

N N 

LJE[Qié(Q1)] = LJE[Qic(Q1)] +JE[Q1é(Q1)] = (N _ 1)JE[QNc(Q1)] + 1. 
i=1 i=2 

(2.9) 

Most importantly, if we realise that JE[ QN c( Q1)] = JE[ Q 1 c( QN)] by homogeneity, we conclude that 
(N -1)JE[Q1c(QN)] = NJE[c(Q1)]-l. Combining this with Equation (2.9) yields 

JE[A1Q1) = ~ ((N -1)JE[Q1c(QN)] + 1) 

= ~(NJE[c(Q1 )]-1+1)=JE[c(Q1 )], (2.10) 

which completes the proof. 0 

If we take expectations of the squares of the left and right hand side of Equation (2. 7), we get 

where we have dropped the superscript i because of homogeneity. If we realise that A and Q are 
uncorrelated, that Qc(Q) = Q, c2 = E, and JE[c(Q)] = JE[A], we get 

JE[Q2
] =JE[Q2

] +JE[A]+JE[A2J -2JE[Q]+2JE[Q]JE[A]-2(JEA)2. 

Substituting JE[Q] = 1, and JE[A] = ~ yields 

0= JE[F] +JE[Az]-2+2JE[F]_2 (JE[F])2 
N N N 

= 3JE~] + JE[A2
]- 2-2 (JE~]) 

2 

(2.11) 

We can also determine JE[A2] if we use that A given F is binomially distributed. 
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Property 2.2. Fora binomially distributed random variable X with n trials and success probability 
p, we have 

Proof: Because X is the sum of n i.i.d. Bernoulli random variables with parameter p, Var( X) = 
np(1- p), and JE[X] = np. Thus, JE[X2] = Var(X) + (JE[X])2 = np(1- p) + (np) 2. D 

Because A conditioneel on F is binomially distributed with F trials and success probability 1/ N, 
we get 

Inserting this in Equation (2.11) gives 

0 = (4- 2_) JE[F] - 2 - JE[F2] 
N N N 2 . 

(2.12) 

In Section 2.2, we show that Var ( ~) -+ 0 if N -+ oo, under a plausible conjecture. Suppose that 

the limit of ~ for N -+ oo exists and denote it by p. Equation (2.12) yields 

0 = lim (4 - 2_) JE[F] - 2 - JE[F
2
] = 4p- 2 - p2 

N--+oo N N N 2 • 

Solving this for p and realising that p < 1 yields p-+ 2- J2 for N -+ oo. 

Proposition 2.3. The limit of~ for N-+ oo exists. 

Pro of: (Thanks to Bert Zwart). The existence follows from the Bolzano-Weierstrass theorem: 

Lemma 2.4 (Bolzano-Weierstrass). Any bounded sequence Xn has at least one convergent subse
quence x"k. 

A crucial observation is that 0 < IE[F)j"ll :::; 1 for all N. The sequence { IE[F~N)]} thus 
N>l 

has at least one convergent subsequence. Sirree Equation (2.12) holels for all N, any convergent 
subsequence must converge to 2 - J2, and herree lim sup IE]S'J = lim inf EJ:l. D 

N--+oo N--+oo 

2.2 Poisson limits of binomial random variables 

In this section, Poisson limits of random variables are studied. In Section 2.2.1, the limit of 
an ordinary binomial random variabie is shown to be Poisson. In Section 2.2.2 the limit of a 
random variabie with a random number of trials is also be shown to be Poisson. This leads to the 
condusion that the number of packets moving to the heads of free queues is distributed according 
to the Poisson distribution as n --+ oo under a plausible conjecture in Section 2.2.3. 

2.2.1 Fixed number of trials 

This subsection shows that the limit for N-+ oo of a binomial random variabie with N trials is a 
Poisson random variable. It is a quite well known result (see e.g. [29]), but it is included here as 
an introduetion to Section 2.2.2. 
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Theorem 2.5. Let XN be a binomial random variabie with N trials and success probability p. IJ 
we fix the expected number of successes v := Np then 

for N-+ oo 

where X is a Poisson random variabie with parameter v. 

Proof: For 0 ~ k ~ N: 

lim IP(XN = k) 
N---too 

lim (N)pk(1- p)N-k 
N---too k 

1" (N) ( vIN ) k ( v ) N 
N ~00 k 1 - V IN 

1 
- N 

lim N ( N - 1) ... ( N - k + 1) ( 1 ) k vk ( 1 _ ~) N 
N---too Nk 1- viN k! N 

vk -v 

k!e 

which is precisely the distri bution of X. 

2.2.2 Random number of trials 

(2.13) 

D 

In this subsection we prove that the limit of a binomial random variabie with a random number 
of trials is still random if the varianee of the number of trials is small (i.e. o(N2 ) ). We shall prove 
this for the binomial random variabie with success probability 1 IN only. Same details are still 
omitted from the proof given here. These details can be found in Appendix D. The goal of this 
section is to provide insight in the structure of the proof. 

Let F be the random number of trials governed by a general distri bution with the only requirement 
that 1 ~ F ~ N and let A be the binomial variabie with the following distribution: 

(
/) ( 1 ) a ( 1 ) f-a 

IP(A = alF= f) = a N 1 - N (2.14) 

To emphasise the dependency of F on N, we will write F(N) from now on. 

Theorem 2.6. With F(N) and A as above, define p(N) = JE [ F}:)] and let a be any natura[ 

number (including 0}. IJ p := lim JE [F}:)] exists and lim Var (F}:l) = 0, then 
N---too N---too 

lim IP(A =a)= Pa e-P, 
N---too a! 

(2.15) 

provided that 0 < p < 1. 

Proof: It suffices to prove that for any natural a, 

(2.16) 

The rest follows from the triangular inequality and the fact that x~ e-x is a continuous function a. 
of x. 
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From the conditional distribution of A, it follows that 

Given E: > 0 and N, we define the interval S := [L, U], where 

L .- IE (F(N)] -EN 

U .- IE (F(N)] +EN. 

16 

(2.17) 

Using Chebyshev's inequality, we can bound the probability that F(N) lies outside of Sn N: 

lP'(F(N) ~ Sn N) = lP'(F(N) ~ S) :S ê
1
2 Var ( F~)) , 

and therefore 

lP'(A =a)= t lP'(F(N) = f) (~) (~)a ( 1- ~)f-a 
f=max{a,l} 

:::; L lP'(F(N) = f) G) c~) ( 1 - ~)f-a + ê
1
2 Var ( F~)) . 

fESnN 

Together with the fact that probabilities are nonnegative, we have 

The rernainder of the proof focuses on deriving bounds for these expressions and is divided into 
two cases: a = 0 and a > 0. Throughout the proof we will use the following two properties of the 
function xY: 

Property 2. 7. For y > 0 fixed, xY is a non-decreasing function of x ij x :2 0. 

Property 2.8. For 0 < x < 1 fixed, xY is a non-increasing function of y ij y :2 0. 

Case I: a= 0 
For a= 0 the statement to prove reduces to: 

(2.19) 

Let ( > 0 and define ê := f;(, and J := ê 3 . Because Var( F):l) ---+ 0 for N ---+ oo, there exists an 

N1 such that Var ( F):)) < J for all N > N1. Since (1- f:t )N ---+ e-1 for N---+ oo, there is an N2 
such that (1- f:t )N > e-1

- E: for all N > N2 . Because 0 < p < 1 there also exists an N 3 such that 
0 < p(N) < 1 for all N :2 N3. Define No:= max{N1,N2,N3 } and let N be any natural number 
larger than N 0 . In case a= 0, Eq. (2.18) can be written as follows: 
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By Property 2.8, we have that ( 1 - -f.:t) 1 ::::; ( 1 - -f.:t) L. The upper bound can thus be derived as 
follows: 

( 
1 )L 1 (F(N)) IP'(A = 0) < 1 - N + c-2 Var ~ 

lt can be proved that (1 - -f.:t )L ::::; e-p(N) + 2c (see Proposition D.3), so 

lP'( A= 0) :S e-p(N) + 3c ::::; e-p(N) + ( 

(2.20) 

(2.21) 

For the lower bound we use Property 2.8 again, giving us that ( 1 - -f.:t) 1 2': ( 1 - -f.:t) u. Together 
with Chebyshev's inequality, we get: 

lP'( A= 0) 2': ( 1 - ~)u L IP'(F(N) = f) 
/ESnN 

( 1)u[ 1 (F(N))] 2': 1 - N 1 - c2 Var ~ 

= (1- _!_)u- _!_Var (F(N)) (1- _!_)u 
N c-2 N N 

(2.22) 

We can easily bound the secoud term of the equation above by using that 1 - -f.:t < 1 and 

Var ( F~)) < ó = c- 3 : 

It can also be shown that (1- -f.:t)u 2': e-p(N) +4c (see Proposition D.5), which yields 

IP'(A = 0) 2': e-p(N) + 5s 2': e-p(N) + (. 

Combining Eqs. (2.21) and (2.24) now concludes this part of the proof: 

liP'( A = 0) - e-p(N) I ::::; (. 

Case 11: a> 0 

(2.23) 

(2.24) 

(2.25) 

Let ( > 0 and define c := ~(. Let ó = c-3, and let N1, N2 , and N3 be the same as for a = 0. 
Define No:= max{N1,N2 ,N3, l~l + 1, 1~1}. Before we concentrate on the bounds, weneed the 
following lemma: 

Lemma 2.9. The function g: N--+ IR, defined as g(f) = {D (-f.t r (1- tt )f-a is a nondecreasing 
function of f for 1 :S f :S N and a 2': 1. 

Proof: We are going to prove that g(f + 1) 2': g(f) for all f such that 1 ::::; f::::; N- 1: 
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Because N 2: f + 1, and a 2: 1 we have that 

f + 1 (1- __!__) > f + 1 (1- _1_) = f > f = 1 
f-a+1 N - f-a+1 !+1 f-a+1- f-1+1 ' 

which directly implies g(f + 1) 2: g(f). 0 

We can now derive the bounds of lP'(A 
Lemma 2.9 to Equation 2.18 yields 

a) and we start with the upper bound. Applying 

~(A~ a)"; ~~/(F(N) ~ f) (r~l) (~ r ( 1- ~ r-o + E~ Vm ( Fl:)) 

(
lUl) ( 1 )a ( 1) rul-a < - 1-- +s 

- a N N 

Proposition D.8 states that (r~l) (-*' r (1- *')rul-a :S p(~)" e-p(N) + 2s. This can easily be 
understood using Theorem 2.5: Because lUl is close to the number of trials F(N), the expression 
still converges to a Poisson random variabie with a parameter equal to the expected number of 
successes, in this case equal to IE[F(N)]/N = p(N). Proposition D.8, however, rigorously deals 
with technicalities regarding the relations between s, N, and lUl. 

From Proposition D.8, it directly follows that 

lP'(A = a) :S p(i~)a e-p(N) + 3s :S p(~)a e-p(N) + (. 
a. a. 

(2.26) 

For the lower bound we start in a similar fashion using Lemma 2.9 and Chebyshev's inequality: 

lP'(A =a) > L lP'(F(N) = n(~) (~ r (1- 1~ )f-a 
fESnN 

> L lP'(F(N) =!) (l~J) (~)a ( 1- J~ rLJ-a 
/ESnN 

> (l~J) (~ r (1- ~) lLJ-a [1- s12 Var ( F~))] 

> (l~J) (~)a (1- ~ rLJ-a- S. (2.27) 

The first term ofthe right hand side is bounded from below by p("';)" e-p(N) -6s (Proposition D.9), 
a. 

which yields 

lP'(A = a) 2: p(~)a e-p(N) - 7s 2: p(~)a e-p(N) - (. 
a. a. 

(2.28) 

Combining Equations (2.26) and (2.28) completes the proof of the statement at hands: 

(2.29) 

which in turn completes the entire proof. 0 
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2.2.3 Poisson limit of packets moving to the head of free queues 

In this subsection we prove that the steady state number of packets moving to the heads of free 
queues can be approximated by a Poisson random variabie under a plausible conjecture. Let Ai 
denote the steady state number of packets moving to the head of input queue i, and let P(N) 
be the steady state total number of free input queues in a switch of size N. We can express the 
distribution of Ai conditioned on P(N): 

N 

IP'(Ai = aiP(N)) I: IP'(P(N) = j)IP'(Ai = aiP(N) = f) 
f=max{a,l} 

t IP'(P(N) = nG) (~ r (1- ~)'-a 
f=max{a,l} 

(2.30) 

which is basically a steady state version of Equation (2.3). In order to apply Theorem 2.6, we 

have to prove that limn-+oo Var ( FC:)) = 0. We can, however, only do this under the following 

conjecture: 

Conjecture 2.10. For N--+ oo, the events {input queue i is free} and {input queue j is free}, 
considered in steady state, become independent for i # j, i.e. 

lP'( input i free, input j free)--+ lP'( input i free)IP'(input j /ree) as N--+ oo. (2.31) 

Although intuitively the conjecture seems very plausible, it is surprisingly hard to prove. Note 
that it is equivalent to require that the events {input queue i is free} and {input queue j is free} 
become uncorrelated as the probabilities of these events are equal to their expectations. The 
conjecture allows us to prove the desired statement about the varianee of FC:): 
Proposition 2.11. Provided that Conjecture 2.10 holds, 

(2.32) 

Proof: Define P:n 
then 

1 {input queue i is free at the end of time slot m} and let pi = lim P:n, 
m-+oo 

Var( Pi) 

Cov(Pi, Pi) 

E [(Pi) 2
] - E [Pi]

2 
= IP'(i free) -IP'2 (i free) 

E [pi pi]- E [Pi] E [Pi] = IP'(i free,j free) -IP'(i free)!P'(j free). 

Because P(N) = 2::;:1 pi, we can write the varianee of FC:) as follows: 
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If we abserve that all input ports are identical, we can simplify this expression. Let r and s he 
arbitrary numbers smaller than N, and r f. s: 

Var ( F;;)) 
1 1 2 N-1 N-1 ·> 
NJII'(r free)- NIP' (r free) + ~JII'(r free,s free)- ~JII'-(r free) 

1 1 
NJII'(r free) + (1- N)JP'(r free, s free)- J11' 2 (r free). (2.33) 

Taking the limit for N --+ oo yields: 

J~~ Var ( F;;)) = Jll'(r free, s free) -J11'2 (r free), 

which equals 0 under Conjecture 2.10. 

(2.34) 

0 

Corollary 2.12. The number of packets rnaving to the heads of free queues is asymptotically 
distributed according to a Poisson distribution. 

Proof: The corollary follows immediately from Proposition 2.11 and Theorem 2.6 applied to F(N) 
and A i. ( Reeall that the existence and value of the limit of p( N) for N --+ oo were established in 
Section 2.1.) 0 

2.3 Packet dropping throughput 

InSection 2.1 we have stuclied the throughput when packets that havenotbeen served are kept in 
a queue. However, if there are a lot of packets ( say n) with the same destination, only one of them 
can he served in that time slot. The next time slot there will still he at least n - 1 packets with 
that destination, then at least n - 2 etc. In other words, if the number of blocked packets is large, 
most of those packets will he kept waiting for a long time, blocking the packets behind them. It 
will take the switch a lot of time before it reeovers and throughput will be low during this time. 
In this section we study the throughput if packets that have not been served are dropped and we 
campare it to the ordinary throughput. 

We denote the ordinary and packet dropping throughput of a switch of size N by ror(N,p) 
and {pd(N,p) respectively. Furthermore, we define 'Yor(P) = limN--+oo 'Yar(N,p) and {pd(P) = 
limN--+oo rpd(N,p). The ordinary throughput of a saturated switch of size Nis denoted by Tsat(N). 
If packet dropping is used, the switch cannot he saturated because the queues are always empty at 
the end of a time slot. As a result, the packet dropping throughput of a switch under saturation 
does not have to he defined. 

With packet dropping, there are effectively no queues. The only packets that should be considered 
are the packets that arrive at the beginning of the current time slot. Consider an output port j. 
At each input port a packet arrives with probability p, and it has destination j with probability k. 
Consequently, the number of packets destined for output j in any time slot is a binomial random 
variabie with N trials and probability of success f!;r, i.e. 

. (N) ( p ) k ( p ) N -k IP'(Q~ = k) = k N 1 - N ' for 0 :S k :S N. 

By homogeneity, this equation is independent of j, but it is more interesting to see that this 
equation is independent of m, which is a consequence of the fact that the system is always in 
steady state. We can easily find an expression for the output port utilisation JE [ c( Q-!n)], which is 
by homogeneity equal to the throughput: 

/pd(N,p) =JE [c(Q-!n)J = 1 -JP'(Q!" = 0) = 1- ( 1- ~) N. (2.35) 
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N Tsat(N) N Tsat(N) 
1 1 6 0.63015 
2 0.75 7 0.623371 
3 0.68254 8 0.61839 
4 0.655242 9 0.614575 
5 0.639917 10 0.61156 

Table 2.1: Saturation throughputs for several N. Note that N = 1 represents a single wire, for 
which clearly Tsat = 1. 

Remark 2.13. Equation (2.35) can he generalised toa heterogeneons situation where Pij denotes 
the probability that a packet arriving at input port i has destination j, because then JE [ c( Q!n) J = 

1- [IN (1- p · p· ·) and •=1 lJ 

1 
N 

1 
N N 

/pd(N,p) = N L JE [c(Q{n)] = 1- N L II (1- p. Pij)· 
j=l j=l i=l 

The droprate <5 (i.e. the expected number of packet drops per time slot divided by N) is equal to 
<5 = p- /pd(N,p), and the probability that a packet is droppedis given by <5/p = 1- /pd(N,p)/p. 
We can also easily derive the asymptotic packet dropping throughput, which is given by 

~(pd(p) = lim 1- (1- E..)N = 1- e-P. 
N-+oo N 

If packet dropping is not used, the saturation throughput cannot he given as a closed-form ex
pression. Instead, the switch can he analysed as a Markov chain and the throughput can he 
determined numerically (see Appendix A or [6, Section 2.2.1]) for small N. The throughputs of 
small switches are given in Table 2.1. 

Obviously, any arriving packet is either switched or not. Because the maximal number of flits that 
are switched per port per time slot is given by Tsat and the number of arriving flits per port per 
time slot is given by p, we can reasonably assume that 

(N ) { p for p < Tsat(N), 
lor ,p = Tsat(N) for P ~ Tsat(N). (2.36) 

This assumption will he made even more plausible in Section 3.2.3. 

Remark 2.14. Equation (2.36) is not valid if the queues of the switch are finite. In that case, 
packets may he lost due to buffer overflow. This may cause the queue to become empty at a later 
point in time, which reduces throughput toa value below Tsat(N) even if p > Tsat(N). 

We can now campare the ordinary throughput and the packet dropping throughput, at least in 
termsoftheir limits. Note that we showed that limN-+oo Tsat(N) = 2- V2 inSection 2.1. Solving 
rar(P) = /pd(P) for p yields an asymptotic break-even point at 

p = -ln (- ( 1- v2)) = ln ,;2
1
-

1 
= ln ( 1 + v2) ~ 0.881. 

Clearly, packet dropping can only he better if p is close to 1, since in that case it is more likely 
that any empty HOL-spaces will he filled by newly arriving packets. We can therefore conclude 
that if maximising throughput is the sole objective, dropping packets can he a solution. However, 
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N 'Yor(N, 1) "fpd(N, 1) 
1 1 1 
2 0.75 0.75 
3 0.68254 0.703704 
4 0.655242 0.683594 
5 0.639917 0.67232 
6 0.63015 0.665102 

Table 2.2: Throughputs for N:::; 6. 

p has to exceed a certain threshold, which is asymptotically equal to ln(1 + J2). As a result, our 
condusion is only valid if N is large. 

Nevertheless, we arealso interested in a comparison between the ordinary and the packet dropping 
throughput for smaller N. Boot presents the following conjecture: 

Conjecture 2.15 (Conjecture 2.2.8 of Boot [6], p. 35). For all N, the saturation throughput is 
majorised by the packet dropping throughput for p = 1. In our notation, 

'Ypd(1, N) 2: Tsat(N), for· all N. 

Note that it is equivalent to state that 'Yar(N, 1) ~ "(pd(N, 1) for all N, because we argued in 
Section 2.1 that Tsat(N) < 1. We can reduce Conjecture 2.15 to a slightly weaker and more 
intuitive conjecture: 

Conjecture 2.16. The saturation throughput without packet dropping (i.e. Tsat(N)) is a non
increasing function of N. 

Lemma 2.17. Conjecture 2.16 implies that the ordinary throughput is majorised by the packet 
dropping throughput if p = 1. In other words, validity of Conjecture 2.16 implies validity of 
Conjecture 2.15. 

Proof: Numerically it can be shown that "(pd(N, 1) 2: Tsat(N) = 'Yar(N, 1) for N ~ 6 (see 

Table 2.2). Furthermore, "(pd(N, 1) = 1- (1- tt ( and thus "(pd(1) = limN-+oo 1- (1- tt )N = 

1 - e- 1 ~ 0.632121. Also note that 1- (1- tt )'v is a decreasing function in N, so "(pd(N, 1) 2: 
"(pd(1) for all N. 

From the table we conclude that Tsat(6) ~ 0.63015 ~ "(pd(1). Because we conjectured that Tsat(N) 
is a non-increasing function of N, we have for N 2: 7: 

'Yor(N, 1) ~ Tsat(6) ~ "(pd(1) ~ "(pd(N, 1), 

which is equivalent to the statement made in Conjecture 2.15. D 

2.4 Selective packet dropping 

One of the main difficulties in directly proving Conjecture 2.15 is that insome situations keeping 
packets actually ( temporarily) increases throughput. We shall clarify this with an example: Sup
pose that N = 4 and that in a certain time slot there are two packets with destination 1 and two 
packets with destination 2. Only two of these four packets can be served in the current time slot 
and we can either drop or keep the two remaining packets. 
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If we keep those packets in the queue, then, because p = 1, two other packets with unknown 
destinations will arrive at the HOL-positions in the next time slot. The probability that two 
packets can be served in the next time slot is the probability that both of the newly arriving 
packets are destined for output 1 or 2, which is 1/4. The probability that all four packets can be 
served is the probability that both newly arriving packets are destined for output 3 or 4 but not 
for the same, which is 1/2 · 1/4 = 1/8. Hence, if Xk denotes the number of served packets in the 
next time slot, 

k 1 5 1 7 
JE [X ] = - · 2 +- · 3 +- · 4 = 2-

4 8 8 8" 

On the other hand, if the remaining packets are dropped, this would yield a throughput of 1 -
(1- pfN)N. The number of served packets in the next time slot, Xd, bas expectation 

d ( ( 1 )N) 81 JE [X ) = N 1- 1- N = 4- 4 · 
256 

~ 2.734. 

From JE [Xk] >JE [Xd], we can infer that it is better to keep packets than todropthem because 
it renders a higher expected throughput in the next time slot. 

As a second example, suppose there are four packets with destination 1 in the current time slot, 
then 

[ k] 1 3 5 
JE x = 4. 2 + 4. 1 = 4' 

whereas still 

which implies that dropping packets is better than keeping them. Apparently the expected 
throughput can be improved by dropping packets dependent on the state of the system. This 
improvement, selective packet dropping, will be analysed in more depth in the following two sub
sections. First, a model will be discussed inSection 2.4.1 and second, the results will be presented 
in Section 2.4.2. 

Selective packet dropping turns out to yield a significant throughput improvement, which made 
Philips decide to file a patent application for it. Selective packet dropping is aimed beyond the 
traditional scope of networks on chips, which require guaranteed lossless data delivery. 

Remark 2.18. Note that the analysis above concerns throughput in the next time slot. In general, 
we are more interested in the expected throughput over all time units, which is more complicated. 
The expected throughput over all time slots cannot be analysed using a similar comparison of 
dropping and keeping packets. Instead, Markov decision problems are used, as will be discussed 
in Section 2.4.1. 

2.4.1 ModeHing 

Throughout this section, we assume the following: 

Assumption 2.19. After service, all empty HOL-positions are immediately filled with new pack
ets at the beginning of the next time slot. 

There are two ways of looking at this assumption: First, a suflident condition is that p = 1, 
i.e. packets arrive at every queue in every time slot. Second, we can look at the switch as if it 
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is saturated, i.e. packets are always waiting. However, it is possible that packets are dropped, 
which means that any finite amount of packets waiting would be exhausted in a finite time period. 
Consequently, a second sufficient condition is that an infinite number of packets is waiting at every 
input queue. 

In this subsection, the switch throughput is analysed as a Markov decision problem (MDP, see 
Appendix B, or e.g. [35]). We now address the key ingredients of an MDP: the state-space, 
action-space, rewards, and transition probabilities. 

The most important consequence of Assumption 2.19 is that it is sufficient only to look at the 
packets in the HOL-positions of the input queues. As a result, the obvious state-space description 
would be a vector q = ( q1 , q2, ... , qN), such that qi denotes the tot al number of packets in the 
HOL-positions of the input queues with destination i. On the other hand, due to the homogeneity 
of the switch we can get an equivalent state description by ordering this vector. This essentially 
turns qi into the number of packets in the HOL-positions destined for the output port for which 
the i-th most packets are destined. For example, if N = 6 and there are two packets for output 
2, three packets for output 5 and one for 6, then the state is (3, 2, 1, 0, 0, 0). More formally, the 
state-space is defined as follows: 

Definition 2.20. The state-space n is the set of ordered length N veetors whose elements have 
sum N: 

In each state we will allow only two actions: to keep or drop all remaining packets after service. 
These actions are denoted by 0 and 1 respectively, i.e. the action-space A; for state i E n is 

A;= {0, 1} =:A for all i. 

Since we are interested in optimising the throughput, the rewards are equal to the number of 
switched packets in the current time slot divided by N. This, in turn, is equal to the number of 
different destinations of the HOL-packets divided by N, which is independent of the action that 
is taken. For a vector q E n and any a E A, 

1 N 

ra(q) = r(q) = N L c(q;). 
i=l 

This specific way of rnadelling implies that there is no penalty for dropping packets. We are 
only interested in optirnising throughput, regardless of any consequences for other performance 
measures. 

In order to determine the transition probabilities, we need the following definitions: 

• The positivity indicator function for a vector, c(q) := (c(qi), ... , c(qN) ). 

N 
• The nurnber of packets servedinstate q, f(q) := L: c(q;). 

i=l 

• Thesetof possible arrivals given t arrivals, M(t) := {x E NNI i~ Xi = t }· Note, however, 

that for instanee a vector (1, 0, 1, 0) is allowed, which means one arrival for output port 1 
and one arrival for output port 3. In other words, the vector is not ordered, because the 
probabilities would then be more difficult to calculate. Moreover, the precise set of allowed 
ordered arrival veetors depends on the initia! state, which renders ordering the veetors not 
as useful as it may seem. 
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• The order mapping n, defined by R((xt,···,xN)) := (x(l),···,X(N)), where X(i) denotes 
the i-th largest component of x. 

The transition probabilities for action 0 can be found by splitting a state transition into two 
parts: the service and the arrivals. If the process is in state q, then the service causes a transition 
to q- c(q). Note that although this vector is not necessarily an element of the state-space, its 
interpretation is similar to the interpretation of the state-space vectors. 

For the arrivals we will consider an example with N = 4. Suppose that q = (2, 2, 0, 0), then 
q- c(q) = (1, 1, 0, 0). There are now 2 arrivals, for which there are 10 possibilities: 

(1,1,0,0),(1,0,1,0),(1,0,0,1),} 
(0, 1, 1, 0), (0, 1, 0, 1), (0, 0, 1, 1) 

(2,0,0,0),(0,2,0,0), (0,0,2,0),(0,0,0,2) 

eachw.p. C 1200)(t)
2 =~,and 

each w.p. (2o2oo) (i)2 = 116' 

We again interpret (0, 1, 1, 0) as one arriving packet with destination 2 and one with destination 
3. The arrivals are added to the initia! state and ordered again. Because of this, the arrival 
veetors (1, 0, 1, 0), (1, 0, 0, 1), (0, 1, 1, 0), and (0, 1, 0, 1) all result in a transition from (2, 2, 0, 0) to 
(3, 1, 0, 0). We can now calculate the conesponding transition probability, which is 4 · 1/8 = 1/2. 

In a general setting, define 

A 0 (q, q') := {rn E MN(f(q)) I R(q- c(q) + rn) = q'} 

as the set of arrival veetors that cause a transition from state q to q' if action 0 is taken. The 
transition probability from state q to q' denoted by P 0 (q, q') can be found as follows: 

pO(q, q') = (_!_) f(q) L ( f(q) ) 0 

N Tnt 0 0 0 TnN 
mEA 0 (q,q') 

In more algorithmic terms, we can find P 0 (q, q') for all q' as follows: 

0. Set P 0 (q, q') = 0 and determine M(f(q)). For all rn E M(f(q)): 

1. Compute q' = R(q- c(q) + rn), and 

2. increment P 0 (q,q 1
) by (m/~:~J C~r)f(q) 

Doing so for all q yields P 0 , the entire matrix of transition probabilities with action 0. 

We conclude this subsection with the transition probabilities for action 1. After service and 
dropping packets, we are always in state 0, so for all q the number of arrivals is N. Define 

A 1 (q') := {rn E M(N) I R(rn) = q'}, 

as the set of arrival veetors that cause a transition from any state to q' if action 1 is taken. The 
transition probabilities are given by 
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where l{m E M(N) IR(m) = q' }I can be found quite easily by counting the anagramsof q1
• 

These four ingredients tagether determiue the MDP. Using this model, we eau approximate the 
selective packet dropping throughput aud strategy using the SA algorithm as discussed in Sec
tion B.4.2: 

Algorithm 2.21 (Selective packet dropping with p = 1). 

0. Set n = 0. Choose an E > 0 (typically 10-8 ) and set v0 = 0. 

1. For all q E 0, compute 

Vn+l (q) r(q) + max { L Pa(q,q')vn(q')}, and 
aE{O,l} 

1 
n 

q E>< 

argmax { L Pa(q, q')vn(q')}. 
aE{O,l} q' El! 

N ote that the argmax is considered to be the set of arguments that return a maximum, 
not necessarily restricted to oue element of that set. We thus also keep track of the states 
in \vhich the decision does uot matter, in order to develop some understanding about such 
states. 

2. Let 

max{vn(i)- Vn-l(i)}, 
tEil 

and 

·- min{v"(i)-vn-l(i)}. 
'El! 

If 111" - mn < E terminate the algorithm, otherwise set n = n + 1 and repeat steps 1 and 2. 

The throughput associated with selective packet dropping g* is bounded by m" and M", of which 
the difference is smaller than E. The selective packet dropping strategy is j", which is effectively 
a mapping from n to A that prescribes an action for each state. 

As a result of the modelling, g* is the maximal throughput that can be reached by a strategy 
that sametimes drops and sametimes keeps all packets basedon information of the HOL-packets. 
Concisely formulated, the main result of this section is: 

Property 2.22 (Optimality of selective packet dropping). Let the mapping f : 0 --+ A be a 
strategy that camplies with the modelZing of this subsection. This mapping results in a Markov 
eh a in with equilibrium probabilities denoted by Jrf (i) for i in 0. The throughput gf associated with 
this strategy is always less than or equal to the selective packet dropping throughput g*: 

gf = L Jrf (i)r(i) ::::; g*. 
iEl! 

This property is a direct consequence of the theory discussed in Appendix B. The results of the 
algorithm, in terms of throughput and strategy, are analysed in the next subsection. 
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2.4.2 Results 

The model discussed in the previous subsection was implemented in mathematica, and the optimal 
throughput and the optimal decision rule were determined using the successive appmximation 
algorithm. This section discusses the results of the SA algorithm and the corresponding strategy. 
The results will be followed by a short explanation and a discussion. 

The numerical results can be found in Table 2.3 and they are visualised in Figure 2.1. It is clear 
that selective packet dropping is an impravement in terms of throughput. However, to allow 
further discussion of the results, we also need to focus on the optimal strategy, which can be found 
in Table 2.4. 

To illustrate how Table 2.4 should be read, we consider the entries for N = 5. The packets should 
be kept if the switch is in state (2, 2, 1, 0, 0) which means that there are two packets for the same 
output, two for another, and one packet fora third output. If we are in state (1, 1, 1, 1, 1) (i.e. all 
packets have a different destination) or (2, 1, 1, 1, 0) (four packets with different destinations and 
the fifth packet has the same destination as one of them) then it makes no difference. For all other 
states, packets remaining after service should be dropped. 

We see that for all N in the table, dropping and keeping packets give the same throughput for the 
all-one state and the state (2, 1, . . . , 1, 0). This can easily be explained, because after service, there 
are 0 packets and 1 pack et left af ter service for state ( 1, ... , 1) and ( 2, 1, ... , 1, 0) respect i vely. If 
there are 0 packetsthen clearly dropping packets is meaningless , and if there is 1 packet left , then, 
by homogeneity, this packet could also be viewed as the "first" packet of the packets arriving in 
the next time slot. Naturally, dropping or keeping that packet can never make a difference in 
throughput. 

Stating a decision rule for general N is rather complicated. Although there appears to be a 'nice' 
structure in the optimal strategy, we also see that if N :<:::: 8 or N = 10, the highest number in 
the keep-states is 2, whereas for N = 9, N = 11 and N = 12 a 3 occurs. The occurrence of a 3 
can be explained, because the larger N is , the less detrimental the effects of a number of packets 
with the same destination are. In addition to this, 1- (1-* )N is a decreasing function of N, so 
the packet dropping throughput is smaller for larger N. Consequently, temporarily blocking some 
packets comes at a lower cost for larger N. It is nevertheless difficult to say why a 3 occurs for 
those specific N. Similarly, it seems likely that 4's will occur if N is large enough, but it is difficult 

Throughput 
Without With Selective 

N packet dropping packet dropping packet dropping 
2 0.75 0.75 0.75 
3 0.68254 0.703704 0.703704 
4 0.655242 0.683594 0.688462 
5 0.639917 0.67232 0.678218 
6 0.63015 0.665102 0.671547 
7 0.623371 0.660083 0.666574 
8 0.61839 0.656391 0.662689 
9 0.614575 0.653561 0.659536 

10 0.61156 0.651322 0.656897 
11 0.609117 0.649506 0.654696 
12 0.607097 0.648004 0.652821 
CXl 0.585786 0.632121 ? 

Table 2.3: Throughput resul ts without packet dropping (as discussed in Section 2.1), with packet 
dropping (Section 2.3) , and with selective packet dropping. 
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Figure 2.1: Throughput results for each of the three dropping policies. 

Optima! strategy 
N Keep packets for states The same for states 
2 - ((1,1) ,( 2,0) ) 
3 - ( (1 , 1 '1 ),(2, 1 ,0)) 
4 ((2,2,0,0)) ( ( 1' 1,1 ,1) ,(2 , 1 ,1,0) ) 
5 ((2,2,1,0,0)) ( ( 1,1, 1, 1,1) ,(2, 1, 1,1 ,0)) 
6 ((2,2,1,1,0,0) , (( 1,1,1,1,1,1 ), 

(2,2,2,0,0,0)) (2,1, 1,1,1,0)) 
7 ( (2,2,1 '1 , 1 ,0,0), (( 1,1,1,1,1,1,1) , 

(2 ,2,2,1,0,0,0)) (2, 1,1, 1,1,1,0)) 
8 ( (2,2,1, 1,1 '1,0,0), ( (1 ,1,1, 1 '1 ,1' 1,1) ' 

(2,2,2,1, 1,0 ,0 ,0), (2,1,1,1 '1, 1' 1,0)) 
(2,2,2 ,2,0 ,0 ,0 ,0) ) 

9 ( (2 ,2,1 ,1,1,1 , 1,0 ,0), ( (1, 1,1 ,1,1, 1, 1,1 '1 ), 
(2 ,2,2,1 ,1 ,1 ,0,0 ,0), (2, 1, 1,1, 1,1 ,1, 1 ,0)) 
(2 ,2,2 ,2,1 ,0 ,0,0 ,0), 
(3 ,2 ,2,2 ,0 ,0 ,0,0,0)) 

10 ( (2 ,2, 1,1 ,1,1 '1 ,1 ,0,0), ( (1,1 ,1,1, 1,1 ,1,1,1, 1), 
(2,2,2, 1,1,1,1 ,0 ,0 ,0) ' (2, 1,1, 1,1, 1,1,1 , 1,0)) 
(2,2,2,2,1,1 ,0 ,0 ,0 ,0)' 
(2,2,2,2,2,0 ,0 ,0 ,0 ,0)) 

11 ( (2,2, 1,1 '1,1, 1,1, 1 ,0,0), ( (1,1 , 1,1, 1 ,1 ,1,1,1 '1,1), 
(2,2,2,1 ,1,1' 1, 1,0 ,0,0), (2, 1 '1 ' 1 '1' 1 '1 ,1' 1 '1 ,0)) 
(2,2,2,2,1 ,1 ,1,0,0,0,0), 
(2,2,2,2 ,2 , 1 ,O,O,O,O,O) , 
(3,2 ,2,2,2 ,0,0,0,0 ,0,0)) 

12 ( (2,2, 1 '1 ,1 '1 '1 '1,1, 1 ,0 ,0) , ( (1 '1,1 ,1,1,1,1 '1,1,1,1,1)' 
(2,2,2,1,1,1,1 ' 1 ,1 ,0 ,0,0) , (2, 1, 1, 1,1,1,1,1 ,1, 1,1 ,0) ) 
(2,2,2,2,1,1,1 '1 ,0 ,0 ,0,0) , 
(2,2,2,2,2,1,1,0 ,0 ,0,0,0) , 
(2,2,2,2,2,2,0 ,0,0,0,0,0), 
(3,2,2,2,2, 1 ,o,o,o,o,o,o)) 

28 

Table 2.4: The optima! dropping strategy. For the states that are not mentioned in this table (the 
vast majority), the packets should he dropped after service. 
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to say exactly when. To make further discussion easier, we denote the selective packet dropping 
strategy by SPD, the strategy that drops all non-served packets by DROP, and the strategy that 
keeps all packets by KEEP. 

Load 

The SPD-throughput is considerably higher than the ordinary 
throughput , but only marginally higher than the throughput of 
the DROP-strategy. Nevertheless, a small impravement of the 
maximal throughput may yield a large impravement in average 
waiting time because the average waiting time typically tends to 
infinity very fast if the saturation load is reached (Figure 2.2). 
Furthermore, the droprate of SPD is less than that of DROP. 

Figure 2.2: A ty p ical wait ing t ime There are two key disadvantages of SPD compared to DROP: 
plot. 

First , the general SPD-policy is difficult to derive. Second, the 
optima! policy is more complicated to implement than merely dropping everything. On the other 
hand, the SPD-strategy can be determined for a fixed N and the list of states in which packet s 
should be kept is rather smal!. 

We can conclude that by dropping packets in a 'smart' way, the throughput can be increased and 
the waiting t ime of the packets that are not dropped can be reduced significantly. Obviously, a 
drawback of dropping packets in general is that dropped packets usually have to be sent again, 
which increases traffic. However , there may be situations in which the higher throughput eventu
ally outweighs the costs of dropping packets , for instanee if lost packets can be reconstructed by 
an error correction mechanism. 

Selective packet dropping may be applied as an emergency measure to prevent (almost) full queues 
from actually being overloaded. By temporarily using selective packet dropping the queue sizes 
will be reduced rapidly, and less packets will be blocked because the queues are full. Although 
this may seem an arbit rary choice between blocking and dropping packets, with packet dropping 
packets (and in particular selective packet dropping) only those packets are dropped that actually 
cause the switch to congest. This measure is a less drastic one than blocking packets, since the 
latter affects all packets. 

R emark 2.23. The optimal policy is optima! only over the action-space {0, 1} , i.e. if only 
dropping all packets or keeping all packets is allowed. A more sophisticated action-space would 
allow for instanee that packets are kept or dropped individually. Clearly, the optima! throughput 
associated with this action-space would be higher than or equal to the optima! throughput found 
in this section. 

2.5 Selective packet d ropping with arrivals 

The model discussed in the previous section can be modified to allow arrivals, i.e. for p < 1. The 
main difficulty is that wait ing packets have to be taken into account as Assumption 2.19 is no 
longer satisfied. This drastically increases state-space size and hence computational requirements. 
In order to maintain feasibili ty of the problem, the state-space has to be truncated and finite 
buffer sizes have to be assumed. In particular the buffer sizes are assumed to be equal for every 
input queue. 

Despite this modification, the metbod used in this section is essent ially the same as the previ
ous section. The problem is again modelled as an MDP in Section 2.5.1. Because we assume 
finite buffers , the throughput depends on the service policy. This dependency is discussed in 
Section 2.5.2. The throughput results are presented in Section 2.5.3 and the strategy results in 
Section 2.5.4. The performance of a beuristic strategy is analysed in Section 2.5.5. 
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2.5.1 Modelling 

Similar to the previous section, the state of the packets in the HOL-positions can be represented 
by an ordered vector. However, since we also consider arrivals , the number of packets in the queues 
becomes important as well. Throughout this section, we assume that the destinations of packets 
become known only when they enter the HOL-position of their queue. We will also emphasise the 
distinction between veetors and vector elements by writing the former in bold. 

ITill 
~ITil~ITil I ~-----~----+1 

[]] ITil []] I 
ITil []] ITil []]I f----~~----+1 

[]] ITil ITil I 
ITil ITil []] ITil I f----------+1 

Consider the example depicted in Figure 2.3. The 
input and output ports are numbered 1 through 6, 
counted from the top. There are two packets for desti
nations 2 and 4, and one packet for destinations 5 and 
6. This implies that the HOL-state can be described 
by the vector (2, 2, 1, 1, 0, 0), similar to the previous 
sec ti on. 

The decision to keep or drop certain packets can be 
based on the number of packets waiting behind the 
HOL-packet. Behind the packets for output port 2, 
there are 1 and 2 packets waiting, and hence 2 and 3 

Figure 2.3: A switch state d escribed by the vector total in the queues. The vector of waiting packets is 
( { { 4, I), ( 3 , 2) , ( 4) , (3) , (), {)) , {2 , 2 , 1, 1, 0, 0)). 

thus (3, 2). Note that this vector is ordered. Similarly, 
the vector of queue sizes of the HOL-packets that are going to output port 4 is (4, 1). The queue 
sizes of the packets for output ports 5 and 6 are the length 1 veetors (3) and (4). If there are no 
packets for a certain destination, we shall use a length 0 vector denoted by (). In a sen se, this 
vector is the "empty" vector . 

The vector that describes the tot al state of the queues, the queue-state, can also be ordered ( using 
Def. 2.25) due to the homogeneity of the switch. This results in a vector ( ( 4, 1), (3, 2), ( 4), (3), (), ()). 
The entire state of the switch can be described by forming a pair of the queue state and the HOL
state: (((4, 1), (3, 2), (4), (3), (), ()), (2, 2, 1, 1, 0, 0)). 

Remark 2.24. The vector (2, 2, 1, 1, 0, 0) is in fact redundant in this description. In the actual 
implementation, the model discussed in Section 2.4 was the starting point, which explains the 
preserree of the vector. The vector is included here for the sake of consistency with the implemen
tation. 

More generally, let q be the vector descrihing only the HOL-state. Each q; represents the number 
of packets with a certain destination, say d;. The vector descrihing the queues is a vector of 
length q;: bi = (b;1 , ... , b;q.), where each b;j is the queue size of one HOL-packet with destination 
d;. We have already mentioned that the buffer sizes are the same for all input queues, say B. 
Hence, b;j :::; B for all i, j. Furthermore, due to homogeneity, the components bi can be ordered 
in non-increasing orderand the veetors bi themselves can be ordered using the following ordering: 

Definition 2.25 (Vector ordering). For two veetors x and y with components ordered in non
increasing order, and x= (x1, ... , xn) and y = (y1, . .. ,yk) , we say that x> y if one of the 
following two holds: 

1. n > k 

2. n = k and either x1 > y1 or there exists an m < n such that for all 1 :::; i :::; m , x; = Yi and 
Xm+l > Ym+l· 

In other words, a vector is larger than another one if its length is larger, or, if the lengths are 
equal, if it is lexicographically larger. It can easily be proved that the ordering of Definition 2.25 
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is a total ordering, i.e. x 2 x, x 2 y À y 2 x::::} x = y, x 2 y À y 2 z::::} x 2 z, and for all x, y 
either x 2 y or y 2 x or both. 1 

We have analysed the state of the switch immediately before theservices take place. However, the 
actions are taken immediately after the service, so the system too should be regarcled immediately 
after theservices of the packets. lmmediately after the services, the inputportsof which the HOL
packet has just been served have free HOL-positions and a fresh packet may arrive at this position 
befare the next arrivals. We thus need an adaptation of the state-space which allows for "free 
queues": If we let (iji, ... ,qN) denote the HOL-state right before service, then k := 2::~ 1 c{iii) 
is the number of nonempty queues of which the HOL-packets have just been served. The free 
queue state f can now be written as a vector (h, ... , fk), such that each j; denotes the number of 
packets in a nonempty input queue withafree HOL-position. Again we orderfin non-increasing 
order. 

\Ve emphasise that a state consists of three "substates": The HOL-state, queue-state, and the free 
queue state. A state is usually denoted by w, the HOL-state by a vector q, the queue-state by a 
vector of veetors with unequallengths b = ( b1, b2 , ... , b N), and the free queue state by a vector f. 
This, however, will be made more precise when the statespace is formalised (Equation (2.38)). 

The fact that the system is considered immediately after the servicesimposes additional restrictions 
on the qi. For instanee the state with q = (N, 0, ... , 0) does not exist because it implies that no 
packets were served. In general we have that 

N N 

2:: qi :S N- 2:: c(qi). (2.37) 
i=l i=l 

As an example, consider the state of Figure 2.4. Note that this example is not the example 
of Figure 2.3 considered after the services. Again, the input and output ports are numbered 1 
through 6, counted from the top. 

The HOL-packets of queues 2 and 5 both have desti
nation 2 and the HOL-packets of queues 1 and 4 both 
have destination 4. There are also two queues (3 and 
6) of which a packet has just been served. The state af
ter the services can be described by making a triple of 
the state of the queues, the state of the HOL-packets, 
and the state of the free queues. Because there are 2 
and 1 packets remaining in the free queues, the free
state is described by the vector (3, 2). Consequently, 
the entire state of the switch is described by the vector 
(((4, 1), (3, 2), (), (), (), ()), (2, 2, 0, 0, 0, 0),(3, 2)). 

Later, we will give a more formal description of the 

[!IJ 

[!IJ [!IJ 

[!IJ [!IJ 

[]][!IJ [!IJ [!IJ 

[!IJ []] [!IJ I 

[]] [!IJ []] I L__ ___ ___, 

Figure 2.4: The state described by the vector 
(((4, 1), (3, 2), (), (), (), ()), (2, 2, 0, 0, 0, 0),(3, 2)). 

state-space, but first we informally discuss the action-space. The action-space of this section is 
more sophisticated than that of the previous section. Instead of dropping all or keeping all packets, 
the action-space now allows for packets to be kept or dropped individually, also depending on the 
number of packets in the queue. 

In the example, there are four packets that can each he dropped individually. The choice of 
dropping or keeping may depend on the queue, so for the two packets with destination 4, there are 
four possibilities: Dropping both, dropping none, dropping only the HOL-packet of queue 1, and 
dropping only the HOL-packet of queue 4, denoted by (1, 1), (0, 0), (0, 1), and (1, 0) respectively. 
In the latter notation, the order of the components is the same as the order of the components of 

10bviously a: 2': y means a:> y or a:= y. 
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the vector descrihing the queue-state. In general, suppose the HOL-state is described by q, and 
the queue-state by vector b = (b~, ... , bN ). There are q; packets with the same destination, for 
which there are 2q' possible actions, each denoted by a vector ai from {0, 1 }q'. To be precise, the 

jth element of ai corresponds with the action that should be taken concerning the HOL-packet 
in the queue with size b;j. 

To conclude this example, suppose that an action ((1, 0), (1, 1), (), (), (), ()) is taken. This implies 
that the HOL-packets of input queues 4, 2 and 5 are dropped, and the HOL-packet of input 
queue 1 is kept. Note that there is no action to be taken with respect to the free queues 3 and 
6. Immediately befare the anivals of the next time slot, the packets in the second places of the 
free queues will move to the HOL-positions, and if they are not served in the next time slot, they 
may be dropped at the decision epoch of the next time slot. Besides, dropping packets of the free 
queues is useless, as they cannot cause HOL-blocking yet due to their unknown destination. 

\Ve now give a formal description of the state-space. In order to write it in a concise way, we write 
R(V) for thesetof ordered veetors of V, i.e. R(V) = {R(v) lv E V}, for any set V with vector 
ordering as defined in Definition 2.25, The state-space can be \\Titten as2 

n : = { w = ( ( bl' bz' ... ' b N)' q' f) I i = 1' ... ' N ' 

N 

b; E R{1, ... ,BF~ q E R{O, ... ,N}~f E R{1, ... ,B-1}~ 0 s k s N- Lq;, 
i=l 

N N 

~q; SN- ~E(qi), b1 2: bz 2: ... 2: bN }• (2.38) 

where (bl,bz, ... ,bN), q = (q1, ... ,qN), and f = (JI, ... ,fk)) are called queue-state, HOL-state, 
and free-state or free queue state respectively. Note that this formulation of the state-space not 
only requires the elements of each vector b; to be ordered (b; E R {1, ... , B}q'), but also the 
veetors themsel ves to be ordered ( b1 2: bz 2: ... 2: b N). 

Remark 2.26. We could also have considered the equivalent state-space 

N 

biE R{1, ... ,B}q~ q E R{O, ... ,N}~f E R{O, ... ,B -1}~ k = N- Lq;, 
i=l 

N N 

~q; SN- ~E(q;), b1 2: bz 2: ... 2: bN }· 

However, for consistency with the actual implementation, wedefinedit as in Eq. (2.38). 

For any state w = ( ( b1, b2 , ... , b N), q, f), the action-space is 

(2.39) 

The rewards immediately befare service have not changed compared to the previous section, i.e. 
N 

still ra(w') = r(w') = L c(q;), where w' = ((b~, b~, ... , b~ ), q') is the state immediately befare 
i=l 

service. The rewards at decision epochs thus depend on the state the process jumps to. This, 
however, is allowed for Markov decision problems, see Equation (B.1). 

2 Using the convention that for any set V, V 0 = 0 and that V 1 results in length 1 veetors insteadof scalars. 
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The transition probabilities have become much more complicated. The most important cause (and 
complication) is the influence of p, and in addition to that, the transition probabilities depend 
on the service policy. In fact, the transition probabilities have become the bottleneck in the 
computation. They will not he covered in this section, but Appendix C discusses some details of 
the actual implementation of this MDP and the derivation of the transition probabilities. 

After computing the transition probabilities pa(w,w'), we can again run the SA algorithm: 

Algorithm 2.27 (Selective packet dropping for p < 1). 

0. Set n = 0. Choose an c > 0 (again w-s combines computational feasibility with accuracy) 
set va= 0. 

1. Compute for all wE f! 

max r(w) + { L pa(w,w')vn(w')}, and 
aEAw 

w'Eil 

argmax { L pa(w,w')vn(w')}. 
aEAw w'Eil 

Again, we consider the entire set rather than an arbitrary element of that set to increase our 
understanding of the strategy. 

2. Let 

mn 

max {vn(w)- Vn-dw)}, 
wEil 

min { Vn(w)- Vn-dw)}. 
wEil 

and 

If Nln - mn < c terminate the algorithm, otherwise set n = n + 1 and repeat steps 1 and 2. 

Similar to the previous section, the selective packet dropping throughput g* is bounded by mn 
and Nln, i.e. mn :::; g* :::; Mn, and the strategy is fn· The abstract formulation of the primary 
result is only slightly different from that of the previous section: 

Property 2.28 (Optimality of selective packet dropping (2)). Let f be a strategy that camplies 
with the modelZing of this subsection, i.e. let f: n----+ U Aw be a mapping such that f(w) E Aw 

wEil 
for all w in f!. This mapping results in a Markov chain with equilibrium probabilities denoted by 
n.f (w) for w in n. The throughput associated with this strategy gf = L 1rf (w)r(w) is always less 

wEil 
than or equal to the selective packet dropping throughput g*: 

gf = L 1rf(w)r(w):::; g*. 
WEil 

This boils down to saying that no strategy that fits within our framework (of which the most 
important charaderistics are that only the destination of the HOL-packets is known, that the 
number of packets in the finite queues are known, and that the destinations of the packets are 
independent) can outperfarm selective packet dropping. 

We will now briefly discuss service polides and their influence on selective packet dropping, after 
which the performance results will he presented and the optimal strategy will he discussed. 
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2.5.2 Service policy 

As opposed to Section 2.4, we now have finite buffers, and the throughput does depend on the 
service policy. In particular we distinguish a dropping policy and a service policy. A dropping 
policy determines whether or not to keep non-served packets, whereas the service policy determines 
which packets to serve. We furthermore say that a switch scheme as a combination of a dropping 
policy and a service policy. 

We shall consider three dropping policies: 

1. The policy that drops all packets that could not be served. This policy is analysed in 
Section 2.3 and it yields a throughput of 1- (1- pjN)N. It will be abbreviated to DROP. 

2. The policy that keeps all packets that could not be served. This is the dropping policy that 
is ordinarily used in switches. It will be abbreviated to KEEP. 

3. The selective packet dropping policy. It will be abbreviated to SPD. 

From similar polling models, we know that the longest queue first (LQF) service policy generally 
reduces blockrate and thus increases throughput, see e.g.[39].:3 It thus seems worthwhile to in
vestigate the performance of this policy. Furthermore, it also seems interesting to investigate the 
performance of service in random order (RO), sirree that occurs most frequently in literature. An 
example of a valid switch scheme is SPD combined with RO, denoted by SPD-RO. 

To conclude this subsection, we show how the transition probabilities are influenced by the service 
policy. Suppose that the state of the switch is (((4, 4, 1), (3, 3, 2), (), (), (), ()), (3, 3, 0, 0, 0, 0)) im
mediately befare service and after arrivals. Using LQF, the destination state is deterministic4 and 
it is (((4,1),(3,2),(),(),(),()),(2,2,0,0,0,0),(3,2)) because the HOL-packets with queue sizes 4 
and 3 are served, which results in 3 and 2 packets in the free queue. Using RO, the destination 
state is random, and equal to one of the following four: 

• (((4, 1), (3, 2), (), (), (), ()),(2, 2, 0, 0, 0, 0), (3, 2)) with probability 4/9; 

• (((4, 4), (3, 2), (), (), (), ()),(2, 2, 0, 0, 0, 0), (3)) with probability 2/9; 

• (((4, 1), (3, 3), (), (), (), ()),(2, 2, 0, 0, 0, 0), (3, 1)) with probability 2/9; 

• (((4, 4), (3, 3), (), (), (), ()),(2, 2, 0, 0, 0, 0), (2)) with probability 1/9. 

Using a similar reasoning, any service policy could be implemented, as long as it serves packets 
whenever it is possible. If a service policy does not meet this requirement, Equation (2.37) and 
the state-space description are no langer valid. 

2.5.3 Performance results 

Due to the much larger state-space, the computational requirements are higher and results were 
obtained only for small N and B. Figure 2.5 gives a graphical camparisou of several switch schemes 
with N = 4 and B = 3. 

3 Actually, Sparaggis et al [39] prove that the policy that selects jobs from the queue with the smallest residual 
capacity (SRC) is optima! under certain conditions (such as an exponentially distributed service times). In our 
case, SRC and LQF are equivalent because each queue has the same buffer size. 

4 That is, the service is deterministic. The randomness in the process is induced by the arrivals and by the 
destinations of the packets that move into free HOL-positions. 
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Figure 2.5: Throughput comparison of SPD combined with RO, KEEP with RO and LQF, and 
DROP with any service policy (denoted by XX) . 

For each p, in steps of 0.01 , the optimal strategy and the optimal throughput were determined. 
We clearly see that SPD-RO yields a large impravement over KEEP-RO , but we also see that 
KEEP-LQF outperfarms SPD-RO for small p. A better comparison between RO and LQF, both 
without packet dropping and with selective packet dropping can be found in Figure 2.6. 
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Figure 2 .6: Throughput comparison between the LQF and RO service policy, both without packet 
dropping and with selective packet dropping. 

R emark 2.29. All service policies combined with the DROP policy are equivalent . This is 
indicated in the legencis of all plots by the XX. 

Obviously, SPD-LQF combines the best of the LQF service policy and selective packet dropping. 
We will therefore focus mainly on the SPD-LQF scheme from now on. 
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From the figures it may seem that selective packet dropping is a strategy on its own, but in fact a 
strategy is computed for each p. In reality, there is at best design time knowledge of p. Moreover , 
in actual implementations a simple decision rule is needed. As an attempt to find such a rule, 
we consider the optimal strategy found in Section 2.4.2, i.e. with p = 1. This dropping policy is 
denoted by SOS (Saturation Optimal Strategy). A new throughput comparison can be found in 
Figure 2.7. In this figure, we clearly see that the throughput of the simple decision rule and the 
optimal strategy are fairly close for high p , but the simple rule comes at a high cost for smaller p. 
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Figure 2. 7: A throughput comparison including a simpte decision rule: The optima! strategy of 
Section 2.4 , indicated by SOS. Note that combining SOS with RO or LQF does nat make much 
difference for p close to 1 as the SOS-RO is nearly optima! for p = 1. 

Besides throughput, the rate at which packets are dropped is an interesting performance measure 
as well. In addition to this , packets are blocked if the queues are full and they can not accommodate 
the arriving packets. It is important to make a strict distinction between dropping and blocking: 
Dropping packets is a choice and it occurs at the head of the queue. Blocking packets is a necessity 
caused by full queues and it occurs at the tail of the queue. The droprate, denoted by 6, is defined 
as the expected number of packets that are dropped per time unit , divided by N. The blockrate, 
denoted by (3, is defined as the expected number of packets that are not blocked, divided by N. 
Furthermore, we say that a packet is lost if it is either blocked or dropped. 

If we denote the throughput by 'Y , we obviously have the following relation: 

This relation reflects the fact that an arriving packet is either served within finite time (and 
accounts for throughput), dropped within finite time (accounts for droprate) , or blocked immedi
ately (blockrate). The probability that an arriving packet is dropped or blocked is r5 j p and f3/ p 
respect i vely. 

An overview of the droprate and blockrate of various strategies can be found in Fig. 2.8 and 2.9 
respect i vely. 

The droprates of SPD combined with RO and LQF differ only slightly. Remarkably, they both 
converge to approximately 5%. The blockrate of the SPD-LQF is particularly lower for small p, 
which is a benefit of the LQF service policy. For p closer to 1, the blockrates are roughly equal ; 
the blockrate reducing effect of the LQF service policy is gradually eliminated. Nevertheless, 
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Figure 2.8: The droprates ó for various switch schemes. For switch schemes with the KEEP 
dropping policy, the droprate is of course 0. They are not included in this figure. 
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Figure 2.9: The blockrates fJ for various strategies. For the dropping policy that drops all packets 
after contention (DROP) , the blockrate is 0. 

the blockrates converge to approximately 25%, as opposed to 33 to 34% for the strategy usually 
considered in literature (i.e. RO service without packet dropping, KEEP-RO). Together with a 
5% droprate , this implies a 3 to 4% increase in throughput, in compliance with Figure 2.6 and 2.7. 

For different values of N and B , the plots are similar. Results for N = 4, B = 7 and N = 5, 
B = 4 can be found in Figures 2.11 and 2.12 on Page 43. 

2.5.4 Strategy results 

In this subsection we focus on the precise strategy of the SPD dropping policy. We have already 
mentioned that the decision rule should be simple and easily implementable. The selective packet 
dropping strategy, however, is dependent on the value of p. A simple alternative as the optimal 
strategy for p = 1 (SOS) comes at a high cost for small p, so this is not a good solution. If p 
is unknown at all , it will be very hard to implement a strategy for dropping packets selectively, 
merely because the strategy is determined given p. Usually there is some knowledge about p, for 
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instanee that p lies within a certain range with high probability. This knowledge could be adopted 
to impierneut a strategy. 

To illustrate this further, let us take a look at Table 2.5, which shows the optima! strategy for 
different val u es of p between 0. 7 4 and 0. 77 for SPD-LQF. The table descrihing t he strategy for all 
p between 0.01 and 0.99 can be found in Appendix E. 

The first column of Table 2.5 states p . The second column gives the HOL-state, which is vector 
q of Section 2.5.1. The third column shows the queues behind (and including) the HOL-packets, 
which is b = (b1 , .. . , bN ). To complete the state description, the fourth column shows the state 
of the free queues, i.e. the queues of packets that have just been served. In the notation of 
Section 2.5 .1 this is f . 

As an example, consider the state (((2, 1) , (), (), ()), (2, 0, 0, 0) , (2, 1) . This is the state in which two 
packets with the same destination have just been blocked, and two packets have just been served. 
The blocked packets have 2 and 1 packets behind them in the queue. Immediately prior to service, 
there were also 2 and 1 packet waiting behind the packets that were going to be served. These 
packets are now behind free HOL-position waiting to move into them in the next time slot. There 
are four possible actions in this state: To keep both HOL-packets, to drop both HOL-packets, to 
keep the HOL-packet in the queue of size 2 and drop the other one, and the other way around. 
These act i ons are denoted by ordered vectors, in this case veetors ( ( 0, 0), (), (), ()), ( ( 1, 1) , (), (), ()), 
((1, 0), (), (), ()), and ((0, 1) , () , () , ()) respectively. Note that the ordering in the actionsis the same 
as the ordering in the queue-state vector. 

The optima! action for each state can be found in the last column of the table. However , if the 
lengths of some queues behind the HOL-packets are equal , some actions are equivalent. If the set 
of optima! actions consists of equivalent actions, only one of them is given to prevent the table 
from expanding too large. 

Table 2.5: The SPD strategy with LQF as service discipline, for N = 4 and B = 3. 

p HOL-state Queues Free #St. Optimal strategy 
0.74 (0, 0, 0, 0) all all 15 ((), (), (), ()) 

(1, 0, 0, 0) all all 30 ((0), (), (), ()) 
(1, 1, 0, 0) all all 36 ((0), (0), (), ()) 
(2, 0, 0, 0) ((1, 1), (), (), ()) all 6 ((0, 0), (), (), ()) 
(2, 0, 0, 0) ((2, 1), (), (), ()) ((), (1)) 2 (((0, 0), (), (), ()) 
(2, 0, 0, 0) ((2, 2) , (), (), ()) all 6 (( 1, 0) , (), (), ()) 
(2, 0, 0, 0) ((3, 3), (), (), ()) all 6 (( 1, 0), (), (), ()) 
(2, 0, 0, 0) rest all 16 ((1, 0), (), (), ()) 
(3, 0, 0, 0) ((1, 1, 1), (), (), ()) a ll 3 ((1, 0, 0) , (), (), ()) 
(3, 0, 0, 0) ((2, 1, 1), (), (), ()) all 3 (( 1, 0, 0) , (), (), ()) 
(3, 0, 0, 0) ((2, 2, 1), (), (), ()) (()) 1 (( 1, 0, 0) , (), (), ()) 
(3, 0, 0, 0) ((2, 2, 2), (), (), ()) all 3 (( 1, 1, 0) , (), (), ()) 
(3, 0, 0, 0) ((3, 1, 1), (), (), ()) all 3 (( 1, 0, 0) , (), (), ()) 
(3, 0, 0, 0) ((3, 2, 2), (), (), ()) all 3 (( 1, 1, 0), (), (), ()) 
(3, 0, 0, 0) ((3, 3, 3), (), (), ()) all 3 ((1, 1, 0) , (), (), ()) 
(3, 0, 0, 0) rest a ll 11 ((1, 1, 0) , (), (), ()) 

0.75 (0, 0, 0, 0) all a ll 15 ((), (), (), ()) 
(1, 0, 0, 0) all a ll 30 ((0), (), (), ()) 
(1, 1, 0, 0) all all 36 ((0), (0), () , ()) 
(2, 0, 0, 0) ((1, 1) , () , (), ()) all 6 (( 0, 0), (), (), ()) 
(2, 0, 0, 0) ((2, 1) , () , (), ()) (()) 1 ((0, 0) , (), (), ()) 
(2, 0, 0, 0) ((2, 2) , (), (), ()) all 6 ((1, 0), (), (), ())) 
(2, 0, 0, 0) ((3, 3), (), (), ()) all 6 ((1, 0), (), (), ()) 
(2, 0, 0, 0) rest all 17 ((1, 0) , (), (), ()) 
(3, 0, 0, 0) (( 1, 1, 1), (), (), ()) all 3 ((1, 0, 0), (), (), ()) 
(3, 0, 0, 0) ((2, 1, 1) , (), (), ()) all 3 ((1, 0, 0), (), (), ()) 
(3, 0, 0, 0) ((2, 2, 2) , (), (), ()) all 3 ((1, 1, 0), (), (), ()) 
(3, 0, 0, 0) ((3, 1, 1), (), (), ()) all 3 ((1, 0, 0), (), (), ()) 

continued on next page 
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Table 2.5: The SPD-LQF strategy (continued) 

p HOL-state Queues Free #St. Optimal strategy 
(3, 0, 0, 0) ((3, 2, 2), (), (), ()) all 3 ((1, 1, 0), (), (), ()) 
(3, 0, 0, 0) ((3, 3, 3), (), (), ()) all 3 ((1, 1, 0), (), (), ()) 
(3, o, 0, 0) rest all 12 ((1, 1,0), (), (), ()) 

0.76 (0, 0, 0, 0) all all 15 ((), (), (), ()) 
(1, 0, 0, 0) all all 30 ((0), (), (), ()) 
(1, 1, 0, 0) all all 36 ((0), (0), (), ()) 
(2, 0, 0, 0) ((1, 1), (), (), ()) ((2, 2)) 1 ((1, 0), (), (), ()) 
(2, 0, 0, 0) ((1, 1), (), (), ()) rest 5 ((0, 0), (), (), ()) 
(2, 0, 0, 0) ((2, 2), (), (), ()) all 6 ((1, 0), (), (), ()) 
(2, 0, 0, 0) ((3, 3), (), (), ()) all 6 ((1, 0), (), (), ()) 
(2, 0, 0, 0) rest all 18 (((1, 0), (), (), ()) 
(3, 0, 0, 0) ((1, 1, 1), (), (), ()) all 3 ((1, 0, 0), (), (), ()) 
(3, 0, 0, 0) ((2, 1, 1), (), (), ()) all 3 ((1, 0, 0), (), (), ()) 
(3, 0, 0, 0) ((2, 2, 2), (), (), ()) all 3 ((1, 1,0), (), (), ()) 
(3, 0, 0, 0) ((3, 1, 1), (), (), ()) ((), (1)) 2 ((1, 0, 0), (), (), ()) 
(3, 0, 0, 0) ((3, 1, 1), (), (), ()) ( (2)) 1 ((1, 1, 0), (), (), ()) 
(3, 0, 0, 0) ((3, 2, 2), (), (), ()) all 3 ((1, 1, 0), (), (), ()) 
(3, 0, 0, 0) ((3, 3, 3), (), (), ()) all 3 ((1, 1, 0), (), (), ()) 
(3, 0, 0, 0) rest all 12 ((1, 1, 0), (), (), ()) 

0.77 (0, 0, 0, 0) all all 15 ((),(),(),()) 
(1, 0, 0, 0) all all 30 ((0), (), (), ()) 
(1, 1, 0, 0) all all 36 ((0), (0), (), ()) 
(2, 0, 0, 0) ((1, 1), (), (), ()) ((2, 2)) 1 ((1, 0), (), (), ()) 
(2, 0, 0, 0) ((1, 1), (), (), ()) rest 5 ((0, 0), (), (), ()) 
(2, 0, 0, 0) ((2, 2), (), (), ()) all 6 ((1, 0), (), (), ()) 
(2, 0, 0, 0) ((3, 3), (), (), ()) all 6 ((1, 0), (), (), ()) 
(2, 0, 0, 0) rest all 18 ((1, 0), (), (), ()) 
(:3, 0, o, 0) ((1, 1, 1), (), (), ()) all 3 ((1, 0, 0), (), (), ()) 
(3, 0, 0, 0) ((2, 1, 1), (), (), ()) all 3 ((1, 0, 0), (), (), ()) 
(3, 0, 0, 0) ((2, 2, 2), (), (), ()) all 3 ((1, 1,0), (), (), ()) 
(3, 0, 0, 0) ((3, 1, 1), (), (), ()) ((), (1)) 2 ((1, 0, 0), (), (), ()) 
(3, 0, 0, 0) ((3, 1, 1), (), (), ()) ((2)) 1 ((1, 1, 0), (), (), ()) 
(3, 0, 0, 0) ((3, 2, 2), (), (), ()) all 3 ((1, 1, 0), (), (), ()) 
(3, 0, 0, 0) ((3, 3, 3), (), (), ()) all 3 ((1, 1, 0), (), (), ()) 
(3, 0, 0, 0) rest all 12 ((1, 1, 0), (), (), ()) 

The fifth column of Table 2.5 gives information about the number of states that are embedded 
in one table entry. This can be used as a confirmation mechanism. Following the state-space 
description of Equation (2.38), we require for all states that b; E R{1, ... , B}q;, for all i. In 
addition to this, f E R( {1, ... , B - 1 }k), for 0 :S k :S N- I:~ 1 Qi· These two requirements 
together limit the number of possible states. 

As an example, we consider states of which the HOL-state is (1, 1, 0, 0). For these states, q1 = 
q2 = 1 and q3 = q4 = 0. So, both b1 and b2 are in R( {1, 2, 3}) = {1, 2, 3}, and ba = b4 = (). 
Because b1 ~ b2 we know that queue-states ((1), (2), (), ()), ((1), (3), (), ()), and ((2), (3), (), ()) 
are invalid. As a result, there are 9- 3 = 6 possible queue-states. We also know that 0 :S k :S 2 
and f E R( {1, 2}k). If k = 0, then f = (), if k = 1, then f = (1) or f = (2), and if k = 2, then 
f is (1, 1), (2, 1) or (2, 2). In total there are thus 6 possibilities for the free-state. Because each 
queue-state can be combined with each free-state, there are 36 states with HOL-state (1, 1, 0, 0), 
which is in line with the table entry. 

Some entries in the table contain the word "all." This obviously means that all states with the 
particular HOL-state or queue-state have the same optimal action. For example, the secoud line 
of the data entries states that if p = 0. 7 4, and there is only one packet that was not served the 
previous service round (i.e. the HOL-state is (1, 0, 0, 0)), then the optimal action is to keep that 
packet, regardless of the queue behind it and of the queues behind the free HOL-positions. 

All free-states with the same optimal action are put together in one entry, i.e. the entry ((), (1)) 
denotes the free-states witheither no free HOL-positions or one free HOL-position with one packet 
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behind it. This explains why the free queue states column also has entries (()); this entry means 
that there are no packets bebind the empty HOL-positions. 

Other entries consist of the word "rest", which means that all states that are not in the table 
have the same optima! action. Consicier for instanee p = 0. 75 and the states with HOL-state 
(2, 0, 0, 0) and queue-state ((2, 1), (), (), ()) (i.e. 2 and 1 packets waiting in the queue behind the 
two blocked packets with the same destination). In these states, if there are no packets behind the 
free HOL-positions (i.e. free-state entry is(())), then the optima! action is to keep both packets. 
On the other hand, if there are packets behind the free HOL-positions, then the optima! action is 
embedded intheentry with HOL-state (2, 0, 0, 0) and queue-state "rest", herree the optima! action 
is to drop the packet at the HOL-position with two packets in the queue. 

Let us now analyse the optima! strategy in more depth. If at best only the range of p is known, 
it is probably infeasible to implement the selective packet dropping strategy. Consequently, de
termining the rate at which the optima! strategy changes is very important. The idea bebind this 
is that if the strategy does not change very fast, it may he worthwhile to implement a strategy 
that might be suboptimal for some p (for instanee the optima! strategy for the midpoint of the 
range of p) but still retains most of the benefits of selective packet dropping. So let us consider 
the changes of the optima! strategy, summarised in Table 2.6. 

State 
Optima! action 

p = 0.74 p = 0.75 p = 0.76 

((2, 0, 0, 0), ((1, 1), (), (), ()), (2, 2)) ( (0, 0), (), (), ()) ((0, 0), (), (), ()) ((1, 0), (), (), ()) 
( ( 2, 0, 0, 0), ( ( 1, 1), (), (), ()), rest) ((0, 0), (), (), ()) ((0, 0), (), (), ()) ((0, 0), (), (), ()) 

((2, 0, 0, 0), ((2, 1), (), (), ()), ()) ((0, 0), (), (), ()) ((0, 0), (), (), ()) ((1, 0), (), (), ()) 
((2, 0, 0, 0), ((2, 1), (), (), ()), (1)) ((0, 0), (), (), ()) ((1, 0), (), (), ()) ((1, 0), (), (), ()) 
((2, 0, 0, 0), ((2, 1), (), (),()),rest) ((1, 0), (), (), ()) ((1, 0), (), (), ()) ((1, 0), (), (), ()) 

((3, 0, 0, 0), ((2, 2, 1), (), (), ()), ()) ((1, 0, 0), (), (), ()) ((1, 1, 0), (), (), ()) ((1, 1, 0), (), (), ()) 
((3, 0, 0, 0), ((2, 2, 1), (), (),()),rest) ((1, 1, 0), (), (), ()) ((1, 1, 0), (), (), ()) ((1, 1, 0), (), (), ()) 

((3, 0, 0, 0), ((3, 1, 1), (), (), ()), (2)) ((1, 0, 0), (), (), ()) ((1, 0, 0), (), (), ()) ((1, 1, 0), (), (), ()) 
( (3, 0, 0, 0), ( (3, 1, 1 ), (), (), ()),rest) ((1, 0, 0), (), (), ()) ((1, 0, 0), (), (), ()) ((1, 0, 0), (), (), ()) 

Table 2.6: Strategy changes of Table 2.5. For p = 0.76 and p = 0.77 the optima! strategies are 
equal. For the states not mentioned in this table, the optima! strategy remairred the same for all p 
in the range considered. 

We abserve that if p changes from 0.74 to 0.75, there are only 2 minor changes, from 0.75 to 
0.76 only 3 minor changes, and from 0.76 to 0.77 no changes at all. We can also see how the 
optima! strategy changes. Consider for instanee the state with HOL-state (2, 0, 0, 0) and queue
state ((1, 1), (), (), ()). For p ~ 0.75, it is always best to keep all packets. For p = 0.76 it is almast 
always best to keep all packets, except if there are 2 packets behind the free HOL-positions. This 
is of course a very small change. 

The optima! action in this state keeps changing in a similar fashion until p = 0.81, at which 
point the optima! action is to drop one of the packets regardless of the free-state. Likewise, the 
optima! action for the state with HOL-state (2,0,0,0) and queue-state ((2,1),(),(),()) changes 
from keeping both at p = 0.69 todropping both at 0.76. In essence, this means that the optima! 
actions change in small steps from keeping packets to dropping packets, except for those states 
for which it never pays off to drop a packet. 

For those values of p for which the optima! actions start changing, we are at the break-even point 
so the associated throughputs are roughly equal. Consequently, it seems that the optima! strategy 
will not deviate much from a decision rule based only on partial knowledge of p, e.g. knowledge of 
the range of p. This suspicion is corroborated by the throughput results for the optima! strategy in 
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case p = 1 (see Figure 2.7), which are given in Table 2.7. Indeed we see that the SOS-throughput 
does not deviate much from the SPD-throughput for p 2 0.95. Note that SOS is based on an 
endpoint of a range, rather than a midpoint. It could probably be made suitable for a larger range 
by basing it on the optimal strategy for p slightly smaller than 1. 

p SOS-RO SPD-LQF 
0.9 0.664683 0.68817 
0.91 0.669261 0.688262 
0.92 0.673488 0.68833 
0.93 0.677296 0.688378 
0.94 0.680616 0.688412 
0.95 0.683383 0.688434 
0.96 0.685545 0.688448 
0.97 0.687078 0.688456 
0.98 0.688 0.68846 
0.99 0.688397 0.688461 

Table 2. 7: The performance of the simple decision rule SOS. This is the optima! strategy found in 
Section 2.4, with p = 1. It is clear that it is a good approximation to the optima! throughput for p 
close to 1, but the rule is much easier to implementand independent of p . 

We can conclude that selective packet dropping is a sophisticated choice between blocking and 
dropping packets resulting in a higher throughput and a lower loss rate. The disadvantages 
are its high computational requirements and the fact that it is based on full knowledge of p. 
These, however, can be overcome by implementing a fixed , storable decision rule based on partial 
knowledge of p. 

2.5.5 The threshold policy 

As an example of a storable decision rule, we consider a threshold policy in this subsection. The 
threshold policy with threshold t drops remaining packets if there are at least t of them with the 
same destination. In other words, for a state w = ( ( b1 , ... , bN), q , f) the action is given by 

where 1 is the indicator function , i.e., l{A} = 1 if A is true and 0 if A is false. The threshold 
policy with threshold t is denoted by Tt from now on. It should be noted that Tl is equal to 
DROP. 

If t is chosen wisely, the results can be remarkably good, as is illustrated in Figure 2.10. In this 
figure the throughput of T2 is compared to the SPD-throughput. For p 2 0.85, the performance 
of T2 is only slightly worse than that of SPD in a switch with N = 5 and buffer size B = 4, even 
though T2 is obviously much simpler and much easier to implement . 

We cannot guarantee a good performance of T2 for larger N. In Section 2.4.2 we saw that the 
highest number of packets in the keep-statesof the optimal strategy increases when the switch size 
also increases. This makes it likely that t also has to be increased for larger switches. Furthermore, 
to acquire a better performance for low loads, T2 should probably be used together with other 
decision rules . The router could use one of those rules depending on the load offered to the 
switch. For instance, the switch could use KEEP-LQF for loads up to 0.7 and T2-LQF for loads 
exceeding 0.7. 
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More importantly, sirree SPD is optima!, a comparison with SPD shows how good the heuristic 
decision rule performs. This in turn indicates how much the heuristic rule can be improved by 
making its decisions more sophisticated. For instance, from Figure 2.10 it is clear that T2 cannot 
be improved much for loads above 0.85, at least if decisions are considered that abide by the 
modeHing of this section. 
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Figure 2 .10: The results for the threshold policy with threshold t = 2, denoted by T2 . 
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Figure 2.11 : Results for N = 4, B = 7. Figure 2 .12: Results for N= 5, B = 4. 



Chapter 3 

A random order of service switch 

In this chapter a one-switch network will be considered (see Figure 3.1). This is notably different 
from the switch in Chapter 2, where a switch in isolation was considered. In reality, data arrives 
at the network interface (NI) , where it is stored until it is sent across the network. An NI causes 
an additional delay, which will also be looked at in this chapter. The destination NI does not play 
a role with respect to performance measures. It only serves as a sink that accepts all incoming 
data. 

lt is important to reeall the difference between a word, flit, and a packet (see Section 1.2.1): A 
word is the basic 32-bit data unit and is generated by IP-blocks and then sent to Nis. A flit, 
consisting of three words, is the amount of data that can traverse a link in one time slot . A packet 
is a collection of words with the same destination , including a three words header , which among 
other things indicates the destination. The size of a packet is measured in flits. 

Although many different policies are possible, we focus on so-called threshold policies: The NI 
waits until there is a certain number of flits waiting and then they are all sent to the network. 
Because each packet has exactly one flit as a header , it is immediately clear that there is a tradeoff 
with respect to the packet size. On the one hand, smal! packets have a short stay in the NI and 
thus a short delay in the network. On the other hand, they cause a large overhead because each 
packet requires one additional flit. For instance, a packet of size 2 has an overhead of 50% because 
there is only one flit with data. A packet size of 9 has an overhead of only 10% because 9 out of 
10 flits contain real data. Obviously a large overhead is bad for the waiting times of other packets. 
The ultimate goal of this chapter is to optimise the threshold with respect to packet delay. 

As stated in the introduction, NoCs also use credit based flow controL Determining how credits 
should he transmitted through the network is an important and challenging problem in itself. 
Even so, packet transmission is dependent on the transmission of credits. Analysing both problems 

[]ll[]lll []ll[]ll[]lll 

[]lll • []ll[]ll[]ll[]lll 

[]ll[]ll[]lll 

[]ll[]ll[]lll • []ll[]ll[]ll[]llj 

~ ~ 

Souree NI Switch Dest. NI 

Figure 3 .1: The model discussed in this chapter. Data arrives at the souree NI, where it is queued 
and in the end sent to the input queue of the switch. The switch sends the data to the right output 
port, after which the data arrives at the destination NI. 
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tagether is intractable, so to resolve this issue we assume infinite queues at the Nis and at the 
switches in this chapter. Most importantly, this assumption implies that credits do not have to he 
taken into account. The assumption is justified by the fact that simulation results have shown that 
insome cases (usually with low loads), the credits do not significantly affect network performance. 

As in the previous chapters, we assume that the switches are homogeneous, i.e. that the arrival 
processes at all input queues are identical (and usually governed by a Bernoulli(p) process) and 
that the destinations of packets are uniformly distributed. In addition to this, we assume that 
entire packets arrive at the NI governed by a Bernoulli(p) process. The assumption that entire 
packets arrive at the NI implies that the time until the threshold has been reached is not taken 
into account. Although this conflicts with reality, a Bernoulli arrival process has been assumed to 
make the model easier to analyse. A penalty for the "threshold time" can always he added later 
as it does not fundamentally change the optimisation process. 

A consequence of the homogeneity assumption is that all Nis have the same optimal packet size, 
which we will denote by K. As a result, we are optimising all Nis at the same time. lt serves little 
purpose to optimise only some network interfaces and leave others untouched. Note that we will 
often use a lowercase k as an indicator variable. This indicator is not a priori related to K. 

Finally, note that we would like to optimise the delay, while keeping the amount of data that 
enters the network constant. The amount of data in a packet of size K is K- 1 flits, because the 
packet size is the size including the header. Sirree the arrival rate is p, we keep 

p(K- 1) =À (3.1) 

constant. 

This simplified network still does not allow direct analysis. We have to resort to approximative 
models and we verify our results using simulations of the network discussed above. The approxi
mative models generally use the geo/G/1 queueing model. This model is analysed inSection 3.1. 

For the simplest case (K = 1), approximative formulas are known. They are discussed in Sec
tion 3.2 and their performances are compared in Section 3.3. Note that K = 1 is somewhat 
artificial in the context of networks on chips, because it implies that packets consist of headers 
only. lt turns out that the approximation proposed by Boot [6] perfarms best. lt is based on 
the assumption that the service time of a packet is geometrically distributed. This particular 
assumption is analysed in more depth in Section 3.4. 

After this, we focus on the situation where K > 1. An interesting phenomenon occurring if K > 1 
is analysed in Section 3.5. Because the approximation of [6] perfarms best, we extend this model 
in Section 3.6. Lastly, in Section 3. 7 the optimal packet size is derived. 

3.1 The geo/G/1 model 

In this section, we analyse the geo/G /1 model, which shall turn out to he very important in 
the remainder of this thesis. Our analysis is divided into two parts: The analysis of the geo/G /1 
queue without batch arrivals and with batch arrivals. As customary in queueing theory, we consider 
customers arriving at a server rather than flits arriving at a switch. We analyse only those aspects 
of the geo/G /1 model that are important for our work, for a more comprehensive analysis, the 
reader is referred to Takagi [40]. 

There are two ways in which the geo/G/1 model can he viewed: Arrivals either occur at the 
beginning of a time slot ( early arrival) or at the end of a time slot (late arrival). Even though the 
differences between these models are subtle, they may lead to wrong results, which is why both 
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models are analysed here. Gravey and Hébuterne [13] give a good comparison of these two arrival 
models. Intheir work, the early and late arrival models are called "departures fi.rst" and "arrivals 
first" respectively. Identical to their notation, we denote the early and late arrival model by a 
superscript D and A respectively. If a statement holds for both arrival models, the superscript is 
omitted. Throughout this section, we shall denote the generating function of a random variable 
by the same letter as we use to denote that random variable itself, i.e. X(z) is the generating 
function of X, where X can be any letter. 

Late arrival 

Service I 
l' " 

Arrival / Immediately after 
service completion 

(a) The late arrival model (arrivals first). The newly arrived customers are included in the number 
of customers left behind by the customer about to depart. A customer arriving in a time slot in 
which the queue is empty is only allowed to enter service the next time slot, because it is considered 
to arrive at the end of the time slot. 

Service 

Immediately after 
service completion 

Early arrival 

/ \ Arrival 

(b) The early arrival model (departures first). The departed customers are not included in the 
number of et1stomers as seen u pon arrival by the newly arriving customer. A customer arriving 
in a time slot in which the queue is empty is allowed toenter service immediately. However, the 
time slot in which he arrives counts towards his sojaurn time. 

Figure 3.2: The early arrival model vs the late arrival model. 

3.1.1 Without batch arrivals 

For k = 1, 2, ... , let Nk be the number of customers present immediately after the departure of 
the kth customer, and Ak be the number of customers that arrive during the service of the kth 
customer. We assume that the Ak are i.i.d. and independent of all Nk. Note that Ak, unlike Nk, 
is independent of the arrival model. For the late arrival model, we have 

In terms of probability generating functions, this becomes 

Nt+l (z) = Nt;(O)Ak+l (z) + ~ ( 1- Nt;(o) )Ak+l (z) f: IP'(Nt; =i INt 2: 1)zi 
j=O 

(3.2) 

(3.3) 
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If we look at the queue in equilibrium (assuming that a steady state distribution exists), we 
can drop the subscripts and look at NA(z) = limk--+oo Nf(z) and A(z) = limk--+oo Ak(z). It is 
important to make a clear distinction between the notational functions of A: If it is used as a 
superscript, it denotes the arrivals first ( or late-arrival) model. If it is used normally, it represents 
the steady-state number of customers that arrive during the service of a customer. In addition 
to this, it is also used to denote the generating function of the steady-state number of customers 
that arrive during the service of a customer. 

Because we are looking at the late arrival model, we know that NA is equal to the number of 
customers at an arbitrary point in the continuous time domain (see Figure 3.2). As a result, 
NA(O) = 1- p = 1- prlB, where pis the parameter of the Bernoulli arrival process and B the 
generally distributed service time. We can rewrite Eq. (3.3) to 

hence 

A( ) _ (1- p)(A(z)- ~A(z)) 
N z - 1 1- z-A(z) 

(1 - p)(1 - z)A(z) 
A(z) - z 

(3.4) 

Reeall that A is the number of arrivals during an arbitrary service. We can find an expression for 
A(z) by conditioning on the duration of the service. Given a fixed service time t, the m1mber of 
arrivals is binomially distributed with t trials and success probability p: 

A(z) = f zm f (~)pm(l- p)t-m~(B = t) 
m=O t=rnax{ m,l} 

00 

= L:(l- p + pz)t~(B = t) = B(1- p + pz). (3.5) 
t=l 

If we insert this equation into Eq. (3.4), we get the discrete-time equivalent of the Pollaczek
Khinchine formula: 

NA(z) = (1- p)(1- z)B(1- p + pz). 
B(1- p + pz)- z 

(3.6) 

We can express the distribution of ND of the early arrival model in the distribution of NA of the 
late arrival model. Let ft be the indicator such that ft = 1 if and only if an arrival takes place at 
timet EN, and let Tk be the departure epoch of the kth customer. It is easy to see that Nf and 
Nf differ only by frk: 

(3.7) 

Because frk "'Bern(p), independent of Nf and Nf, this implies for the generating functions that 

NA(z) = ND(z)(1- p + pz). 

We thus get: 

ND(z) = (1- p)(1- z)B(1- p + pz) 
(1- p + pz)(B(1- p + pz)- z) 

(3.8) 
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The probability that an arriving customer leaves an empty system bebind is no langer 1 - p for 
the early arrival model: 

lP'(NA = 0) = 1- p 

lP'(ND = 0) = 1 - p. 
1-p 

This rather peculiar result follows directly from Equation (3.7). 

It can easily be argued that the distribution of the number of customers as seen by an arriving 
customer, denoted by L, is identical to that of N. In equilibrium, there should be equally many 
transitions from any state n to n + 1 as from n + 1 to n. Regardless of which arrival model is 
chosen, the farmer transition rate is equal to the total arrival rate times the fraction of customers 
that find n customers upon arrival, i.e. this rate is p lP'(N = n). The latter transition rate is 
equal to the total departure rate times the fraction of customers that leave n customers bebind, 
i.e. this rateis plP'(L = n), regardless of the arrival model. Equating the two rates immediately 

yields L -g N. 

The main difference between the two arrival models is that we can not apply BASTA (Bernoulli 
Arrivals See Time Averages, see [7]) to the early arrival model, as proved in [13]. First and 
foremost, this means that the probability that an arriving customer finds an empty system is no 
langer 1- p for the early arrival model. We now have lP'(LD = 0) = lP'(ND = 0) = ~- Note that 
the early-arrival model is not work-conserving when it is viewed in the continumis-time domain, 
because we look at the number of customers immediately after a service completion and befare 
a new arrival. As a result, there is an infinitely small period of time between these two events, 
which explains the difference. 

\Ve can, hü\vever, apply BASTA to the late arrival model in order to determine X A, the number 
of customers seen at an arbitrary point in time. In [13], this is called the number of customers 

seen by an outside observer. From BASTA it follows directly that X A -g LA. 

If we abserve that the number of customers at an arbitrary point in time equals the number of 
customers halfway an arbitrary time slot, we immediately see that xD = xA. Summarising, we 
have 

(3.9) 

We will now determine the mean sojaurn time, by applying Little's law to X A. We first find EX A 

by taking the derivative of XA(z) = NA(z) and substitute z = 1. We find: 

E[XA] = E[LA] = _P_ ( E[B2] - ~) + p. 
1- p 2E[B] 2 

By Little's law, we get for the sojaurn time S: 

E[SA] = ~ E[XA] = _P_ ( E[Bz] - ~) + E[B]. 
p 1- p 2E[B] 2 

By applying Little's law to XD, we find that E[SD] = E[SA]. 

(3.10) 

The distri bution of sA follows easily if we assume an FCFS service discipline and we abserve that 
the number of customers a certain customer leaves bebind is equal to the number of customers 
that arrive during his sojaurn time. Consequently, 

for m ~ max{1,n}, 
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where St denotes the sojaurn time of the kth customer. Note that the sojaurn time is at least 
1, and at least equal to the number of arrivals. Summing over all possibilities and taking limits 
yields 

00 00 

n=O m=max{l,n} 

00 

= L lP'( SA= m)(1- p + pz)m = sA(1- p + pz). (3.11) 
m=l 

This result is in fact the discrete-time version of the Distributional Little's Law, see e.g. As
mussen [3, Chapter 10], which holds in any GI/G/1 queue. Tagether with Equation (3.6), this 
implies 

NA(z) = (1- p)(1- z)B(1- p + pz) = SA( 1 _ p + pz), 
B(1- p + pz)- z 

and thus 

SA(z) = (1- p)(1- z)B(z). 
pB(z)+1-z-p 

(3.12) 

For the early arrival model, the situation is similar but slightly more complicated. If the sojaurn 
time of the kth customer is m, then there are m- 1 slots leftin which other customers eau arrive, 
because the slot in which the kth customer arrives eauuts for his own sojaurn time. Each of the 
arriving customers will be left behind when the kth customer departs. In other words: 

for m 2 max{1,n + 1}. 

Note that again the sojaurn time is at least 1 and at least equal to the number of arrivals plus 
one. By a similar analysis as before, 

00 00 

n=O m=max{l,n+l} 

(3.13) 

and because NA(z) = ND(z)(1-p+pz), we have sD(z) = sA(z); the sojaurn time is independent 
of the arrival model, which is nat very surprising. 

3.1.2 With batch arrivals 

The geojG /1 model with batch arrivals (denoted by geox jG /1) eau easily be analysed now that we 
have analysed the "ordinary" geo/G/1 model. In the geox /G/1 model, each time unit a batch of 
size A arrives. The distribution of A is genera!, however lP'( A = 0) > 0 is a consequence of stability 
and the fact that services always take at least one time unit. Wedefine À := JE[A]. Sometimes, a 
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batch is defined as the number of customers that arrive during a time slot, given that at least one 
customer arrives. Takagi [40], however, defines a batch as the number of customers that arrives 
each time slot without the latter condition, and so do we. A batch of size A thus arrives each time 
slot. Using this definition, the geo/G /1 model without batches is in fact a geox /G /1 model in 
which the batches are governed by a Bernoulli(p) distribution. 

Similar to Eq. (3.2), we have the following recursion for the late arrival model: 

Nr( =0 
NA> 1 ' k -

(3.14) 

where Nr(+l is the number of customers left behind by the (k + 1)th customer, and Ak+l is the 
number of customers in the batch of the (k + 1)th customer, given that the (k + 1)th customer 

is the first customer in his batch. We denote the generic random variabie of Ak+I by A. It is 
easily seen that A is equal to the number of customers in a batch, given that there is at least one 
customer in that batch, so 

r(\. = k) = r(A = k) 
' 1- lP( A= 0)' 

for k 2:: 1. 

As a result, 

A( ) = A(z)- A(O) 
z 1- A(O) . (3.15) 

With a similar derivation as in the previous subsection, we get 

(3.16) 

We will now focus on JID(Nr( = 0). Obviously, JID(Nr( = 0) = JID(L~+l = 0), where L~+l is the 
number of customers seen upon arrival by the (k + 1)th customer. Moreover, an arriving customer 
can only see an empty system if it is the first customer of his batch because customers see other 
customers before them in the same batch. Let Fk be 1 if k is the first customer of his batch and 0 
otherwise, and let Ak+ 1 be the batch size of the (k + 1)th customer. Since it is more likely that 
the (k + 1)th customer is a memher of a large batch, we have 

CXJ 

JID(Fk+l = 1) = LJID(FkHIAk+l = n)JID(Ak+l = n) 
n=l 

For the steady-state probability, this means 

JID(F = 1) = JID(A > 0) 
E[A] . 

Now, JID(LA = OIF = 1) = 1- p. This result follows easily if we view the arriving batch as a single 
customer with a service time that is equal to the total service time of the batch. For this customer, 
BASTA can be applied in the late-arrival model, which in particular yields that the probability 
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that an arriving customer fincis an empty system is given by 1 - p. Furthermore, we have already 
argued that lP'(LA = OjF = 0) = 0. In steady state, we thus have 

JP'(NA = O) = lP'(LA = O) = (1 _ p/(A > 0) = (1 _ p) 1- A(O) 
JE[A] À . 

(3.17) 

If we takelimits of Equation (3.16), we obtain 

Rewriting and multiplying by -z yields 

NA(z) = lP'(NA = O)A(z)(1- A(z)). 
A(z)- z 

(3.18) 

Clearly, A(z) = B(A(z)). This follows directly from the fact that A is the sum of B independent 
copies of A. We insert Equations (3.15) and (3.17) in Equation (3.18), which finally gives us that 

NA(z) = (1- p)(1- A(z))B(A(z)). 
A(B(A(z))- z) 

Again, NA and ND differ only by the number of arriving customers in one time slot, i.e. 

herree 

ND(z) = (1- p)(l- A(z))B(A(z)). 
AA(z)(B(A(z)) - z) 

(3.19) 

Remark 3.1. In the geox /G /1 model, we no langer have that 

because an arbitrary customer also sees the number of customers befare him in the batch. The 
BASTA property only holcis for the first customer in a batch. lt can be proved (see [40, Eq. (1.75a), 
p. 21] or [22, Eq. (96), p. 15]) that 

X(z) _ (1- p)(1- z)B(A(z)) 
- B(A(z))- z ' 

(3.20) 

where X is the number of customers in the system at an arbitrary point in the continuous-time 
domain, regardless of the arrival model. 

Once again, the sojaurn time of a customer does not depend on the arrival model. So, for both 
models, the sojaurn time can be analysed by viewing the entire batch as one customer of the 
geo/G /1 model. We will denote all quantities in the latter model by a subscript b. The arrival 
processof the customers in the geo/G /1 model is again Bernoulli, with parameter Àb = 1-lP'(A = 
0), and the p.g.f. of the service time is given by 

B ( ) = A(B( )) = A(B(z)) -lP'(A = 0) 
b z z 1 - lP'(A = 0) 

= ;b (A ( B ( z)) - 1 + Àb) . 
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Because the waiting time Wb = Sb - Bb, and because Sb and Bb are independent, we get from 
Eq. (3.12) that 

Wb(z) = (1- p)(l- z) 
ÀbBb(z) + 1- z- Àb 

where 

(1- p)(l- z) 
A(B(z))- z ' 

p = >-.bE[Bb] =)..biE [A.] IE(B] 

= (1-JP'(A = o)) IE [AIA > o] E(B] = E(A]E(B] = >-.IE(B]. 

In order to determine IE Wb, we fi.rst determine IE Bt: 

E[B/] = E [E [B/11]] = E [ E [(tB;)' lx]] 
=IE [IE [tBT + ttBiBJIA]] 

,=1 1=1 ;=1 
i"f-j 

= IE(A] IE [ B2
] + IE(A(A- 1)] (E B)2 , 

(3.21) 

(3.22) 

by independence. From Equation (3.15) it follows that IE(A] = A'(l) = 1~'im) = ~ and that 

IE(A(A -1)] = A"(l) = IE(A(~- 1 )]. By applying Equation (3.10) and observing that S = W + B we 
obtain: 

E[Wb] = _P_ ( IE(BtJ _ ~) 
l-p 2E(Bb] 2 

= _P_ (E(A] E [B2] + E(A(A- 1)] (E(B])
2 

_ ~) 
1- p 2 IE( A] IE(B] 2 

= _P_ ( IE[B2] - ~) + _1_ E(A(A- 1)] (IE(B])2 
1- p 2 IE(B] 2 1- p 2 

(3.23) 

We can find the waiting time of an arbitrary (tagged) customer in the geox /G/1 model, by 
observing that it consists of Wb and the service times of the customers that arrive before him in 
the same batch, denoted by J. Because these two quantities are assumed to be independent, we 
get 

W(z) = Wb(z)J(z). 

Let e be the number of customers in the same batch before the tagged customer. We have 

00 

1P'(6 = k) = L lP'(customer in batch of size m)lP'(k + 1st customer in that batch) 
m=k+1 

= ~ mlP'(A=m)2_ = .!_ ~ lP'(A= ) 
L E(A] m ).. L m' 

m=k+1 m=k+1 

(3.24) 

(3.25) 
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and for the generating function 

oo 
1 

oo 
1 

oo m-1 

e(z) = L ~ L lP'(A = m)zk = ~ L L lP'(A = m)zk 
k=O m=k+l m=l k=O 

= .!_ ~ lP'(A = m) 1- zm 
À~ 1-z 

m=l 

= À(
1 
~ z) ( 1 -lP'(A = 0)- (A(z) -IP'(A = 0))) 

1- A(z) 
À(1- z)" 

Because J is the sum of 8 independent co pies of B, we conclude that 

1- A(B(z)) 
J(z) = 8(B(z)) = À(1- B(z)), 

and hence, because of Eq. (3.21), 

(1- p)(1- z)(1- A(B(z))) 
W(z) = Wb(z)J(z) = . 

À(A(B(z)) -z)(1-B(z)) 

(3.26) 

(3.27) 

Because W = Wb + J, we have to analyse IE[J] before we proceed with IE[W]. Obviously, IE[J] = 
IE[B]IE[8], so Eq. (3.25) yields 

IE[8] = ± f k f IP'(A = m) = ± f !P'(A = m) Y=
1 

k = E[~~ ~ 1)J. 
k=O m=k+l m=l k=O [ ] 

Now by Eq. (3.23), it follows 

IE[W] = IE[Wb] + IE[J] (3.28) 

= _P_ ( IE[B
2

] _ ~) + _1_IE[A(A _ 1)] (IE[B])
2 

+ E[A(A- 1)]IE[B] 
1-p 2IE[B] 2 1-p 2 2IEA 

_ _ P_ ( IE[B
2

] _ ~) + _1_IE[A(A- 1)]IE[B] 
- 1- p 2IE[B] 2 1- p 2IE[A] ' (

3
·
29

) 

from which also IE[S] can he derived using IE[S] = IE[W] + IE[B]. 

3.2 Approximations for K = 1 

In this section three approximative models for the single flit case are analysed: The Karol 
model [16, 19], the Kim-Kim-Lee model (abbreviated: KKL) [21], and the Boot model [6]. These 
models are used to approximate the sojourn and service time of flits in our switch. 

Definition 3.2 (Sojourn time). The sojourn time of a flit in a switch is defined as the number of 
time slots between the arrival of the flit at the queue and the departure of the flit from the switch 
plus one. 

Flits are considered to arrive at the beginning of a time slot and leave at the end (early arrival), 
which is why a plus one is included in the definition above. For example, if a flit arrives and leaves 
in the same time slot, it has still spent one unit of time in the switch due to the early arrival 
assumption. 
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Definition 3.3 (Service time). The service time of a flit is defined as the number of time slots 
between moving into the HOL-position (or: entering contention) and the departure from the switch 
plus one. 

Again, we assume that a flit attains the HOL-position at the beginning of a time slot and departs 
at the end of a time slot. The plus one can be explained by the same reasoning as before. 

Definition 3.4 (Delay). The delay is defined as the total time a flit spends in the network; it is 
the number of time slots between the arrival of the flit at the NI and the arrival of the flit at its 
destination plus one. 

Remark 3.5. Fora general fixed packet size K, the arrival process at the switch is, contrary to 
the switch in isolation, no Jonger Bernoulli. In case K = 1, however, the souree NI only serves 
as a delay mechanism. Any flit arriving at the NI leaves at the end of the same time slot. As a 
result, the arrival process of flits at the input queues of the switch is a Bernoulli(p) process. 

3.2.1 The Karol model 

Karol et al. [16, 19] model a switch as a discrete-time geoiGI1 queue, basedon N ---t oo, where 
N denotes the switch size. In this subsection, our notation deviates slightly from the rest of the 
chapter, as we write À = p here. 

In order to determine the mean service time approximation, we first observe that for N -+ oo the 
number of packets with the same destination arriving at the HOL-positions is Poisson(À). The 
service time of a packet is the time until the switch randomly selects it, plus one. Karol et al. view 
this process itself as a queueing process in which packets are served in random order. The service 
time in the latter queue is deterministic and equal to 1, and the arrival processis a Poisson process. 
This reasoning leads to the condusion that the service time B of a flit is equal to the sojourn time 
of a discrete-time MI D 11 queue with service in random order. 

In order to find the sojourn time in the discrete-time MI D 11 queue, we view the MI D 11 queue 
as a geoiG 11 queue with batch arrivals governed by a Poisson distribution. Note that the order 
of service does not influence the expected sojourn time. Let S, B and vV denote the sojourn time, 
service time and waiting time intheM I D 11 queue, or in the equivalent geoiG 11 queue with batch 
arrivals. We have seen (Eq. (3.23), P. 52) that 

IE[W] = p _ ( IE[Êi~] _ ~) + IE [A( A- 1)] (IE Êi)
2

' 

1-p 2IE[B] 2 2IE[A](1-p) 
(3.30) 

where A is the number of arriving packets per time slot. In our case, A "' Poisson(À) and 
B"' Det(1), which implies 

- À (1 1) À
2 

IE[W] = 1 - À 2 - 2 + 2À(1 - À) 2(1- À)" 

For the sojourn time, we know that 

- - - 2-À 
IE[ SJ = IE[W] + IE[B] = 2(1 _À), 

which forms Karol's service time approximation for our switch: 

2-À 
IE[B] = 2(1 -À) 

(3.31) 

(3.32) 
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For the sojaurn time approximation, we revert to the geoiG 11 model without batch arrivals of 
Karol et al. Fora geoiGI1 queue, the expected sojaurn time E[S] is given by Equation (3.10): 

E[S] = _P_ (E(B2] - ~) + E[B], 
1- p E[B] 2 

where p = pE[B]. 

(3.33) 

The authors of [19] provide a numerical procedure to find the distribution of B, which allows us 
to approximate E[B2]. We only briefly state their procedure bere. 

Reeall that B is the sojaurn time of a packet in a discrete time MI D 11 queue with service in 
random order. Let Pm,k denote the probability that a particular packet has a (remaining) sojaurn 
time of m time slots, given that there are k packets in the system. Of course, 

P1,1 = 1 

Pm,1 = 0, 
1 

P1,k = k' 

mi 1 

k > 1. 

We can obtain the other cases of Pm,k recursively in m: 

k- 1 00 e->.>.i 
Pm,k = -k- LPm-1,k-l+j-.-1 -, 

j=O J. 
for m > 1, k > 1, 

where À = p. If we multiply by the probability that there are k customers present immediately 
after the arrival of our packet, and sum over k, we get 

oo k-1 e->. >..k-n-1 
IP'(B = m) = LPm,k L qn (k _ n _ 1)!, 

k=1 n=O 

(3.35) 

where qn are the equilibrium probabilities of the queue length in the discrete time MI D 11 queue, 
given by 

qo = (1- p)eP, 

q1 = (1- p)eP(eP- 1- p), 

qn = (1- p) ~(-1)n+l-jejp [ (jp)n+
1
-.

1 + (jp)n~j 1 {jin+ 1}], 
L..J (n + 1 - J )! (n- J )! 
J=1 

for n 2:: 2. 

Karol et al. also provide a numerical stable procedure for qn, n > 2, given by the following 
recurs10n: 

This provides us with the desired algorithm to compute the sojaurn time approximation. 

3.2.2 The KKL model 

Kim et al. [21] also model the switch as a geoiGI1 model for N --+ oo, but they assume a 
geometrie distribution. We only briefly discuss the outcomes of the rnadelling bere. For a more 
comprehensive analysis, the reader is referred to the original article. 
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Kim et al use the same mean service time as the one found by Karol et al. Thus, 

2-p 
E[B] = 2(1 - p) 

56 

The service rate of the model is therefore given by IJ = 2 ~1~:) = 1- ~- For the geo/geo/1 

model, the mean sojaurn time given by Equation (3.10) reduces to 

hence 

JE[S] = 1- P' 
f,J-p 

E[S] = 
l-p (1-p)(2-p) 

2~1~:) - p - 2(1 - p) - p(2- p) 

(1- p)(2- p) (1- p)(2- p) 
p2- 4p + 2 (p- (2- J2))(p- (2 + J2)). 

Note that the model is based on a non-saturated switch, which means that the results are only 
valid for p < 2 - J2. 

3.2.3 The Boot model 

The Boot model [6] is also based on the assumption that the service time is geometrically dis
tributed. Contrary to the previous models, it is not based on asymptotics of N but on an approx
imation of the probability q that an arbitrary flit in the HOL-position is switched. Denote the 
saturation throughput of the switch given N by Tsat, and the approximative prohability that an 
arbitrary flit is switched by q. Our goal is to find q as a function of p, so we write q = (j(p) and 
q = q(p). 

lt can easily be argued that the following two expressions hold: 

q(l) = Tsat, 

lim q(p) = 1, 
p.j..O 

and (3.37a) 

(3.37h) 

where the latter expression follows from the observation that limp.J..O q(p) represents the prohability 
that an arbitrary flit is switched if all flits arrive at an ernpty switch. We furthermore assume that 

q(p) = Tsat for Tsat :S p :S 1. 

As we see in Table 3.1 and Figure 3.3, the sirnulated throughput is almost constant for p 2 Tsat, 

which sustains the latter assumption. 

Simulated Simulated Simulated 
p throughput p throughput p throughput 

0.6 0.600161912 0.65 0.650247748 0.7 0.655156657 
0.61 0.610004505 0.66 0.655296296 0.71 0.655155405 
0.62 0.62048023 0.67 0.655042292 0.72 0.654889139 
0.63 0.629662412 0.68 0.655063063 0.73 0.655698949 
0.64 0.640185936 0.69 0.655207 457 0.74 0.655159159 

Table 3.1: The numerical values obtained through simulation. The saturation throughput for N = 4 
is equal to 0.655242, see Table 2.2 on Page 22, or Table 3.1 on Page 60. 
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Fig ure 3.3: The simulated throughput. It is virtually constant for p ~ T sat · 

Boot showed that linear interpolation between q(O) = 1 and q(Tsat) = Tsat does not yield a very 
good approximation, soa quadratic interpolation is proposed in which q' (0) is also used. In order 
to find such an approximation, Boot analyses the probability that there are k flits present in 
HOL-positions given that there is at least one present, and he analyses the expected number of 
flits switched. As a formalisation of his argument , we present the following proposition: 

Proposition 3 .6 . Consider an arbitrary time slot and an arbitrary flit in the HOL-position of 
one of the queues. The pmbability that this flit is switched in the current time slot is given by 

lE [SIP 2 1] 
q= JE[P] ' (3.38) 

where S is the number of switched flits and P is the number of HOL-flits present in any arbitrary 
time slot. 

Proof: The proof is based on a quite common method in queueing theory, namely that of tagging 
a certain customer (in this case flit). Consider an arbitrary time slot with at least one flit present 
in the HOL-positions of the queues of the switch . Tag an arbitrary HOL-flit F and denote the 
number of flits in HOL-positions at the beginning of this time slot by H. Because it is more likely 
that F wil! be a memher of a lot of flits (bus stop paradox, inspeetion paradox) , we have 

W'(H = k) = kW'(P = k). 
JE[P] 

Define F as the number of flits with the same destination in the current time slot, and define C 
as the number of flits in one contention (i.e. with the same destination) in an arbitrary other time 
slot. Using the same reasoning, we have 

W'(F = .) = jW'(C = j) 
J lE[C] . 

Because the switching policy is RO , each flit in a contention has the same probability of being 
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switched: 

N k 

IP'(F switched) = L IP'(H = k) L IP'(S = rniH = k) 
k=l m=l 

L IP'(F switchediF = j , S = rn , H = k)IP'(F =i IS= rn, H = k) 
j 

= ~ IP'(H = k) ~ IP'(S = rniH = k) '""" ~jiP'(C = j iS = rn,H = k) 
L- L- L- j IE[CIS = rn ,H = k] 
k=l m=l J 

N k 
1 

= {; IP'(H = k) f l IP'(S = rniH = k)IE[CIS = rn, H = k]. 
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Now, IE [CIS = rn , H = k] = ~ ' because the expected number offlits in a contention is the number 
of total fli ts present divided by the number of contentions. This gives : 

N k 

IP' (F switched) = L IP' (H = k) L IP'(S = rniH = k) 7 
k= l m=l 

N IP'(P=k) k 
='""" '""" rniP'(S = rniH = k) L- IE P L- . 

k= l m= l 

Clearly, we have that IP'(S = rni H = k) = IP' (S = rniP = k) so 

N IP' (P = k) k IE[SIP > 1] 
IP' (F switched) = {; IEp l; rniP'(S = rniP = k) = IE [PJ . 

Remark 3. 7. Note that IE[~t~fl = IE[~] , because 

N N 
IE [§_] = '"""~ IE: [SIH = k] IP' (H = k) = '"""~ IE: [SIP= k] kiP'(P = k) 

H L-k L- k EP 
k=l k=l 

IE[SIP ~ 1] 
IE: [P] 

(3.39) 

0 

From Proposition 3.6 we can conclude that any information on the precise destinations of the flits 
does not have an influence on the probability that the tagged flit is switched. This is logica! as 
without any information on the destinations, all fli ts have the same probability of belonging to a 
contention of j flits. 

In order to analyse q'(O) , we use information on IE [~[~J l ] given that p > 0 is (arbitrarily) close to 
zero: If two packets arrive in the current time slot , they have different destinations with probability 
N;:/ in which case they can both be served. With probability -Jv they have the same destination , 
in which case only one of them can be served. In the latter case, one of the two fli ts remains in the 
HOL-posit ion. In the following t ime slot , new flits may arrive. However, the probability that new 
flits arrive is 1 - (1 - p)N = O(p). The probability that these two events happen consecutively, 
given that at least one flit arrives in the current time slot is thus O(p2 ) , which is negligible. As 
a result , we may assume that new packets only arrive after the last flit has left. Essentially, this 
allows us to assume that the system is empty except for packets that are arriving in the current 
time slot. 
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Together with the observation that now IE[P] =Np, we can use the reasoning above to find q'(O): 

1 
N k 

q(p) = IE[P] ~ IP(P = k) 1=
1 

mlP'(S = miP = k) 

= ~p [Np(1 _ p)N - 1 + (~)p2( 1 _ p)N-2 (~ + 2N;. 1) + O(p3)] 

1 2N -1 
= 1- (N- 1)p + "2(N- 1)p N + O(p2

) 

1 N -1 2 = 1- ---p+ O(p ). 
2 N 

(3.40) 

Remark 3.8. This formula can also be explained intuitively: If pis close to 0, an arriving flit is 
almast always switched (hence the 1) , except maybe if two flits arrive with the same destination. 
The probability that another flit arrives is (N -1)p because there areN -1 remaining input streams 
and at each input stream an arrival happens with probability p. The two flits have the same 
destination with probability i:J. , in which case our tagged flit is not switched with probability t. 
Remark 3.9. Boot [6 , Equation 2.34, p. 33] effectively uses Equation (3 .39) combined with the 
fact that H is binomially distributed with N- 1 trials and success probability p, which is true only 
if contentions from earlier time slots are neglected. Neglecting previous contentions is of course 
validated by the O(p2 ) analysis. 

It immediately follows that q'(O) = -~ N;:/, which results in the following approximation: 

for 0 :S p < Tsat 

for p ~ Tsat· 
(3.41) 

The performance of q can be found in Figure 3.4. As we see, the approximation is in fact very 
accurate, both for N = 4 and N = 128. 
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Figure 3.4: The performance of q. 
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Remark 3.10. Perhaps the performance of q can be improved even further if limptT.a, q'(p) is 
analysed in the same way as q'(O), but this is beyond the scope of this thesis. Alternatively, the 
performance could be improved by analysing higher order derivatives of q(p) at 0. This, however, 
still has the disadvantage that most coefficients arebasedon low loads. The advantage of analysing 
q" (0) rather than q' (Tsat) is that it is much easier. 
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As stated in the introduction, the switch is modelled as a geo/ geo/1 queue, for which 

E[S] = 1- P, 
q- p 

where S is the sojourn t ime. Of course the service time is given by 

E[B] = ~ . 
q 

Both quantities can be approximated by substituting q for q. 

60 

(3.42) 

(3.43) 

Remark 3.11. The Boot model aims specifically at smal! switches. This is also reflected in 
the fact that the approximation of q requires knowledge of Tsa t · Numerical results can only be 
obtained directly for N ~ 12, and for larger N we have to resort to simulation approximations or 
to the asymptotic throughput . 

N T sa t N T sat 

2 0.75 8 0.61839 
3 0.68254 9 0.614575 
4 0.655242 10 0.61156 
5 0.639917 11 0.609117 
6 0.63015 12 0.607097 
7 0.623371 00 2- v'2 

Table 3.2: Saturat ion throughputs for severaJ N . Note that N = 1 represents a single wire, for 
which obviously T sat = 1. 

3.3 Approximation performances 

In this section, the performance of the approximations of the previous sections is analysed. In 
order to perform a proper analysis, we sometimes look at the relative error of an approximation: 

Definition 3.12 (Relat ive error). Let x be any quantity and x a quantity that approximates x . 
We cal! 

x- x 
x 

the relative error of x ( with respect to x). 

(3.44) 

Because the Boot model has the slight disadvantage that it requires T sat to be known, we have also 
included the asymptotic Boot model, in which T sat = 2- J2. A comparison of the approximations 
of the service t ime for N = 4 can be found in Figure 3.5a. 

It is clear that the Boot model approximation performs much better than the other approximations 
if N = 4. This is no surprise because the Boot model was designed for smal! switches, whereas 
the other models are based on asymptotics . For larger switches, all models give very accurate 
approximations (see Figure 3.5b). 

Perhaps an even more important performance measure is the sojourn time, which is analysed in 
the same way. From Figure 3.6a it is again clear that for N = 4, the Boot model outperfarms the 
other models by far. In Figure 3.6b, the relative error of the Boot approximation is plotted. Until 
the system approaches saturation, the Boot model has a maximum relative error of roughly 1%. 
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Figure 3.5: Mean service time approximations. Reeall that the service time approximations of the 
KKL and the Karol model are identical. Boot - asympt represents the Boot model with T sat = 2- "fi.. 
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Figure 3.6: Sojourn time approximations and the relative error of the Boot model. 

For N = 128, the sojourn time approximations and their relative errorscan be found in Figure 3. 7. 
We see clearly that all approximations have substantial relative errors. From Figure 3.7b and in 
particular Figure 3.7c, it also clear that Karol 's model performs best. 

Of course we can also look at the approximations while fixing p insteadof N , which gives quite 
a lot of insight in the role of N. The results for the service time can be found in Figure 3.8, on 
Page 63 and for the sojaurn time in Figure 3.9 on Page 64. 

Most importantly, we can conclude that the Boot model is a very large impravement over the 
other models for small N. For large N, say N ~ 100, the numerical procedure of Karol gives the 
best approximation. 
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Figure 3.9: Sojaurn time approximations per p. For p < 0.3 , plots of the approximation hardly 
yield any insight. The Boot model is best for smal! N , but the simulation results again seem to 
converge to Karol 's estimate. Note that both the KKL and the Karol model arebasedon N ---t oo, 
which explains the horizontal line. The asymptotic Boot model on the other hand is only based on 
Tsat = 2 - /2, but still depends on N. 
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3.4 Validating the geometrie distribution assumption 

In this section we focus on the validity of the assumption that the service time is geometrically 
distributed. In the analysis of the Boot model, we assumed that the parameter was q, the proba
bility that an arbitrary flit is switched in an arbitr~ry time slot. In this section, we consider the 
parameter to be more general and we denote it by b. The rationale behind this is that we try to 
validate the assumption that the distribution is geometrie, without restricting ourselves to only 
one parameter. We furthermore denote the service time determined by simulation by B and we 
define 

bi = IP(B =i). (3.45) 

R emark 3 .13. It is important to make a clear distinction between the following quantities in this 
section: 

• bi is the simulated value of IP(B =i); 

• q is the simulated probability that an arbitrary flit is switched in an arbitrary time slot (see 
Proposition 3.6); 

• q is the estimator for q given by Equation (3.41); 

• bis the general parameter of the assumed geometrie distribution. 

It can rather easily be argued that the service time distribution is not geometrie; the geometrie 
distribution is memoryless, but the switching probability is not. For instance, if N = 10 and 
there are 10 packets with the same destination, each of the packets has probability 1~ of being 
switched. If the newly arriving packet has a different destination , then for all remaining packets, 
the probability that they are switched in the next time slot is t' and so on. This immediately 
implies that there is some dependency in the service time distribution, yet the precise effect of this 
dependency is still unclear. It is quite possible that it does not play a major role since it may be 
averaged out over all time slots . In addition to this, the "memory" of the switching probability 
has a prominent influence if there are a lot of packets with the same destination, which is unlikely 
to occur very often. 

From simulation results it can be concluded that q -=P b1 (see Figure 3.10). As q is the probability 
that an arbitrary flit is switched in an arbitrary time slot, this result conflicts with the assumption 
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10 

that the distribution is geometrie. Even so, we still have to investigate to what extent the service 
time distribution deviates from the geometrie distribution. The fact that q f:. b1 also provides us 
with a different possibility for b, namely b1 . The geometrie distribution with b = q and b = b1 is 
plotted in Figure 3.11, tagether with the simulated service time distribution. 

From Figure 3.11 it seems that 0e distribution can be approximated by a geometrie distribution . 
Especially the distribution with b = b1 appears toperfarm very well . However , as Table 3.3 shows, 
both distributions underestimate JID (B = i) if i ~ 4. As a result , the contributions to IE B 2 are much 
too small. For b = q, this is largely compensated by the fact that b2 and b3 are overestimated. 
In addition to that , the error made for large i is smaller if b = q than if b = b1 . In the end, 
these two effects yield a smaller error in the estimation of IE B 2 . This is important because the 
second moment of the service time plays a crucial role in the sojaurn time. Table 3.4 gives us some 
extra insight on the differences between the simulated moments and the moments of a geometrie 
distribution with the respective parameters. 

A pproximations Contributions to JE B • 
i Sim b=q b = bl Sim b = q b = bl 
1 0. 755542799 0. 723968159 0. 755542799 0. 755542799 0.723968159 0. 755542799 
2 0.165342579 0.199838264 0.184697878 0.661370316 0. 799353055 0. 738791511 
3 0.051175606 0.055161724 0.045150726 0.460580456 0.496455514 0.406356535 
4 0.017657054 0.015226392 0.01103742 0.282512858 0.243622275 0.176598722 
5 0.006300514 0.004202969 0.002698177 0.157512858 0.10507 4227 0.067454421 
6 0.002590007 0.001160153 0.000659589 0.093240265 0.041765518 0.023745195 
7 8.95E-04 0.000320239 0.000161241 0.043878582 0.015691723 0.00790082 
8 3.26E-04 8.83962E-05 3.94166E-05 0.02086701 0.005657359 0.002522661 
9 l.lOE-04 2.44002E-05 9.63567E-06 0.008927259 0.001976414 0.000780489 
10 3.21E-05 6. 73522E-06 2.35551E-06 0.003214548 0.000673522 0.000235551 
11 2.30E-05 1.85914E-06 5. 75821E-07 0.002778288 0.000224956 6.96743E-05 
12 4.59E-06 5.13181E-07 1.40764E-07 0.000661278 7.3898E-05 2.027E-05 

Tot al 2.491086517 2.434571758 2. 180026752 

Table 3.3: The simulated and approximated values of bi and i2 bi for p = 0.55. 

As a final analysis , we consider the sojaurn time approximations of "perfect fit" models. In the 
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Sim b= q b =bi 
JE[B) 1.367923402 1.381276217 1.323551758 

JE[B2 ) 2.491086517 2.434571759 2.180026755 
Var(B) 2.331267263 2.276031841 2.244457201 (E(B~2 
~ 0.910535821 0.881276217 0.823551758 2iE[BÎ 

Table 3.4: The empirica! moments of the simulated and approximated values, as well as the coeffi

cient of variation, and w~;;l. The latter factor has a high influence on the mean sojaurn time, as we 
saw inSection 3.1. 

geo/ geo/1 model , 

lES=: - p. 
b-p 

(3.46) 

In Figure 3.12, the relative errors of the sojaurn time approximations are plotted with b = b1 

and b = q. Note that we chose b = q instead of b = êj. Because of this, we effectively skip one 
approximation step, which allows us to draw more direct conclusions on distributional aspects. If 
the distribution is geometrie with one of these parameters the model should give a (more or less) 
perfect fit , which is of course why the models are called "perfect fit" models. 
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Figure 3.12: Relative errors of sojaurn time approximations of the "perfect" fit models with b = b1 
and b = q. 

We can clearly see the influence of t he error in IE B 2 for the perfect fit moc!el with b = b1 . lts 
relative error is significantly larger than that of the perfect fit model with b = q and the Boot 
model. It is interesting to see that the Boot model perfarms better than the perfect fit model with 
b = q. Apparently the error in approximating q compensates to some extent for the error i~ the 
geometrie distribution assumption. This can be explained by the fact that the model with b = q 
underestimates the sojaurn t ime. Because êj overestimates q, we get a somewhat more accurate 
approximation. 

Altogether, we have found three arguments against the assumption that the service time distribu
tion is geometrie: 
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1. The fact that q differs significantly from b1 . If the distribution is geometrie, the probability 
that an arbitrary flit is switched is equal to the probability that the service time is 1. 

2. The fact that either IE B 2 or the marginal probabilities differ significantly from those of the 
geometrie distribution. If b = b1 , there is a relatively large difference in IE B 2 . If b = q 
the second moments are approximately equal, but the marginal probabilities have larger 
absolute errors. 

3. The fact that there is neither a perfect fit for b = b1 , nor for b = q. In fact, the error in q 
compensates somewhat for the error of the geometrie assumption. 

These three arguments are backed by the reasoning that the switching probability does depend 
on the history, as opposed to the geometrie distribution. 

It thus appears that the service time distri bution is in fact not geometrie. Nevertheless, assuming a 
geometrie distri bution yields a large gain in terms of simplicity with a small cost in accuracy, which 
is arguably the most important reason for using approximative models. As such, the geo/ geo/1 
model is still a very suitable model. 

Remark 3.14. For N = 2 under saturation, the service time distribution is geometrie. lt can 
rather easily be argued that each flit has a probability of t of being switched, regardless of what 
happened in previous time slots. Without saturation, the situation is more intricate. Simulations 
still show a perfect fit in this case, but determining the precise value of q is non-trivial. 

3.5 Periodicity and alignment 

During simulations of the simplified network described in the introduetion of this chapter, an 
interesting phenomenon occurred when K > 1. This phenomenon is explored in more depth in 
this section, before we extend the Boot model to multiple-flit packets. In particular, the occurrence 
of this phenomenon will allow us to maintain the geometrie distri bution assumption if K > 1. The 
phenomenon is best explained by Figure 3.13. 
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Figure 3.13: Simulation results for the distribution of the header service time, denoted by BH. 
Note that p = 0.1 means that on average 0.6 flits arrive at the switch per time slot, which is close to 
saturation. 
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For i = 2, . . . , 6, i = 8, . . . , 12, i = 14, . .. , 18, and i = 20, ... , 24, the service probabilities seem 
to be uniform. Especially for p = 0.10, there are large peaks for i = 1, 7, 13, 19, ... , indicating 
a certain periodicity in the service time distribution. Visual simulation output gave a very good 
explanation for this periodicity. Because the packet sizes are the same for all inputs, theservices of 
the packets become gradually aligned, as shown by Figure 3.14. Once the packets are aligned, the 
alignment can only be broken if one of the queues gets empty, which explains why the phenomenon 
is more apparent for large p. 

--- IDDDDDDII ~ 

IDDOODDIIDDDDDDII 

IDDDDDDIIQI 

(a) T ime slot t. One packet is being swi tched , one 
was already wait ing and one new packet is arriving. 

looooooll~ 
--- IDODDDDil 

IDDDDDDI[i'JQQI 

--- looooool[i'JQQI 
( c) Slot t + 4. Two new ar ri vals. All packets are 
now clearly "a ligned." 

IDDDDDDII~ 

IDDDDDDIIDDDDDDII 

IDDDODDII 
(b) Slot t+l. The packet at port 4 has been served, 
a new packet attains the HOL-position. 

IDDDDDDII 

IDDDDDDII~ 
IDDDDDDII 

IDDDODDil 

( d) Slot t + 7. The packets remain aligned unt il one 
of t he input queues gets empty. 

Figure 3.14: Alignment of packets. In the pictures the packets arrive at the switchin their ent irety 
but t his does not fundamentally change the alignment concept. 

Once packets are aligned, they remain aligned unt il one of the queues gets empty. When the load 
exceeds the saturation load, the queues do not become empty with probability 1. In other words, 
as long as the load exceeds the saturation load, the packets are aligned in the steady state of the 
switch. Because the throughput is defined as the expected number of switched fli ts in steady state, 
this implies that the throughput in the multiple fl it case is equal to the maximal throughput in 
the single fli t case. It is not very surprising that the throughputs are equal for p = 1, because then 
packets are always aligned. What we have shown is that t he init ia! arrivals in case say p = 0.9, 
do not affect the throughput. This is a consequence of the fact that the packets are not aligned 
only over a fini te period of time, after which they remain aligned with probability 1. 

There is another interesting phenomenon which can probably be attributed to the alignment and 
periodicity. This phenomenon is related to the probability that a header arriving at the HOL
position is switched immediately. As in Section 3.4, we denote the latter probability by b1 . In 
Section 3.4, we have already seen that q f. b1 , where q is the probability that an arbitrary fl it is 
switched in an arbitrary t ime slot, in case K = 1. For K > 1, b1 has a minimum which is actually 
lower than its limit, as depicted in Figure 3.15. We have included q(Kp) for comparison. 

From this figure it is clear that there is indeed a minimum for b1 . It seems only reasonable that 
this minimum is caused by the alignment, because once the packets are aligned, b1 is equal to the 
probability that an arriving packet wins the first output conflict. If the packets are not aligned, 
an arriving packet might have to wait for a part ial packet first. Even though the packet might win 
the fi rst output conflict , it was still not immediately switched. Detailed analysis of the minimum 
and part icularly of the value of the minimum is beyond t he scope of this thesis. 

Another condusion that can be drawn from this figure is that there is an even larger difference 
between b1 and q(Kp) than in the K = 1 case. Nevertheless, in the next section we shall see that 
the sojourn time approximation is still roughly as good as t hat of the Boot model. 
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Figure 3.15: The probability that a header arriving at the HOL-position is immediately switched 
versus the approximative probability that an arbitrary flit is switched. 

3.6 Extending the Boot model 

In this section we extend the Boot model to the case with multiple-flit packets. Before we do so, 
we first have to make precise what we mean by, for instance, the sojaurn time of a packet rather 
than a flit . 

Definition 3 .15 (Packet sojaurn and service time). The sojaurn and service time of a packet are 
defined as the sojaurn and service time of the header of the packet respectively. 

Note that the header is simply a flit, of which the performance measures have been defined in 
Section 3.2. The rationale behind the definition above is that, since the network uses wormhole 
routing, all flits leave and enter the queues of the switch in consecutive time slots. They will 
therefore all remain equally long in the queue. This does not hold for the delay of a packet, because 
packets are assumed to arrive instantaneously. For the delay we use the following definition: 

Definition 3 .16 (Packet delay). The delay of a packet is defined as the number of time slots 
between the arrival of the entire packet at the souree NI and the arrival of the last flit of the 
packet at the destination NI, plus one. 

For a packet of length K, this means that the delay is at least K + 1 in the one-switch network. 

Remark 3.17. Flits are considered to arrive at their destination NI at the end of a time slot. 
The destination NI itself does not cause an extra delay, which also implies that we can effectively 
ignore the destination NI during our analysis of the performance measures. 

The obvious way of extending the Boot model in case K > 1 is of course by maintaining the 
geometrie distribution for the output conflict, say with parameter QK · Note that it is nota priori 
clear that QK = q, because q was defined as the probability that an arbitrary flit is switched in an 
arbitrary time slot if K = 1. We assume that if the output conflict is lost, the flit has to wait for 
an additional K time units , until the other packet has completed its transition. We thus assume 
that the service time distri bution BH of the header can be characterised as follows: 

for m 2:: 0. (3.47) 

This service time distribution is also backed by the periodicity analysed in the previous section 
and in particular by Figure 3.13. In essence, we simply ignore the possibility that the service of 
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any header is not of the form mK + 1. This is obviously not realistic, but as Figure 3.13 shows, 
the probability that a service is not of the form mK + 1 is rather small. 

It is tempting to use this distribution in the geofG /1 model directly. This is, however, not 
correct for two reasons: First , because the interanival times of packets at the switch are no Jonger 
geometrically distributed if packets are stored in a queue in the NI first , we cannot view the switch 
as a geo/G /1 model. Second, the header is a special first customer in each batch; the service time 
of each flit behind the header is deterministically equal to 1. 

We can resolve these issues by regarding a different situation in which packets arrive in their 
entirety at th~ switch. In this situation, we can view the entire packet as one customer. The 
service time B of such a customer consists of the time it takes the header to win the output 
conflict (see Eq. (3.47)) and an additional K- 1 time units to switch the other flits. We get: 

lP'(B =Km)= QK(1- QK)m-t for m 2: 1. (3.48) 

Obviously, EB= K/qK. For the second moment of B , we get E[B2 ] = K 2 E[X 2], where X,...., 
geo(qK ). Thus: 

E[Bz] = 2 -2qK K2. 
qK 

The sojaurn timeScan be found by applying Equation (3.10): 

pK (K2~ ) E[S] = _QK_ q[( - ~ + .!!._ 
1 - 1!.!i 2K 2 QK 

QK QK 

_ pK (K 2 - QK _ ~) + .!!._ 
- QK - pK 2qK 2 QK 

= -- -(K + 1) + -. pK (K 1 ) K 
QK- pK QK 2 QK 

(3.49) 

Obviously, E[D] = E[S], where i5 is the delay of a packet that arrives in its entirety at the switch. 

If we view the original situation (i.e., packets arrive in their entirety at the NI) again, the NI 
effectively only ca~ses an additional delay of 1. If we denote the delay in the original situation by 
D, we have D = D + 1. Thus: 

- pK ( K 1 ) K E[D] = E[D] + 1 = K - - -
2 

(K + 1) + - + 1. 
QK- P QK QK 

(3.50) 

The sojaurn time in the switch can be found by analysing the sojourn time at the Nl. For the NI, 
we have 

lP'(A = 0) = 1- p 

lP'(A = K) = p. 

As precisely one flit is allowed toenter the network per time slot, the service time is always equal 
to 1, hence p = E[A] E[BNJ] = pK. Furthermore, E[A2

] = pK2 and E[BNJ] = E[BFnl = 1. 
Because of the definition above, we are only interested in the waiting time of a header at the NI, 
not in the waiting time of an arbitrary flit. The waiting of a header can be analysed by viewing 
the entire packet as just one customer, similar to the analysis of Section 3.1.2. Consequently, the 
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expected header waiting time at the NI, E[WNI] is given by E[Wb] of Equation (3.23): 

E[WNI ] = _P_ ( E(B~rJ _ ~) + _1_ E(A(A _ 1)) (E[BN1])
2 

1 - p 2 E( B N 1) 2 1 - p 2 

pK(K -1) 
2(1- pK) ' 

(3.51) 

and thus E[SNI) = E[WNI] + 1 = ~~1(~~; + 1. 

Finally, the sojourn time at the switch is given by the delay minus the sojourn time at the NI, 
minus the time difference between the arrivals of the header and the last flit at the destination, 
i.e. 

E(S) = E[D)- E[SNI]- (K- 1) 

= pK ( K _ ~(K + 1)) _ pK(K- 1) + K _ (K _ 1). 
qK - pK qK 2 2(1 - pK) qK 

(3.52) 

As a naive estimator for qK , we use lfK 
approximated by 

q(Kp). The meao header service time can thus be 

The performance of this approximation can be found in Figure 3.16. The extended Boot model 
still gives very good results, astheservice time approximation has at most a 2.5% deviation, even 
when the system approaches saturation. 

Header service time approximation 
N=4, K=6 

-0.005'---~--~-~--~-~-----' 

0 0.02 0.04 0.06 0.08 0.1 0.12 
p 

Figure 3.16: The relative error of the approxirnation of the rnean service time of the header, i.e. of 
lE(BH)· 

The mean delay can be approximated by substituting q(Kp) for qK in Equation (3.50). The 
relative error of this approximation can be found in Figure 3.17. It is interesting to see that for 
K = 6, the simulated delay is overestimated if the load approaches the saturation load, whereas 
for K = 1 the delay is underestimated. The extension of the Boot model gives a quite good 
approximation since the relative error of the delay approximation is at most 2% if the system is 
not saturated. 

Remark 3.18. If K = 1, we are able to find a closed form expression for the probability that an 
arbitrary flit is switched in an arbitrary time slot (see Proposition 3.6) . For K > 1, the situation 
is more intricate, as there is a distinction between header and non-header flits. 
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Figure 3.17: The relative error of the delay approximation. Note that the delay approximation 
results in a slightly lower relative error than the sojourn time approximation, as IE D ~ IE S. 

3.7 The optimum 

The aim of this chapter was to find the optima! packet size with respect to latency, while main
taining the amount of data that enters the network. Simulations have shown that there is not 
only an optimum in the delay, which was to be expected, but also in the sojaurn time, which is 
rather surprising. This section determines the values of these optima. 

3.7.1 Delay optimum 

In Figure 3.18, the simulated and approximated delay are plotted. Although there is no real 
optimum for À = 0.25 (i.e. the optimum is attained for K = 2), the plot still gives a clear 
insight in the performance of the approximations. It appears that the geo I G I 1 model prediets the 
optimum very accurately. 

Numerical results for À = 0.5 can be found in Table 3.5. Even though our approximation is a little 
off, it accurately prediets the optimum. 

Delay 
K Simulated Approximated 
5 61.35920694 62.8638519 
6 41.92069992 43.41258338 
7 38.34313366 40.07773023 
8 37.84010473 40.06559988 
9 40.02954209 41.29036073 
10 40.53640065 43.10989449 
11 43.41456804 45.26097305 
12 45.05264413 47.61572519 
13 47.78441484 50.10454447 
14 50.55595342 52.68629779 

Table 3.5: The delay for N = 4 and À = 0.5 
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Figure 3.18: The optimum in the delay for À= 0.25 and À= 0.5. Note that K = 1 is not considered 
as this conflicts with p(K- 1) =À. Furthermore note that the network is not stabie for K ~ 4 and 
À = 0.5 1 which is why K ~ 4 was not included in the plot . 

From now on, we shall denote the optimal packet size in the approximative model by K *. After 
substituting p = K~l in Equation (3.50) , we get the expected delay, denoted by D;.,(K) : 

-2N(>.K) 
2 
+(>.x) 

2 
( 3N -1 ) Tsat(N)- ( K -1 ) N ( 2-2K2 +>.K(4+K) ) ->.K) T?at (N) 

D;.,(K) = ( ) ( ) , 
>.K+(K-l)Tsat(N) ( N(2-2K+3>.K)->.K )r.at(N) -2>.KN 

where Tsat(N) denotes the saturation throughput in a switch of size N. Obviously, taking the 
derivative and equating to zero yields K* as a function of À (and N). Unfortunately, there is no 
easy expression for K *(À). Nevertheless, the optimal packet size can easily be computed using a 
computer algebra packet. The graphof K * as a function of À can be found in Figure 3.19. For 
N = 128, Tsat = 2-/2 was used. 

Optima! packet size Optima! packet size 
12r--~--~-~--~--~-~------, 
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(a) N = 4 (b) N = 128 

Figure 3.19: K*(À) with respect to delay. 

Due to the complicated nature of the function that gives the optimal packet size, it is difficult to 
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give clear insight in the precise role of À and N. Obviously, a larger À implies a larger optimal 
packet size. The figures show that a larger N also implies a larger optimal packet size. A 
reasonable explanation for this phenomenon is that the throughput is lower for larger N . As the 
load approaches the saturation load, we have to resort to larger packets. Because the saturation 
load is lower for larger N, larger packets have to be constructed sooner for larger N. 

3.7.2 Sojourn time optimum 

Similar to the analysis of the previous subsection, we can analyse the optimal packet size with 
respect to sojourn time in the switch. Once again the optimum is predicted quite accurately by 
our model (see Figure 3.20 on Page 76), although the error is slightly larger than that of the delay 
optimum. Together with Table 3.6, which contains numerical results for À = 0.25 and N = 4, we 
conclude that K* = 3 as predicted by our model. 

Substituting p = I< -:_ 1 in Equation (3.52) yields the expected sojourn time as a function of K, 
denoted by S>.(K). The expression found for S>.(K) is even more intricate than that for D>.(K) . 
In fact , the numerator of S>.(K) is a seventh degree polynomial, which makes it unlikely that a 
closed form expression can even be found for the general solution of 8tS>.(K) = 0. Again we 
resort to numerical results for the optimal packet size (see Figure 3.21). The graphof the optimum 
has roughly the same form , although (obviously) the value and the location of the optimum have 
changed somewhat. 

Again we see more or less the same influences of N and À as before, but due to the complicated 
nature of S>.(K), we cannot give more insight on their precise effects. The packet size that is 
optimal with respect to the sojourn time is slightly larger than the packet size that is optimal with 
respect to the delay. 
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F igure 3.20: The optimum in the sojaurn time for À = 0.25 and À = 0.5. 

Sojaurn t ime 
K Simulated Approximated 
2 3.346697194 3.405249088 
3 2.305072576 2.378591012 
4 2.318347569 2.386533044 
5 2.422055348 2.507142783 
6 2.591785064 2.662758967 
7 2. 733544648 2.83373582 
8 2.896773292 3.012806626 
9 3.107301445 3.196662621 
10 3.252984449 3.383581797 
11 3.4870475 3.572579721 
12 3.684 790634 3. 763052899 
13 3.819398978 3.954610794 

T a ble 3.6: The sojaurn time for N = 4 and À = 0.25 
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Figure 3.21: T he optima! packet size with respect to switch sojaurn time 



Chapter 4 

A first come first served switch 

In this chapter we study a single-switch network with a fi.rst come first served switch. In this 
switch, the controller switches the packet that arrived at the switch queue first. It does not base 
its decision on the anival time of the packet at the HOL-position. The other configuration aspects 
of the network are the same as those of the network discussed in Chapter 3 (i.e., N souree NI's and 
destination Nl's, homogeneaus traffic, Bernoulli anival processes, no flow control, infinite buffers, 
etc.). Again, the network was simulated in order to verify the approximation results. 

The mathematica! model used in this chapter to approximate our network is different from that of 
Chapter 3. The networkis modelled using a tandem queue with external anivals (see Figure 4.1) 
instead of a single queue. The first queue in this model represents the network interface in the 
simulated network. The second queue represents the switch. Rather than varying the service time 
distribution, we vary the external anivals to achieve an accurate approximation of the simulated 
network. Similar to Chapter 3, the goal of this chapter is to find a model that provides us with a 
good prediction of the sojourn time in the switch. 

Remark 4.1. When a flit leaves the switch, it is always accepted by the remote NI because flow 
control is neglected. As a result, the receiving NI does not have to be modelled; it essentially 
serves as a sink that always accepts incoming packets. 

Boxma and Resing [8] analyse a tandem queue network with conelated input streams. Both 
queues have deterministic unit service times and packets from queue 1 enter the second queue, 
where there are also external anivals. The system is considered at discrete points in time. The 
anivals in consecutive time slots are assumed to be i.i.d., but the anivals at the first and at the 
second queue within one time slot may he conelated. The packets are served in an ordinary first 
come first served fashion. However, if a packet from the first queue and an external packet enter 
the second queue simultaneously, the external packet receives priority. 

[ll] [ll] [ll] 1~----r~ ---=[ll]=-=[ll]=[ll]=[ll]'l---------+)> 

Figure 4.1: The tandem queue model of Boxma and Resing [8]. In principle, the arrivals at the 
fust and second queue are correlated. If a packet from the fi.rst queue and an external packet arrive 
at the second queue simultaneously, the packets from the external traftic stream receive priority. 

77 
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The Boxma-Resing model (BR model) is explored in more depth inSection 4.1. As in Chapter 3, 
we denote the fixed packet size by K. We fit the BR model to our specific switch with K = 1 
in Section 4.2 and the approximation results are discussed in Section 4.3. If K > 1, we cannot 
analyse the model in the same way, so we need to analyse it differently and in a more general 
manner in Section 4.4. The results for K > 1 are discussed in Section 4.5, and in Section 4.6 it is 
explained how this model can he used with other service disciplines. 

4.1 The Boxma-Resing model 

In this section we discuss the Boxma-Resing model [8]. In order to emphasise the abstraction from 
networks on chips and to maintain consistency with [8], we say that cells arrive at the queues 
rather than packets. InSection 4.1.1, we focus on the queue length at an arbitrary point in time. 
In Section 4.1.2, we find an expression for the number of cells seen by an arbitrary arriving cell 
(possibly part of a batch), in order to derive an expression for the delay. 

4.1.1 Queue length 

As usual, we assume that the arrival processes are known, and that they have generating function 

where Y1(n) and Y}"l represent the number of external arrivals in the nth time slot. We assume that 

(Y1(n), Y}n) )n;:::o is an i.i.d. sequence whose components have generic correlated random variables 
Y1 and Y2 respectively. The joint p.g.f. of Y1 and Y2 shall be denoted by '1/J(., .). 

Let X{"l and X~n) denote the queue length at the first and second respectively, at timen. Packets 
that arrive during time slot (n- 1, n) are taken into account only at timen. We have 

X(n+lJ - X(n) - 1(X(n) > 0) + y(n) and 
1 - 1 1 1 

X~n+l) = X~n) - 1(X~"l > 0) + 1(Xi"l > 0) + Y}nl, 

where 1 is the indicator function. 

If JE[Y1 + Y2] < 1, it can he shown (see Morrison [26]) that there exists an equilibrium distribution 
for the queue length process. Morrison also shows that the limiting p.g.f. cp( 8 1 , 8 2 ) of the queue 
length process equals 

where the subscript i denotes differentiation with respect to the ith variabie and where u= u(82) 
is the unique root within the unit circle of 81 - '1/J( 81, 82) = 0 for fixed 82. Consequently, 

c/>(1, 82) = [1- '1/Jl (1, 1)- 'l/J2(1, 1)] (1 ~ 82)'1/J(1, 82) [1- 1- 82 '1/J(u, 0)] ' 
7p(1, 82) - 1 u- 82 'l/J(1, 0) 

(4.2) 

is the p.g.f. of the queue length process at the second queue. The p.g.f. of the queue length at the 
first queue is 

(4.3) 
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The mean queue lengths are given inBoxmaand Resing [8]: 

( 4.4) 

and 

'lj!I(1,0) IE[Y2(Y2-1)] IE[YIY2J 
IE[X2] = 7j!(1, 0) + IE[Y2] + 2(1 - IE[Yr] - IE[Y2]) + 1- IE[YI] - IE[Y2] + 

IE[YI(YI -1)] IE[Y2] 
2(1 - IE[YI]) 1 -IE [Yr] -IE [Y2]. 

(4.5) 

Remark 4.2. Note that the first queue of the model discussed in this section is also a geox /G /1 
queue in the sense of Section 3.1.2. As a result, the p.g.f. of the queue length processis also given 
by Equation (3.20) of Remark 3.1. Of course, 

'lj!1 (1, 1) = IE[Yi], and 
00 

'lj!(s1, 1) = L s~ 1 IP'(Y1 = kr). 
k1=0 

In the notation of Section 3.1.2, we thus have 

A(z) = 'lj!(s1, 1), and 

..\ = IE[Yr] = 1j;r(1, 1). 

Together with the observation that the service is deterministically equal to 1 (and thus B(z) = 1 
for all z and p = ..\), we indeed see that the p.g.f. of YI is given by 

II(z) = (1- p)(1- z)B(A(z)) = (1- ..\)(1- z)A(z) = (1- 'lj!1(1, 1))(1- z)'ljJ(si, 1)(z). 
B(A(z))-z A(z)-z 1j;(s1,1)-z 

4.1.2 Delay 

In this subsection we study the delay of an arbitrary cell arriving at the first queue. The delay is 
defined as the amount of time a cell actually has to wait in a certain queue, without the service 
time. Note that this definition conflicts with the definition given in Chapter 3, but it is consistent 
with the definition in [8]. We define the total (or end-to-end) delay as the sum of the delays at 
the first and second queue. Because the services are deterministically equal to 1 at both queues, 
the total delay is equal to the time between the arrival at the first queue and the departure at the 
second queue minus 2. 

Let F be an arbitrary cell arriving at the first queue. We say that F arrived during time slot 
( TF - 1, TF ). Let UI be the number of cells arriving during time slot ( TF - 1, TF) at the first 
queue but befare F, and let U2 denote the number of cells arriving at the second queue during 
(TF- 1, T:F)· 

Lemma 4.3 (Lemma 1 ofBoxma and Resing [8]). For the generating function of (UI, U2 ), denoted 
by 1'( si, s2), we have that 

(4.6) 
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Proof: Let U0 he the numher of cells arriving during ( T;: - 1, T;:) at the first queue (including F 
itself). Ohviously, 

lP'( n = k u. = k ) = kolP'(Y1 = ko, Yz = kz) r k 1 d k 0 1 and uo o, 2 2 JE[Y!] , 10r o = , 2, ... , an 2 = , , ... , 

1 
lP'(U1 = k1IUo = ko,U2 = k2) = ko' for k1 = 0, 1, .. . ,ko -1. 

Consequently, 
00 

00 

00 
lP'(Y1 = ko, Y2 = kz) 

lE[Y1] 

For the generating function, this implies 
00 00 00 

~f(s1,sz) = L L s~ 1 S~2 L 
k1=0 k2 =0 ko=k1 +1 

lP'(Y1 = ko, Y2 = k2) 
1E[Y1] 

Because the empty sum is equal to zero, we can include the case k0 = 0 in the sum. Rewriting 
yields 

~( . ) = ~ (k~
1 k1 ) (~ lP'(Y1 = ko,Yz = kz) k 2 ) 

ys1,s2 L......, L......,s1 L......, JE[Y!] s2 

ko=O k1=0 k2=0 

= _1_ ~ (1 - ko) (~ lP'(Y1 = ko, Yz = k2) ,k2 ) 

1 - s1 L......, s1 L......, JE[Y!] Sz 
ko=O k2=0 

__ 1_ (1,6(1,sz) -1,6(s1,s2)) 
- 1 - s1 JE[Y!] ' 

which is the desired expression. 0 

This lemma allows US to express the expectations of u1 and u2 in terrus of y1 and Yz: 

JE[U J = JE[YI(Y1 - 1)] 1 21E[Y!] 
(4.7a) 

JE[U J = 1E[Y1 Yz] 
2 lE[Y1] . ( 4. 7h) 

Let us consider the numher of cells present at time T;: - 1. Without loss of generality we can 
equate the queue length at the ith queue at T;:- 1 to X;, the steady ~ate queue length. Denote 
the u urnher of cells in front of F at the first queue at time T;: hy X 1 and the u urnher of cells 
present at the secoud queue at timeT;: hy x2. Moreover, let J;(s1,s2) he the generating function 
of (X1,X2 ). Boxmaand Resing [8] show that 

(4.8) 
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Their proof is based on the following key relations: 

X1 = X1- 1[Xl > 0] + U1, and 

Xz = X2- 1[Xz > 0] + 1[Xl > 0] + U2. 

The rest of the proof is tedious rewriting of generating functions. 

4.2 Analysis for K = 1 

(4.9a) 

(4.9b) 

Now we can turn our attention to the delay of :F. Denote the delay of Fat queue 1 and 2 by 
Z1 and Z2 respectively. Obviously Z1 = X 1 . For Z2 we change the order of service at the second 
queue: We assume that all cells coming from queue 1, except F, receive priority and that they 
are immediately_served at the second queue. At time T:r + 1, the number of cells at queue 2 is of 
course Xz- 1[X2 > 0]. After time T:r + 1, there is a continuous traffic flow of cells from queue 1 

x; (") 
to queue 2. These cells are served immediately. During theservices of these cells, another 2.: Y2 " 

i=l 

cells arrive at the second queue, where Y2(i) is a sequence of i.i.d. random variables with generic 
random variabie Y2 • Last but not least, when F arrives at the second queue, there can also be 
external arrivals. As the external arrivals receive priority in case of simultaneous arrivals, F has 
to wait for those cells as well. Because the service of each cell takes exactly one time unit, we get 

x;+l 
- - '""" (i) Zz = X2 - 1[Xz > 0] + ~ Y2 . (4.10) 

i=l 

For the p.g.f. of Z1 and Zz, denoted by x(.,.), we find: 

00 

= L IP'(X1 = x1, Xz = O)st1 1/J(l, s2)x 1+1 

00 

= L IP'(X1 = x1, Xz = x2)st 1 1/J(l, s2)x 1+1 

Xl=O 

and for the p.g.f. T(s) of the end-to-end delay Z = Z1 + Z2, we have T(s) = x(s, s). 

4.2 Analysis for K = 1 

So far, we have summarised the model discussed by Boxmaand Resing. In this section, we use 
their model to approximate the sojaurn time in our simplified switch. The resulting approximation 
is compared to simulation results. The simulation used is essentially the same as that of Chapter 3. 
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Bem(p) ( 

Bem(r) 

Figure 4.2: The Boxma Resing model with independent Bernoulli arrivals as stuclied in Section 4.2 

We assume that the arrivals at both input streams are governed by independent Bernoulli arrival 
processes with parameters p and r for queue 1 and 2 respectively (see Figure 4.2). Due to this 
assumption, we get 

(4.11) 

Reeall that X; denotes the steady state length of queue i. Note that X 1 itself is also a Bernoulli 
random variable with parameter p, as each time slot only one cell may arrive and service times 
are deterministic and equal to 1. For the expectation of X 2 , we use Equation (4.5). It can easily 
be shown that 'lb1 (1, 0) = p(1- r) and of course 1jJ(1, 0) = IP'(Y2 = 0) = 1- r. This implies: 

p(1- r) pr pr 
E[X2 ] = 

1 
+ r + 0 + 

1 
+ 0 = p + r + -:-

1 
____::__ 

-r -p-r -p-r 
( 4.12) 

Obviously U1, the number of cells arriving during time slot ( TF -1, TF) at the first queue but befare 
:Fis deterministic and equal to 0, because there eaubeat most one arrival per time unit. For U2 , 

the number arrivals during time slot (TF -1, TF) at the second queue, we have by Equation (4.7b): 

(4.13) 

because Y1 and Y2 are independent. 

The third step consistsof determining E[X1] and E[X2]. Reeall that X1 is the number of cells that 
are present when an arbitrary cell arrives, in cl u ding the cells in the same batc_h__ as that arbitrary 
cell. Because the queue length of the first queue is at most 1, we have that X 1 = _Q. Using the 
fact that our arrival streams are independent, we eau immediately conclude that X 2 is equal to 
the steady state queue length at the second queue X 2 . In particular, E[X2] = JE[X2]. 

For the delay at the first queue, we have JE[Z!] = JE[X!] = 0. This is logical because at most one 
cell arrives each time slot, which implies that cells do not have to wait for each other. For the 
second queue we have by Equation (4.10): 

~+1 
- - "" (i) - -Z2 = X2- 1[X2 > O] + ~ Y2 = X2- 1[x2 > O] + Y2. 

i=l 

It remains to find IP'(X2 > 0) = IP'(X2 > 0). Due to the independenee of the arrival streams and 
because the outputprocessof the first queue is Bern(p), the second queue is a geox /G/1 queue 
in the sense of Section 3.1, where the batch size A has p.g.f. A(s) = 'lb(s, s). The probability that 
a geox /G /1 queue is non-empty at an arbitrary point in time is given by p = JE [A] EB = p + r. 
The mean delay at the second queue follows easily: 

pr pr 
JE[Zz] = p + r + - (p + r) + r = r + . 

1-p-r 1-p-r 
(4.14) 
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4 .3 Results for K = 1 

In the previous section, we derived performance measures in case the arrival streams are indepen
dent Bernoulli streams, with parameter p a.nd r respectively. However, the goal was to approximate 
the sojourn time in the switch of the simulated network. In its present form, the model is not 
appropriate to do so, because r does not have a value that is meaningful in the simulated network. 
In this section, we find a meaningful value for r and we analyse the performance of the resulting 
approximative model. 

Because r represents the number of packets per time unit that join the second queue befare packets 
from the first queue, it seems obvious to choose r equal to the steady state probability that a certain 
flit is not served, i.e ., r = 1 - q. As a result, 

IE[Zz] = 1 - q + p(1 - q) 
1- p- (1- q) 

q(1 - q) 
q-p 

(4.15) 

In Section 3.2.3 we proved (Proposition 3.6) , for a switch with random order of service, that the 

probability that an arbitrary flit was switched in steady state was given by q = IE[~t~fl, where 
S is the number of served flits, and P the number of flits present in HOL-positions. However , P 
may be different for the RO and FCFS service discipline. To emphasise this distinction, we will 
therefore denote the probability that an arbitrary flit is switched in an arbitrary time slot in the 
RO switch by qR. The probability that an arbitrary flit is switched in an arbitrary time slot in 
the FCFS switch is denoted by q. 

In Section 3.2.3, we derived a quadratic approximation of qR. We used the fact that limp.).O qR (p) = 
1, which still holds for an FCFS switch. Furthermore, we assumed that qR(p) = T sat for p 2 T sat, 

which is also a valid assumption for the FCFS switch. For the third coefficient, we found that 
qR (p) = 1-} NiVl p+ O(p2). We explained this formula intuitively with the following reasoning: If 
a certain (tagged) flit arrives , there areN- 1 other arrival streams at which flits may arrive. The 
probability that one arrival takes place at these arrival streams is p + O(p2 ). If there is such an 
arrival, the arriving flit has the same destination as the tagged flit with probability 1/ N, in which 
case the tagged flit is not switched with probability 1/2. Putting these probabilities together 
implies that our tagged flit is switched with probability 1- } NiVl p + O(p2). 

Both the derivation of the latter expression (see Eq. (3.40)) and the intuition hold for the FCFS 
switch. Consequently, we can still use q of Section 3.2.3 as a quadratic approximation of q. 

Using Equation (4.15) and q, we can approximate the sojourn time at the switch. The results can 
be found in Figure 4.3 and the relative errors with respect to simulation outcomes are plotted in 
Figure 4.4. The BR model gives very accurate results, withamere 2% deviation for N = 4 before 
saturation is approached. For N = 128 the deviation is at most 5% percent before the system 
comes close to saturation. 

R emark 4.4. The stability condition of the BR model is IE [Y1] + IE [Yz] :S 1. In our case, this 
means that p + (1 - q) :S 1, or p :S q. As q 2 Tsat if and only if p :S Tsat, this requirement is met 
in our approximation if and only if p :S Ts at · 

R emark 4 .5 . The BR model does notprovide a clear paradigm to approximate the service time 
of the FCFS switch. The service time of the FCFS switch corresponds to the number of external 
cells that a cell from the first queue has to wait for after the service of his predecessor from the 
first queue, plus one. This quantity is, however , generally difficult to determine. 

It is of course interesting to see how the FCFS service discipline performs compared to the RO 
(random order) service discipline. A comparison of simulation results can be found in Figure 4.5. 
The FCFS policy clearly performs much better than the RO policy. 
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Figure 4.3: The sojourn time approximations of the BR model, after substitut ing q for q. 
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Figure 4.4: T he relat ive errors of the approximations of the BR model. 

Tosome extent this may be surprising. In ordinary (single-server) queueing models, the expected 
sojaurn time is not influenced by the service discipline, as long as it is work-conserving. A crucial 
argument there is that serving one customer sooner implies that another customer can only be 
served later. While this may mean a low wait ing time for one customer, it also means a higher 
waiting time for other customers. The contribution to the total waiting time woulel still be the 
same, and hence the mean waiting time would be the same too. 

However , in our switch, one of the queues of the switch might become empty under some service 
policy, while it remains non-empty under another. As a result, the number of HOL-positions filled 
(and thus the number of fli ts eligible for service) is different among the two disciplines, which 
could cause fli ts to be kept waiting unnecessarily and inherently causes differences in the sojourn 
t imes . 

Remark 4.6. Continuing this line of reasoning leads us to believe that the service policy that 
minimises the probability that a queue becomes empty, also minimises the waiting time. As 
the Longest Queue First (LQF) service policy reduces the latter probability, we reach the rather 
odd condusion that the LQF policy outperfarms the FCFS policy in terms of mean delay. For 
homogeneaus t raffic this condusion is sustained by the analysis of McKeown [25, Figure 4.3, p. 76]. 
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Figure 4.5: A comparison between the mean sojourn time in a switch with random order of service 
(RO) and first come first served (FCFS). The RO policy is by far outperformed by the FCFS policy. 

Remark 4. 7. Although the performance of service policies is an interesting topic in itself, a more 
thorough investigation of the differences between them is beyond the scope of this thesis. 

4.4 General analysis 

In Section 4.2 we analysed the BR model with Bernoulli arrival streams at both inputs, in order 
to approximate an FCFS switch with single flit packets. In this section, we will analyse the BR 
model in a more general setting, in order to extend the approximative model to the situation 
where packets deterministically have size ]( > 1. Our analysis also includes dependent arrivals, 
which allows for an extension in that direction. 

Most importantly, the analysis of this section allows us to determine E[ Z;] without finding an 
explicit solution of 81 - 'lj;( 81, 82) = 0 in 8 1 . This is a great advantage, as for generalK such a 
solution is not always available, depending on which arrival processes are chosen to approximate 
the switch. It may sometimes be appropriate to choose the arrivals at the first queue such that K 
simultaneous arrivals are possible. This means that for fixed 82 , 'lj;(81 , 8 2 ) becomes a Kth degree 
polynomial in 8 1 . Apart from the fact that a solution for general K may not exist , the roots can 
perhaps not even be expressed in a closed form expression for fixed K ~ 6. 

For the expectation of Z; , we need the expectations of X ;, U;, and X;. The expectations of Xi 
and U;, however, have already been given in Equations (4.4), (4.5), and (4.7). If we realise that 
1[X; > 0] = p; = E[Y;], the expectations of X; follow easily from Equation (4.9). It only remains 
todetermine E [Z2], as E [Z1] = E[X1]. 

From Equation (4.10) we infer that the expectation of Z2 is given by 

Because the steady state arrivals are independent of the queue lengths, this can be rewritten to 

E [Z2] = E[X2]- (1 - ~( 1 , 0)) + (JE[Xt] + 1) JE [Y2] . 
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We thus need to derive ~( 1 ,0) . From Equation (4.8), it follows that 

~( 1 , 0) = 1(1, 0){ lim _!_[<P(O,s2)- <P(O,O)] + <P(O, o)} = 1'(1 ,0){ <1>2(0,0) + <P(O, o)}. (4.16) 
s2--+0 s2 

We shall now analyse 1' (1, 0), </>2 (0, 0), and <P(O, 0). First, 1'(1, 0) follows from Equation ( 4.6): 

(10) -r 1/l(st,0)- 1/1 (1' 0) (4. 17) 
1' ' - s ~I_fi IE[Yt](1 - st) . 

We will not simplify this expression any further. 

Second, </>2 (0,0) can be determined by taking the derivative of Equation (4.1): 

,~.. _ (0 0) = 1/J(a(O), 0)- a(0)1/J(O, 0) (1- . J. (1 1) - . J. (1 1)) 
'+'Z ' a(O) 1/1(1, 0) '+' l ' '+'

2 ' 

We have reduced the general derivative of <f>(s1 , s2 ) to a quite simple form. We can also employ 
our knowledge of a( s2) : By definition, a(s2) is the salution in s1 of the equation s1 - 1/J (s 1 , s2) = 0, 
and hence 1/J (a(s2), 0) = a(s2). In particular this implies 1/J (a(O), 0) = a(O) , which leads to the 
following remarkably simple expression for </>2 (0, 0): 

1 - 1/1 (0 , 0) 
<Pz(O, 0) = 1/1 (1, O) (1 - 1/J t (1, 1) - 1/12 (1 , 1)). (4.18) 

Third, </>(0, 0) can be found by substituting s1 = 0 in Equation (4.1): 

1/1 (0 sz) = [1 - 1/1
1 

( 1 1) - 1/1·)(1 1)] (1- sz)1/l (O, sz) [1/1 (0, 0) + s2 1jJ (a(s 2 ), 0) ] 
' ' ~ ' 1/1 (0 , sz) 1/1 (1, 0) (a(s2) - sz)1/1 (1, 0) 

(1- sz) ( sz1/J (a(sz),O) + (a(sz)- sz)1/l (O,o) ) 
= [1 - 1/Jl (1, 1) - 1/Jz(1, 1)] (a(sz) - sz) 1/1 (1, 0) . 

Provided that a(O) f:. 0, we can substitute s2 = 0, yielding 

1/1(0, 0) 
1/1 (0, 0) = 1/1 (1, O) (1 - '1/Jt (1, 1) - 1/12 (1, 1)) . (4.19) 

Proposition 4.8. IJ IE[Yt] + IE[Y2 ] < 1, then a(O) f:. 0. 

Proof: Reeall that 1/J(a(s 2 ), s2 ) = a (s2 ). Thus , if a(O) = 0, then 1/1 (0, 0) = 0. Because 1/J (O, 0) = 
IP (Y1 = 0, Y2 = 0) , it immediately follows that IE[Yt] + IE[Y2] :2 1. D 

Remark 4.9. Note that the requirement of the proposit ion above is a slightly stronger condition 
than stability. Systems in which exactly one cell arrives each time unit are stable, but still 
IP(Yt = 0, Y2 = 0) = 0. 

If we combine Equations (4.16) , (4.17), (4. 18) , and (4.19), we get 

- 1'(1, 0) 
</>( 1, 0) = 1/1 (1, O) (1 - IE[Yt] -IE[Y2]) , ( 4.20) 

where 1' (1, 0) = lim 1/1 ~;;o )(~ 1/l( l)O ) . Besides this ( rather straightforward) limit , we have reduced the 
Sttl 1 -St 

calculation of IE[ Zi] to calculations with the first and second moments of Y1 and Y2 , and simple 
values of 1/J (s1 , sz) , such as 1/1 (1, 0). 

Remark 4.10. Note that for independent arrival streams, 1'(1, 0) = 1/1 (1, 0) , and thus ~( 1 , 0) = 
IP(Xz = 0) = IP(X2 = 0) = 1-IE[Y1]-IE[Y2] = 1- p2 , where p2 is the server utilisation rate of the 
second queue. 
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4 .5 Results for K > 1 

We shall now discuss four different methods to choose the arrival streams, in order to approximate 
the switch with multiple flit packets. The performance of the first two methods is not satisfactory. 
The performance of the third and fourth method is much better. Nevertheless, the first two 
methods have been included here because they arise more naturally than the third and fourth 
method. The first two methods are discussed only briefly, the second two in more detail. We also 
give relative errors of the third and fourth method. 

As a first attempt to approximate the switch, it seems natura! to extend the arrival streams of 
the previous section to accommodate K arrivals at a time, roughly in the same way as we did in 
Section 3.6. We thus get two independent Bernoulli (batch) arrival processes with parameters p 

and r , i.e. , 

'lj; (s1 , sz) = sf s: pr + sf p(1- r) + s: (1- p)r + (1- p)(1- r). (4.21) 

This leadstoa stability condition of (p + r)K :S 1. Choosing r = 1- q, the model is stabie if and 
only if p- q :S -}( - 1, while our switch is stabie if and only if p- q :S 0. This difference in the 
stability conditions obviously means a bad performance for this method. 

A natura! second attempt would be to choose the arrival streams such that one customer arrives 
at the first queue, and K at the second queue, again governed by Bernoulli arrival processes. In 
other words, we choose 

( 4.22) 

This leads to a stability condition of p + rK :S 1, and after choosing r 1 - q we find that 
the model is stabie if and only if p :S 1 - K + qK instead of p :S q. Again this implies a bad 
performance. 

The performance of method one and two are shown in Figure 4.6. Apparently, allowing K arrivals 
per time unit at the second queue is a bad choice, which can relatively easily be understood. Even 
if p is low, there can be K arrivals per time unit, which may cause the queue length of (and thus 
the waiting time at) the second queue to explode more rapidly than it would in the switch. Maybe 
this issue could be circumvented by imposing a correlation between the two arrivals to make them 
"more simultaneous," but we will focus on easier solutions now. 

Our third approximation method consists of simply multiplying the waiting time found in Sec
tion 4.3 by K. Because we did not encounter any simultaneity problems in the single flit case, this 
seems a valid resolution to the simultaneity issue described above. Moreover, using this method 
the stability condition is p :S q. If we approximate q by q(Kp), our model is stabie if and only if 
Kp :S Tsat. identical to the stability condition of our switch. The approximation to the sojourn 
time becomes: 

JÊ[S] = Kq(Kp)(1- q(Kp)). 
q(Kp)- p 

( 4.23) 

Although the reasoning behind this method is rather naive, the approximation still gives reasanabie 
results , as depicted in Figure 4. 7. 

A better approximation can be found using Bernoulli input streams allowing for K arrivals at the 
first queue and 1 at the second queue, i.e., 

'lj; (s1, sz) = sf Szpr + s1p(1- r) + sz(1- p)r + (1- p)(1- r). (4.24) 

Our stability condition becomes pK +r :S 1, which boils down to pK :S q if we substitute r = 1- q. 
If we approximate q by q( K p), our model is stabie if and only if pK :S Tsat. 
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Figure 4.6: The performance of method 1 and 2. Allowing K arrivals per time unit at the second 
queue is a bad choice, since there is a difference between the stability condition in the model and 
stability in the simulated network. 
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Figure 4. 7: The approximation results of the third method: multiplying the results of Section 4.3 
by K. 

With these input streams, it is possible that external cells arrive between the first cell of a batch 
and other cells. We have thus effectively disregarded the wormhole routing aspect of the switch 
(see Section 1.1.4). Using the procedure described in Sections 4.1 and 4.4, and any computer 
algebra packet, it can very easily be verified that 

IE[Z?] = (K(1- p) + 1- pK)(1- r)r, 
- 2(1 - Kp)(1-Kp-r) 

(4.25) 

where we mention again that Z2 represents the delay of an arbitrary cell arriving at the first queue. 

The entire delay of a packet is the time between the arrival of the header at the NI and the service 
of the last flit of the packet, minus 2. (Note again that the definition of "delay" is different from 
that of Chapter 3; here the delay is defined as the waiting t ime, consistent with the definition of 
Boxmaand Resing [8].) The delay corresponds to Z of the lastcellof a batch in the model, rather 
than that of an arbitrary cell. 
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We use superscript l , f , and a to denote last cell, first cell, and arbitrary cellof a batch. Obviously, 

Because there is no interference with other cells, we find that 

E(zn = E(Zf] + ~(K- 1) = E(Z{] + (K- 1) , 

where E[Z{] is given by Equation (3.51): 

E(Z'J = pK(K- 1). 
1 2(1- pK) 

For the delay in the network D , we have that 

E(D] = E[WNI] + E(W] + (K- 1) , 

( 4.26) 

(4.27) 

(4 .28) 

where W NI and W denote the waiting time at the network interface and the switch respectively. 
The expectation of W N 1 is given by Equation ( 4.28), so 

E(D] = E(Z{] + E(W] + (K- 1). 

Combining this with Equation ( 4.27) yields 

E(D] = E(Zf] + E(W]. 

( 4.29) 

(4.30) 

We would like to approximate E(D] by E[Z1]. Because of the similarities between Equation (4.30) 
and Equation (4.26), we should approximate E(W] by E(Z~]. In other words, we should focus on 
the delay at the second queue of the last cell of a batch rather than an arbitrary cell. 

Because all cells in a batch arrive at consecutive time slots at the second queue, there is only one 
external cell between them with probability r and zero with probability 1 - r. Because a batch 
consists of K cells, there are K- 1 possibilities for an external cell to arrive, hence 

E[Z~] = E(Z~] + ~(K- 1)r = E(Z{] + (K- 1)r. 

Using Equation ( 4.25) we irnrnediately have that 

E[Zt] = (K(1- p) + 1- pK)(1- r)r + (K _ 1)r. 
2 2(1-Kp)(1-Kp-r) 

The final outcorne of the fourth rnethod is that we approximate the switch sojourn time by 

(4.31) 

The results of this approximation can be found in Figure 4.8. The approximation gives at most a 
25% deviation before saturation is approached. This deviation can be explained by the fact that 
the model does not adequately take the alignment phenomenon of Section 3.5 into account. It 
was shown that, for the most part, service times take on values that are multiples of K . With the 
modeHing of this section, intermediate values are highly likely. It is also clear that this discrepancy 
is more prominent for larger K. 

Both method 3 and 4 thus give reasonable approximations of a network with an FCFS switch in 
case K > 1. Both methods have their own disadvantage: Method 3 disregards the arrival "bursts" 
when multiple flits arrive at the same time, whereas rnethod 4 does not adequately model the 
alignment. 
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Figure 4.8: The results of the sojaurn t ime approximation of method 4. 
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4.6 The BR model applied to other service polides 

A question that arises naturally from the previous sections is whether the BR model can also be 
applied if the switch uses a different service policy (for instanee Random Order). This is iudeed 
possible, provided that the service time distribution is known. Reeall that the service time of a flit 
in a switch is the time between acquisition of the HOL-position and actual switching to an output 
port, plus one. We furthermore define the service time of a packet as the time between acquisition 
of the HOL-position by the header and the actual switching of the last flit, plus one. If we denote 
the header service time by BH and the fixed packet size by K, we get that Bp =BH+ K, where 
B p denotes the service time of the packet. 

To show how the BR model can be applied to switches with other service policies, we assume that 
there are exactly BH+ K anivals at the secoud queue if and only if a cel! anives at the first queue. 
In other words, if the arrivals of packets are governed by a Bernoulli process with parameter p, 
we get for the joint distri bution of Y1 and Y2 : 

1P'(Y1=1,Y2=Y) 

1P'(Y1 = 0, Y2 = y) 

Consequently, 7/J is given by 

plP'(BH+K=y) 

{ 
1- p if y = 0 
0 ify>O 

'1/J(sl, s2) = 1- p + pBH(s2)s1sf. 

Note that maximally one cel! arrives at the first queue per time slot. 

( 4.32) 

In the BR model, we denote the number of external cells that a cel! from the first queue has to wait 
for, after the service of his predecessor from the first queue by C. The service time of the packet in 
the switch corresponds to C + 1, see Remark 4.5. \Vith the partienlar arrival distribution above, 
we almast always have that C =BH+ K- 1. The only exception is that Cislargerif there two 
consecutive arrivals at the first queue because the external anivals receive priority. Consequently, 
if we drop the requirement that simultaneons external arrivals receive priority, we always have 
that C =BH+ K- 1. Since C + 1 corresponds to Bp, this is exactly what we desired. 

Summarising, any service distribution in the switch can be modelled exactly in the BR model if 
we drop the requirement that external anivals receive priority. To model a switch with a general 
service time distribution, the arrival distribution in the BR model bas to be chosen in such a way 
that arrivals at the first and secoud queue always occur simultaneously. In addition to this, it has 
to be chosen in such a way that there can only be one arrival per time slot at the first queue and 
that the number of arriving cells at the secoud queue is given by BH+ K. 

A disadvantage of this method is that it requires knowledge of the service time distri bution in the 
switch, which is aften difficult to acquire. Moreover, it reduces Z2 to the delay in an ordinary 
geo/G/1 queue, where the service time distribution is given by the distribution of BH. In that 
sense, this partienlar model forms the conneetion between ordinary geo/G /1 models and the BR 
model. 

If we drop the requirement that external arrivals receive priority, we find the so-called modified 
BR model. In the modified model, the steady-state delay at the secoud queue is slightly different 
while all other quantities remain the same. We will denote the steady-state delay in the modified 
model by Z2 from now on. The conesponding delay in the original BR model is still given by Z2. 
Using a similar reasarring as the one that led to Equation (4.10), we find 

( 4.33) 
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and herree 

JE[22] = JE[X2]- (1- ~(1, 0)) + lE[X1]lE [Yz]. 

We can relate 22 and Z2 in the following way: 

22 = z2- Y2, 

where Y2 is independent of Z2 . It follows that 

where x is the joint p.g.f. of zl and z2. 
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(4.34) 

(4.35) 

Remark 4.11. The modification described in this section allows us to use the idea behind the 
BR model in case the service time distribution is known or can be closely approximated, as is the 
case for the RO switch. lts use for the FCFS switch is rather limited sirree the service distribution 
cannot be approximated using any of the methods discussed in this thesis, such as using q. 

Remark 4.12. Besides the good approximation of the sojourn time in an FCFS switch, another 
quality of the BR model is that it can rather easily be extended to more than two queues. There 
is a considerable amount of literature available for such tandem queues, see e.g. [27, 38, 42]. 



Chapter 5 

Analysis of small networks 

In this chapter we analyse and discuss simulation results for small networks. Where possible, the 
results will be sustained by mathematical arguments and modelling. The goal of this chapter is, 
however, not to provide a full mathematical rnadelling of NoCs, but to provide insight into key 
performance aspects and to serve as a starting point for further research. 

In Section 5.1, we discuss the assumptions that underlie the simulations and provide a small 
introduetion to the remainder of the chapter. In Section 5.2 we discuss a crucial phenomenon 
that occurred during simulations of networks with large buffers: If the network is overloaded, 
the destination distribution of packets changes to a different distribution than the one that was 
initially chosen. 

In this chapter, we also provide a service time approximation, roughly in the same way as in 
Chapter 3. Reeall that the service time of a flit is defined as the number of time slots between the 
slot in which the flit acquires the HOL-position and the slot in which the flit is actually switched, 
plus one. In order to approximate the service time, we first analyse the switch throughput in 
Section 5.3. Secondly, the link utilisations are important for the service time approximation, and 
are therefore explored in Section 5.4. 

If NoCs consist of multiple switches, the switches are in general no longer homogeneous. Most 
importantly, this implies that the service time of a flit depends on its souree and destination. In 
Section 5.5, we analyse the expected service time of any flit arriving at the switch, regardless of 
its souree and destination. However, adequately predicting the service time of a flit necessitates a 
detailed analysis given the souree and destination. Such an analysis is conducted in Section 5.6. 

Lastly, the throughput of the networkis a very important performance measure. InSection 5.7, 
we derive an expression for the network throughput in terms of the switch throughputs, link 
utilisations and the distauces between Nis. 

5.1 Introduetion and assumptions 

The networks we consider in this chapter are all mesh-type networks (see Figure 5.1). In a mesh
type network, all routers are aligned as if they lie on a lattice. \Ve assume that Nis are placed 
on the outsicles of the routers, i.e. there are Nis above, below, to the right, and to the left of the 
routers. We can fully characterise a network by the number of columns (x) and the number of 
rows (y), and we denote it as an (x, y)-mesh. The number of routers is then given by R = xy 
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Figure 5.1: A mesh-type network. In a mesh-type network, all routers are placed in a lattice. We 
assume that Nis are placed on the outside of the network (i.e. there are Nis above, below, to the 
right, and leftof the routers). The networkis characterised by the number of columns (x) and rows 
(y) and denoted by (x, y). 

and the number of Nis by M = 2(x + y). The letterNis still reserved for the size of the routers, 
which is always equal to 4 in an (x, y)-network. 

The performance of the network clearly depends on the routing policy used. Witharouting policy, 
we do not refer to the routing mode (or flow control, in our case wormhole routing), but to the 
paths that packets take in order to get from A toB. Because we use mesh-type networks, a simple 
routing policy is available that always chooses a shortest path: XY-routing. With XY-routing, a 
packet always first goes in the x-direction as far as it has to go, and then in the y-direction. In 
all networks considered in this chapter, XY-routing (and hence deterministic routing) is used. 

In some of our simulations, Nis are allowed tosend data to themselves. Although this is not very 
realistic, it allows us to develop understanding of the behaviour of NoCs. Depending on whether 
this self traffic is allowed or not, an NI can send data to lv!- 1 or M Nis. 

\Ve define a network component (NC) as either a router or an Nl. As a result, links always run 
between network components. We denote the steady state link utilisation of a link between NCs 
i and j by Vij. Note that we make a distinction between the link utilisation from i to j and the 
other way around. In fact, we propose the following definition: 

Definition 5.1. Trafik in a networkis said to be symmetrie if and only if Vij = Vji for all NC's 
i and j that are directly connected to each other. 

In the previous chapters, we have always assumed homogeneity at the switch. By this we mean 
that Pij = 1:,r for all i and j, where Pij represents the probability that an arriving flit at input port 
i has destination j. We employ a similar definition for Nis: 

Definition 5.2. We say that an NI i has uniform destinations if all possible destinations have 
the same probability. If self trafik is allowed, this implies that dij = 1/ M for all j, where dij 

represents the probability that an arriving word has destination NI j. If self traffic is not allowed, 
uniformity amounts to dij = 1/(M- 1) for all i i-j and dii = 0. 

Each NI is assumed to have precisely one IP-block attached to it and we assume that all IP-blocks 
are identical. Moreover, we assume that the IP-block connected to NI i generates words with 
destination NI j according to a Poisson process with parameter À ij. We furthermore define 

M 

Ài = 2::: Àij 

j=l 
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as the total arrival intensity of words at NI i, so that 

Remark 5.3. The lP blocks fall outside the doek domain boundary (see Figure 1.3 on Page 3). 
This allows us to assume a continuons-time arrival process rather than a discrete-time arrival 
process. In particular, this allows us to assume a Poisson process rather than a Bernoulli process. 

We assume À;j = >., regardless of i and j provided i =f. j. If self traffic is allowed, we also assume 
that À;; = À. If self traffic is not allowed, we obviously assume that À;; = 0. As a result of this 
assumption, the destinations are uniformly distributed. 

Additionally, the number of data flits that arrives at NI i for NI j is equal to À/3 since each flit 
consists of three words. Flits are divided into two categories: Data flits and headers. Because a 
flit consists of three words, the amount of data offered to the network through one NI per time 
slot measured in flits (the data load) is given by either d = ~(M- 1) or d = ~M, depending on 
whether self traffic is allowed or not. In our simulations, we always vary d rather than À. 

lt is important to note that there is a difference between the amount of data measured in flits and 
the number of data flits. Each flit has space for three words, but if there are no words present at 
the NI to fill up this space, the flit carries "empty words". If a flit has one or more non-empty data 
words (i.e., if it is nota header) it is considered a data flit, whereas the amount of data measured 
in words is simply the number of words divided by three. The number of data flits is thus always 
larger than the amount of data measured in flits. Moreover, the number of data flits is an integer, 
while the amount of data measured in flits is a multiple of 1/3. 

In Section 1.2.2, we mentioned that data is sent if the amount of senciabie data (the minimum 
of the words present and the space counter, i.e. the counter of the available remote buffer size) 
exceeds a threshold, or if the amount of credits exceeds a threshold. If we look at one specific 
queue, we can formalise this by adopting the following notation: 

• Wt: the amount of data waiting at timet, measured in words; 

• St: the value of the space counter at timet, measured in flits; 

• Ct: the number of credits at time t, measured in flits; 

• dt: the amount of sendable data at time t, measured in words; 

• Tw: the threshold for thesenciabie data, measured in words; 

• Tc: the threshold for the credits, measured in flits; 

• kmax: the maximal packet size (incl. the header), measured in flits; 

• Cmax: the maximal number of credits, rneasured in flits. 

Note that wedefine the size of a packet as the number of flits, including the header. By definition, 

(5.1) 

for all t. We stress again that there is a difference between election and selection (see Section 1.2.2): 
The queue is said to be eligible for service at time t if 

(5.2) 
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A queue is said to be selected by the NI out of a number of eligible queues when it starts transmit
ting its data. Suppose that our queue is selectedat timeT. If we denote the packet size (including 
the header) of the packet that is sent by kr (measured in flits), we get 

kr = min { kmax, I w
3
r l + 1, sr + 1} . (5.3) 

Finally, if we denote the number of credits piggybacked in the packet by er, we get 

er= min{ Cmax, Cr}. (5.4) 

lt eau easily be argued that a queue is always still eligible for service at the time of selection. 
However, immediately after the selection, the queue may still or may no longer be eligible for 
service. Note that the NI sends a packet without payload if and only if wr = 0, which implies 
that the queue became eligible forservice because Tc was exceeded rather than Tw. Note also that 
this is not a sufficient condition as words may have arrived in the meantime. 

In addition to the four parameters of this formalisation (Tw, Tc, kmax, and Cmax) and to the Àij 

there is another important parameter: The buffer size of the destination queues of the Nl. Reeall 
that there is a separate destination queue for all possible destinations. We assume that all of these 
queues have the same size, and we denote this size by Bni· Note that ni is not an index, but that 
it stands for network interface. Furthermore, we repeat that the space counter of NI i for NI j is 
initially set to the buffer size of NI j. 

Definition 5.4. A nebvork without self traffic is said to be homogeneaus if Tw, Tc, kmax, Cmax, 
Bni, and À;j = À for all network interfaces and the buffer sizes of the routers are the same for all 
routers and all input ports. If self traffic is not allowed, a network is said to he homogeneaus if 
the above holds, with the exception that À;; = 0 for all i. 

All networks we consider are homogeneaus networks (with uniform destinations). Note that a 
homogeneaus network also has symmetrie traffic. Furthermore, we assume that Cmax = oo and 
we denote the buffer size of the switches by B.. Altogether,there are thus 6 parameters that 
characterise our (x, y)-networks given x and y, namely Tw, Tc, kmax, Bn;, B 8 , and À (or d). 

Finally, we mention the influence of the speeds at which the lP blocks operate. lP blocks consume 
data that has arrived at its destination Nl. The speed at which they do so determines the speed 
at which new credits become available, which affects network performance. In this chapter, we 
only consider infinitely fast lP blocks so credits are instantly available to be sent back. 

5.2 NI destinations 

In this section, we discuss an interesting phenomenon that influences most performance measures 
analysed in this chapter. Simulations have shown that the destinations of flits change as the data 
laad changes. Figure 5.2 demonstrates this for the (2, 2)-network. To allow for a discussion about 
the results, we need a numbering of the switches and the Nis. This numbering eau he found in 
Figure 5.3 

In Figure 5.2, we clearly see that the destinations are uniformly distributed for low loads, and 
that each destination has probability 1/(M- 1) = 1/7. For high loads the probabilities converge 
to different values. In particular, we see that traffic between Nis that are physically closetoeach 
other occurs more frequently than traffic between Nis that are physically far apart. 

In the example, there are M(M- 1)Bni = 2240 credits in total, whereas the total bufferspace at 
routersis RN B. = 16000. As a result, there is always enough space to store packets at the routers. 
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5.2 NI destinations 

Figure 5.2: The probability distribution of the destination D of any flit departing from NI 1 in the 
networkof Figure 5.3. Self traffic is not allowed, so IP'(D = 1) = 0. Furthermore, IP'(D = 2k) = IP'(D = 
2k- 1) for k = 2, 3, 4. Note that kmax = Bni + 1, which implies that the packet size is not limited 
by kma x but only by the amount of sendable data. We can understand the precise value of the data 
Ioad for which the destination distribution starts changing with the analysis of Section 5.3. 

Figure 5.3: The numbering of routers and Nis in the (2, 2)-network. 

Furthermore, if the load is high enough, sufReient data is always available so end-to-end credits 
become the bottleneck with respect to latency. In other words, data waiting at NI A destined for 
NI B becomes eligible for service if and only if a packet from B arrives at A with credits. 

This reasoning also provides us with a method to approximate the destinations, given the end
to-end delays. We denote the probability that an arbitrary flit from NI i is destined for NI j by 
bij. Note that this is different from the probability that an aniving word at NI i is destined for 
j , which is denoted by dij = Àij / Lj Àij. As long as the network is able to cope with the arriving 
words, we have dij = bij, but when the network is not able to cope with the load, bij changes. We 
furthermore denote the delay of a packet (see Def. 5.6) from i to j by Z ij· Because flitscan only 
besent when a packet arrives, it seems reasonable to assume that bij is proportional to 1/ IE( Zij]· 

From L: bij = 1 it then follows that 
j 

(IE(Zij])- 1 

bij= L (IE(Zij])-1. 
j 

(5.5) 

Remark 5.5. In heterogeneaus networks, it might be more appropriate to assume that bij is 
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proportional to (E[Zij] + E[Zji]) - 1 . As a result , bij = bji, even for heterogeneaus networks. 
Nevertheless, more analysis is necessary to confirm this suspicion irrefutably. 

Definition 5.6. The delay of a packet is defined as the number of t ime slots between the departure 
of the header from the souree NI and the arrival of the last flit at the destination NI, plus one. 

For instance, if the header of a packet of size I< departs from the souree NI at the beginning of 
t ime t0 , and it arrives at its destination at the end of time slot t 1 , the delay is given by t 1 - t0 +I<. 
Note that the last flit of the packet arrives at the destination at the end of t ime slot t 1 +I<- 1. 

The approximation of Equation (5.5) gives almost exact results for loads for which the destination 
distribution has completely converged to its limit. This is shown in Figure 5.4. Note that E[Zij] 
was determined via simulation. 

In the analysis of this section , it was crucial that the queues of the routers provided sufficient 
space to store all packets in all situations. In other words, RN B 8 » M(M -1)Bni· In Figure 5.5, 
we see an example of a network in which the destinations do not change. Regardless of the load, 
the destinations are approximately uniformly distributed over all possible values. Note that in 
this case RN B s « M(M- 1)Bni· 

An explanation for this phenomenon lies in the fact that all souree queues are always eligible for 
service, at least if the buffer size at the destination Nis is large enough. As each souree queue is 
selected with the same probability, the destinations of the NI are uniformly distributed over M- 1 
or M values, depending on whether self traffic is allowed. 

However, the condition RN Bs « M(M - 1)Bni alone is not sufficient , as Figure 5.6 demon
strates. This figure shows the destination distribution in the (2 , 2)-network that has been simulated 
throughout this chapter , with the exception that B. = 10 insteadof Bs = 1000. In particular, we 
chose kmax = Bni + 1 = 41. 

We argued that the destination distribution becomes uniform in overload situations if all queues 
are always eligible for service. In the (2, 2)-network with kma x = B ni + 1 = 41 this is not the case, 
as most packets have size kmax. These packets will immediately use up all of the available space 
of the remote buffer size, which implies that remairring data in the queue has to wait for credits 
to return. As a result, the destination distribution is again determined by the delays. 

From now on , we will refer to the case RN B. » M(M - 1)Bni as the case with infinite switch 
queues, sirree the buffer sizes of the switches do not impose restrictions in this case. If this is not 
the case, we will refer to this as finite switch queues. 

Remark 5. 7. For the heavy loads considered in this section, the networkis probably best analysed 
as a closed queueing network. However , the contention at t he routers still causes such a network 
to be non-trivial. We shall therefore leave such an analysis as a suggestion for further study. 
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5.2 NI destinations 

Figure 5.4: Somevalues of the empirica! distribution of the destinations of flits departing from NI 
1. Again , the (2 , 2)-network (Figure 5.3) without self traffic has been simulated. 
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Figure 5.5: The empirica! distribution of the destination D of any flit departing from NI 1 in the 
(2, 1)-network (see Fig. 5.18, P. 108). The destinations are approximately uniformly distributed over 
M- 1 = 5 values , regardless of the data load. Nevertheless, we see that the varianee increases above 
a certain load. Self traffic was not allowed in this simulation. 
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Figure 5.6: The probability distribution of the destination Dof any flit departing from NI 1 in the 
network of Figure 5.3 with B s = 10. Self traffic is not allowed. We stress again that lP'(D = 2k) = 
lP'(D = 2k - 1) for k = 2, 3, 4. The destination distribution changes due to the fact that available 
credits are immediately used up by packets of size kmax = E n; + 1. 
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5.3 Switch throughput 

In this section we focus on the throughput of a switch. A typical plot of the switch throughput 
against the data load can be found in Figure 5.7. The switch throughput is defined as the expected 
number of flits served divided by N , regardless of whether these flits are data flits or header flits. 
Simulations show that the throughputs of all switches in the network are statistically equal, which 
is of course a consequence of homogeneity of the network. 
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Figure 5. 7: The switch throughput in the (2 , 2) -network with self traffic. 

Three interesting observations can be made from Figure 5.7: 

1. There is a peak in the throughput. This peak is roughly equal to 0.70 , which is obviously 
higher than the throughput in a homogeneaus switch (0.655242). The peak throughput will 
be denoted by Tpeak from now on. 

2. After the peak, the throughput decreases extremely rapidly and starts converging to a dif
ferent value. 

3. Finally, the throughput remains stable at a certain value that is both different from Tpeak 

and the saturation throughput of a homogeneaus switch. This value will be denoted by 
T con v · 

We have thus effectively divided the throughput into three parts. We shall refer to the second and 
third part tagether as saturation. 

It can easily be explained that the saturation throughput differs from the saturation throughput 
of a homogeneaus switch: The destinations of the flits are no longer uniformly distributed. We 
focus on the throughput of a heterogeneaus switch in Section 5.3.1. Furthermore, we have seen 
that the destination distribution of flits changes for high loads . This knowledge is employed in 
Section 5.3.2, where we study the value of T conv in more detail. The throughput for loads slightly 
above the load for which the peak occurs is still beyond our reach, and it will therefore not he 
analysed in this report. 

Figure 5. 7 shows the throughput that is typical for the situation with ( virtually) infinite buffer 
space. As a comparison, we focus briefly on the throughput of a switch with finite buffers in 
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Figure 5.8: The (2, 2)-network. The numbers near the routers represent the numbers of the ports. 

Section 5.3 .3. Finally, we show the throughput in terms ofwords (the data throughput, or goodput) 
in Section 5.3.4. 

Throughout this section, we study the throughput in the (2, 2)-network. This network is depicted 
in Figure 5.8. In addition to NI and router numbers , we also need port numbers now. These 
numbers can also be found in Figure 5.8. 

5.3.1 Throughput of a heterogeneous switch 

In order to determine the throughput in a heterogeneaus switch, we need to find the probability 
that a flit arriving at input port i goes to input port j for all i and j. We will do so for switch 1 
of the (2, 2)-network of Figure 5.8. 

Any flit arriving at input port 1 originates from NI 1. With probability 1/8 it goes back to NI 1, 
so p11 = 1/8. Similarly, p12 = 1/8. The flit goes to output port 2 if its destination is NI 3, 4, 7, 
or 8, so p13 = 4/8 = 1/2 by uniformity. Finally, the flit goes to output port 2 if its destination is 
NI 5 or 6, which happens with probability 1/4. Because NI 2 is identical to NI 1, we have that 
Pij = P2J for a ll j. 

For input port 3, the situation is slightly more intricate. Flits that arrive at input port 3 must 
come from NI 3 or 4, because flits traverse the network in the x-direction first. All flits that arrive 
at input port 3 are destirred to NI 1, 2, 5, or 6, each with probability 1/4. This implies that 
P31 = P32 = 1/4 and that P34 = 1/2. Obviously P33 = 0. For input port 4, the situation is again 
quite straightforward. All fli ts that arrive at input port 4 are either destirred for NI 1 or NI 2, due 
to the XY-routing. As a result , P41 = P42 = 1/2 and P43 = P44 = 0. 

Summarising, we have for P = (Pii) that 

( 

1/8 1/8 1/2 1/4 ) 
p- 1/8 1/8 1/2 1/4 

- 1/4 1/4 0 1/2 . 
1/2 1/2 0 0 

(5.6) 

We can easily argue that the throughput depends on the destination matrix. For instance, for 
P = I , the throughput is equal to 1, whereas for the homogeneaus switch the throughput is 
0.655242. 
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Figure 5.9: The average size of a packet going from NI 1 to NI 8 in the (2, 2)-network with self 
traffic (see Figure 5.8). The packet size is defined as the number of flits including the header. 

In Appendix A, we describe how the throughput of a heterogeneaus switch with packets of size 1 
can be calculated (Algorithm A.3). Using Algorithm A.3, we find an expected throughput of 
approximately 0.702202 with P as in Equation (5.6). This value appears to be a very accurate 
approximation of the peak throughput of Figure 5.7. In Chapter 3, we saw that the throughput 
is the same for all possible deterministic packet sizes. Here, however, the packet sizes are no 
Jonger deterministic, but determined by the behaviour of the network. In order to validate the 
approximation, we have to study the packet sizes of the nebvork in greater detail. 

A typical plot of the average packet size can be found in Figure 5.9. We see that the average 
packet size increases very fast when congestion occurs. As soon as the networkis no Jonger able to 
cope with the load, the Nis tend to create packets of increased size. This causes the overhead (and 
thus the load) to decrease, which allows the network to deal with the enhanced load. Figure 5.9 
shows that this happens almost instantly. 

We also see that the average packet size is equal to 5 for low loads and almost 8 for high loads. 
With low loads, packets are sent as soon as there are enough words present to form a packet. In 
other words, for low loads the packet size is equal to IIf-l + 1 = 5. This is only true if Tc is large 
since in that case packets from A toB are not sent because the number of credits exceeds Tc, but 
because the sendable data exceeds Tw. Furthermore, if Tc is large a packet from B toA willlikely 
be sent before Tc is exceeded. Credits that become available at NI B are then piggybacked with 
this packet, which in turn allows a packet from B toA of size IIf-l + 1 again. If Tc is not large 
enough, credits are often sent back in a smaller packet before a new packet of size IIf-l + 1 can 
be formed, resulting in a different mean packet size. 

Figure 5.10 shows the distribution of the packet size, for data loads shortly before and after 
saturation. For d = 0.5, before saturation, the majority of the packets has size IIf-l + 1 = 5. 
The vast majority (97%) has size 5 or 6. For d = 0.6, most packets have size 8, but other sizes 
are also likely. Saturation occurs for p ~ 0.56. This simulation also showed that IP'(K = 1) was 
undetectably small below saturation whereas IP'(K = 1) > 0 above saturation. It is, however, not 
very likely that a packet of size 1 is transmitted under saturation; the probabilities are in the order 
of magnitude of 10-4 , and they are virtually constant with respect to the load. 

If we assume that the packet sizes are deterministically equal to K0 = 5 for low loads, the switch 
throughput is given by K~.': 1 duntil the peak throughput is reached. Solving K~.': 1 d = Tpeak yields 

an approximation for the data load for which the peak occurs, dpeak, namely dpeak = Kf<~ 1 
Tpeak. 
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Figure 5.10: The packet size distribution of packets from I 1 to NI 8 in the (2 , 2)-network with 
self traf!ic. Saturation occurs for d ~ 0.56. 
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Figure 5.11: The throughput approximation given by 9s = K~~ 1 d ford~ d peak · 

As aresult of this reasoning we obtain the following throughput approximation: 

~ Ko d 
"ts = Ko -1 ' for d :S dpeak. (5.7) 

We stress the difference between "fs and Tpeak: "fs is the switch throughput and depends on the 
load, while Tpeak is a constant. 

The performance of 9s can be found in Figure 5.11. It appears that this method provides a very 
decent approximation of "ts for low loads. Additionally, dpeak is also quite accurately approximated. 
For data loads above dpeak the situation is considerably more intricate, as is discussed in the next 
subsection. 

Remark 5.8. Note that 9s :::; "(8 , even though the packet size is underestimated by Ko. This is 
caused by the fact that flits may contain less than three words, which increases the load in terms 
of flits. 

Remark 5.9. We have effectively argued that the behaviour of the network is determined by its 
capacity. This also gives an explanation for the specific load for which the destination distribution 
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of Section 5.3 starts changing: The data load for which the peak throughput occurs is the same 
as the data load for which the destination distribution starts changing. 

5.3.2 The converged throughput 

When saturation occurs, the throughput immediately starts convergingto a different value, that is 
denoted by T conv· This convergence is related to the change in the destinations that was discussed 
in Section 5.2. Even so, the changing destinations alone are not sufReient to predict the value of 
T conv · Simulations have shown that in the (2, 2)-network discussed in this section, the probability 
matrix of switch 1 converges to 

( 

0.153 
0.147 

P conv = 0.267 

0.500 

0.147 
0.153 
0.267 
0.500 

0.450 
0.450 

0 
0 

0.250 ) 
0.250 
0.467 . 

0 

(5.8) 

Algorithm A.3 yields a throughput of T sat = 0.6888 with P = P con v , whereas T conv = 0.650. 
Instead, the varianee of the packet sizes also influences the throughput. The varianee of the 
packet size can be found in Figure 5.12. 
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Figure 5.12: The varianee of the size of packets going from NI 1 to NI 8 in the (2 , 2) -network 
combined with the switch throughput. 

We clearly see that there is a peak in the varianee when the throughput drops. The increase in 
the varianee gives a reasonable explanation for the decrease in throughput: If the varianee is 0, 
we know that alignment occurs (see Section 3.5). On the other hand, if the varianee is positive 
there are "holes" in the alignment, which is quite likely to reduce the number of switched packets. 

We can also see that the varianee for loads above saturation is greater than that for low loads. 
This explains why the peak throughput (denoted by Tpeak) can be approximated by the outcome 
of Algorithm A.3 while Algorithm A.3 cannot predict the converged t hroughput. Moreover, for 
loads above the saturation load, there is a difference between the expected packet sizes conditioned 
on the destination NI (see Figure 5.13). This difference reduces the alignment that is assumed in 
Algorithm A.3. In order to adequately approximate T conv , a much more detailed analysis of the 
packet sizes is necessary. In particular, the varianee of the packet sizes and its influence on the 
throughput should be explored in more depth. This, however, is beyond the scope of this thesis. 
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Packet sizes, <2,2>-network 
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5.3 Switch throughput 

Figure 5 .13: The average sizes of packets departing from NI 1 in the (2, 2)-network, conditioned on 
their destination. For the numbers of the Nis in the (2, 2)-network, see Figure 5.8 on Page 101. 

5.3.3 Throughput with finite buffers 

In the previous subsection, we considered networks with virtually infinite buffers. Although this 
situation is in general easier to analyse, it is not very realistic due to the high costs associated 
with large buffer sizes. In this subsection we briefly discuss the switch throughput in a switch with 
finite buffers. Although we are not (yet) able to approximate the peak throughput , the discussion 
is included here for the sake of comparison. 

A plot of the switch throughput against the data load in a switch with B8 = 10 can be found in 
Figure 5.14. The network simulated in this subsectionis essentially the same as the networkof the 
previous subsection, except for the buffer sizes at the switches. It was established via simulation 
that in this case Tpeak = 0.625 and T canv = 0.579, while for infinite buffers in the same network 
Tpeak = 0. 702 and T canv = 0.650. 
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Figure 5.14: The switch throughput with finite buffers. The network is the same as that of the 
previous subsection, except that Bs = 10 instead of B, = 1000; the (2 , 2)-network with self traffic 
has again been used. 

The network with finite buffers has the advantage that the expected packet size does not depend 
on the destination of the packet. This is shown in Figure 5.15. Furthermore, we have already seen 
that the distribution of the destinations does not change when saturation occurs. 

Despite the fact that the destinations do not change and that the expected packet size is indepen-
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Figure 5.15: The average sizes of packets departing from NI 1 in the (2 , 2)-network (see Figure 5.8) 
with self traffic. 

dent of its destination, calculating or even approximating the throughput in a switch with finite 
buffers is still beyond our reach. The most important complication is probably that the queues 
become empty even for loads above the saturation load. This prevents us from assuming that 
packets are always waiting at every queue. 

5.3.4 Data throughput 

In this subsection, we focus on the data throughput of switches. The data throughput is defined as 
the average number of words switched per port per time slot. For low loads, the data throughput 
(denoted by J. ) is given by 3d, where dis the amount of data offered to the network, measured 
in flits. Because each flit consists of three non-empty words for high loads, we then have that 
Ó8 ~ 3Kk~ 1 Tconv, where K 1 is the packetsize associated with high loads. In the (2,2)-network 
considered in the previous subsection, we found that Tconv = 0.579, which leads to Ó8 = 1.52. A 
plot of Ó8 against the data load d can be found in Figure 5.16. 
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Figure 5.16: The data throughput of switch 1 in the (2 , 2)-network with self traffic. 

The course of the data throughput is almost fully explained by the reasoning above, except that 
upon close observation of the results, a small peak in the data throughput can be discerned (see 
Table 5.1). 
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d Ós d Ós 
0.48 1.44089158 0.52 1.519977183 
0.49 1.470315438 0.53 1.519851733 
0.5 1.499866447 0.54 1.518556915 
0.51 1.523500891 0.55 1.519175863 

Table 5.1: The numerical results of the data throughput. The peak ford= 0.51 may be attributed 
to randomness, but it may also be explained by a higher variance. 

At first sight, the peak may be sufficiently smal! to be considered an ordinary random deviation. 
However, there is also a reasonable explanation for the peak: The increase in the varianee of 
the packet size. We have already argued that a high varianee is likely to reduce the throughput. 
A lower throughput means a smaller number of flits switched, which also means a lower data 
throughput. Moreover, besides the measurements in Table 5.1, 44 other measurements have been 
takenford = 0.56 tod= 0.99 in steps of 0.01. In these measurements, the data throughput never 
exceeded 1.522, which is at the very least remarkable. 

Statistica! analysis showed in fact that it is unlikely that such an outlier is caused by randomness. 
For instance, the peak is 3.14 times the standard deviation higher than the sample average. The 
difference is even 3.57 times the standard deviation if the sample without the peak is considered. 
Furthermore, Grubbs' test (see [14] or [37]) gives a p-value of 0.046 with respect to the hypothesis 
that the maximal deviation originates from the same (normal) distribution. lt therefore seems 
justified to conclude that there is a peak in general and that it is not caused by ordinary random 
deviations. 

Even though it may seem unimportant in this case whether the peak is caused by randomness or 
not , it may matter in other cases. Because the peak is not caused by randomness , it may emerge 
more significantly if the parameters are set to other values. 

5.4 Link utilisations 

In this section we focus on the precise values of the link utilisations. If we consider a single switch, 
we can express the link utilisations of the links connected to the switch in termsof the destination 
matrix, denoted by P =(Pij)· Denote the link utilisation of the link connected to input port i by 
vfn and to output port j by vrt . We then find that 

N 

vrt = L Pij vin . (5.9) 
i= l 

If we form veetors of the link utilisations ( that is v out = ( v fut, ... , v'Nut) and vin = ( vtn, ... , v}V')), 
we can write Equation (5 .9) in terms of matrices and vectors: 

Moreover, if network traffic is symmetrie, Equation (5.10) reduces to 

v = vP. 

(5.10) 

(5.11) 

We can thus find the link utilisations by determining the eigenvector of pT with eigenvalue 1. The 
precise values of the vi are uniquely determined by the switch throughput: 

1 N 

N L Vi="fs, 
i=l 

(5.12) 
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(a) Link utilisations in the (2, 1)-network wit h 
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(b) Utilisations of links going to switch 1 in the 
(2, 2)-network with self traffic. 
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Figure 5.17: Link utilisations. Note that network traffic is homogeneons in all simulations, i.e. the 
link utilisation from A to B is the same as the link utilisation from B to A. Furthermore, all link 
utilisations of links from the Nis to the switches are the same. 

4 4 

Figure 5.18: The numbering of Nis, routers, and ports in the (2, 1)-network. 

where "fs denotes the switch throughput. Note again that "fs is not necessarily the saturation 
throughput. Even if network traffic is asymmetrie, it obviously still holds that 

N N 
1 """"' in 1 """"' out 

"fs = N 6 vi = N 6 vj . 
i= l j=l 

In Figure 5.17 several link utilisations are plotted against the data load. To be precise, the 
link utilisations of links connected to switch 1 in the (2, 2) and (2, 1)-network are plotted. In 
Figure 5.17a, we see that the link from switch 1 to switch 2 is much better utilised than the link 
from any NI to switch 1 in the (2, 1)-network (see Figure 5.18). We can explain this if we look at 
the destination matrix of switch 1 in this network: 

( 

1/6 
p = 1/6 

1/6 
1/3 

1/6 
1/6 
1/6 
1/3 

1/6 
1/6 
1/6 
1/3 

1/2 
1/2 
1/2 
0 
) 

Because we have assumed that the network is homogeneous, the link utilisations of the links 
connecting the network interfaces to this switch are equal, i.e. 111 = 112 = 113 • Because 11 = 11P we 
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determine 1J4 by multiplying IJ by the fourth column of P. It follows that 

IJ = ( 1' 1' 1' ~) IJl. 

In other words, the link utilisation of the link between the switches is 3/2 times as large as the 
link utilisations of links connecting network interfaces to the switch, for loads below the saturation 
load. For loads above the saturation load, the destination distribution changes, as discussed in 
Section 5.2, which implies that the relation between the link utilisations also changes. 

In Figure 5.17b, we see that the link utilisations of alllinks connected to switch 1 are equal for 
loads below the saturation load in the (2, 2)-network. Again, we can explain this by looking at P: 

( 

1/8 

p = 1/8 
1/4 
1/2 

1/8 1/2 
1/8 1/2 
1/4 0 
1/2 0 

which was established in Section 5.3. Note that P is doubly stochastic, which is a necessary and 
sufReient condition for the link utilisations to be the same. 

Proposition 5.10. For a network with homogeneaus traffic, it holds that IJi = IJj for all i and j 
if and only if the switch destination matrix P is doubly stochastic. 

Pro of: As stated earlier, the vector IJ can be found by determining the eigenvector of pT with 
eigenvalue 1. Because Pis always stochastic, pT is stochastic if and only if Pis doubly stochastic. 
Additionally, it can easily be shown that a matrix B has an eigenvector (1, ... , 1)T with eigenvalue 
1 if and only if B is stochastic. In other words, IJ is a multiple of (1, ... , 1) if and only if P is 
doubly stochastic. 0 

Corollary 5 .11. If P is doubly stochastic, the link utilisations are given by IJ i = 'Y s. 

Remark 5.12. At first sight it may seem that XY-routing disproportionately burdens some links, 
especially the link in the lower right corner. However, with XY-routing, packets from NI i to j do 
not necessarily take the sameroute as packets from j to i. For example, traffic from NI 1 to NI 8 
in the (2, 2)-network (see Figure 5.8 on Page 101) is routed through routers 1, 2, and 4, whereas 
traffic from NI 8 to NI 1 is routed through routers 4, 3, and 1. Consequently, the link utilisation 
of the link intheupper left corner is the same as that of the link in the lower right corner, as long 
as the network is homogeneous. 

Remark 5.13. Figure 5.17b shows that the links in the Y-direction are utilised more than links 
in the X-direction. It seems very plausible that this is related to XY-routing, but we cannot give 
a more satisfying explanation (yet). 

5.5 Overall service time 

In Chapter 3, we approximated the service time distribution by a geometrie distribution with 
parameter q. In this section, we extend this approximation method to accommodate heterogeneaus 
switches. In a heterogeneaus switch, the expected service time of a flit depends on its input and 
output port. In this section, however, we analyse the general (overall) service time regardless of 
the souree and destination. We stress again that the service time of a flit is defined as the number 
of time slots between the slot in which the flit assumes the HOL-position and the slot in which 
the flit is actually switched, plus one. In other words, the service time of a flit is defined as the 
time between the moment it can be switched and the moment it is switched, plus one. 

In Section 5.5.1 we derive a general approximation scheme. The performance of this scheme 
depends on whether infinite or finite buffers are used. InSection 5.5.2, we analyse the performance 
of the approximation with infinite buffers and in Section 5.5.3 with finite buffers. 
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5.5.1 The approximation scheme 

In this section we analyse q, the probability that an arbitrary (tagged) flit is switched in an 
arbitrary time slot, as a function of j, the load affered to the network. \Ve define the load affered 
to the network as the average link utilisation of alllinks connecting a network interface to a switch. 
Because we assume homogeneity of the network we know that f is equal to the link utilisation 
of any link connecting a network interface to a switch. For now, we also assume that all packets 
have size 1. In Section 3.2.3 we derived a quadratic approxirnation of q for a homogeneaus switch, 
in which we used that 

1 N -1 2 q(p) = 1- 2~p+ O(p ), (5.13) 

where p is the parameter of the Bernoulli processes that govern the arrivals at the input ports. 
The expected nurnber of flits arriving per time slot at each input port can be seen as the load 
affered to the switch. In that sense, p = f. 

We made Equation (5.13) more intuitive with the following reasoning: Consicier an arbitrary 
(tagged) flit arriving at the switch. With low loads, we can assume that the flit arrives at an 
empty switch. In the sametime slot, there is one other arrival with probability (N- 1)p + O(p2 ) 

because there are N - 1 arrival streams and at each stream a flit is generated with probability p. 
An arriving flit has the same destination as the tagged flit with probability tt, and if so, the tagged 
flit is not switched with probability ~. After multiplying the probabilities found, we conclude that 
our tagged flit is not switched with probability ~ NNl p + O(p2 ). 

In order to be able to approxirnate q quadratically for a heterogeneaus switch, we have to generalise 
this intuition. In the reasoning above, we basically derived 

(5.14) 

were A is the number of arrivals, J 1 is the destination of the first flit ( the taggeel flit) and ] 2 is 
the destination of the secoud flit. In other words, we analyse the probability that there are two 
arrivals and that their destinations are the same, given that there is at least one arrival. We then 
have 

(5.15) 

We can determine IP'(A = 2, J1 = J 2JA = 1) by conditioning on / 1 and /z, the input ports at which 
the first and secoud flit arrive. We get: 

N 

IP'(A = 2,]1 = JzlA 21) = L IP'(A = 2,h = JzlA 21,/1 = ii)IP'(h = ilJA 21) 

N 

= L IP'(Jl = J2IA = 2,/1 = ii)IP'(A = 2JA 2 1, h = il)IP'(h = i1JA 2 1) 

N N 

= L L IP'(J1 = J2IA = 2, h = i1,I2 = i2)1P'(A = 2JA 2 1,/1 = ii) 
it=l Î2=1 

i2#it 

x IP'(h = i1JA 2 1)1P'([z = izJA = 2, h = il) 
N N N 

= L L LIP'(J1=1zJA=2,h=il,fz=iz,.ft=ji) 
it=1 Î2=1 it=1 

i2#it 

x IP'(J1 = J1JA = 2,h = i1,/z = iz)IP'(A = 2JA 2 1,/t = ii) 

x IP'(h = i1JA 2 1)1P'(/z = izJA = 2,/t = il). 
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If we assume that the destinations of arriving flits are independent of the number of arriving flits, 
we can reduce this equation to 

N N N 

r(A = 2, J1 =hl A 2: 1) = L L L r(J2 = illl2 = i2)r(J1 = j1lh = il) 
h=1 i2=1 it=l 

i2#it 

We can express these values in terros of P and v. First, 

JID(h =j11lz =i2) =pi2,J!l 

JID(J1 =j1lh =i1) =Pit.Jt· 

and (5.17a) 

(5.17b) 

For JID(A = 2IA 2: 1,11 = il) we assume that each time slot an arrival at input port i takes place 
with probability vi, where vi is the link utilisation of the link connected to input port i. This 
assumption seems especially justified for low loads. Consequently, JID(A = 2IA 2: 1, h = il) is 
equal to L:i#it vi minus products of the vi. We shall now focus on the value of vi in terros of f. 

In the previous section, we showed that v = (1, 1, 1, 9/5)v1 for switch 1 in the (2, 1)-network. 
Because v1 = f, we have that 

l\Iost importantly, this shows that vi = 0(!). In particular, we are now allowed to view JID(A = 
2IA 2: 1, h = il) as a fundion of f. Neglecting O(j2) terms, we obtain 

N 

JID(A = 2IA 2: 1, h = il) = L Vi + 0(!2
). 

i=1 
i#it 

The fact that productsof vi's should be subtracted from L:i#it vi justifies the O(j2) term. 

(5.18) 

Remark 5.14. For most switches, the link utilisations are more difficult to determine. However, 
the analysis that is conducted in this section is still valid, as long as vi = 0(!) for all i. In 
general, this is true because vi can be computed by adding probabilities over all paths that lead 
to an arrival at input port i of the switch. All of these probabilities can ultimately be reduced to 
f multiplied by entries of the destination matrices of the switches. 

We now focus on the two remaining factors, JID(l1 = i1IA 2: 1) and JID([z = i2IA = 2,11 = il). The 
probability that an arrival takes place at input port i is given by the ratiosof the link utilisations: 

JID(h=i1IA2:1)= :it. 

2:: Vi 
i=1 

(5.19) 

Given that there are two arrivals of which the first occurred at i, the probability that the second 
one happens at i2 is given by the ratio of the remaining link utilisations, i.e.: 

(5.20) 
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If we substitute Equations (5.17)- (5.20) in Equation (5.16), we get 

N N N 

2:: 2:: 2:: Pi2 ,)t PiJ ,)tV iJ V;2 
it=1 )1=1 i2=1 

hil"it 2 IP'(A = 2, J1 = J2IA ~ 1) = ------=-.:........:.,.N.,------ + O(f ). 

2:: V; 
i=1 

In order to simplify the notation used in this section, we define 

N N N 

2:: 2:: 2:: Pi2,itPit.it V;l V;2 
it =1 it =1 i2=1 

8 = ~ i2#it 
' f N 

2:: V; 
i=1 
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(5.21) 

(5.22) 

which in turn yields q(f) = 1 - ~/3 f + O(j2). After taking the derivative and substituting f = 0 
we obtain that 

b := q'(O) = -~!3 2 . (5.23) 

In case the link utilisations are equal, Equation (5.21) can be rewritten toa slightly simpler form. 
If a switch is located at the edge of the network and the link utilisations are equal, then vi = f 
for all i. We then have 

(5.24) 

because P is double stochastic, and hence 1 - Pi,j = 2::;
1 
#i Pi 1 ,j. If moreover Pij = 1/ N for all i 

and j, this can again he reduced to 

1 (N N 2 ) N-1 
/3 = 1- N ~ ~Pi,j = ---r:l' 

which is in line with the fact that q(p) = 1 - ~ N N1 p + O(p2 ) for a homogeneons switch. 

As in Section 3.2.3, we assume that 

for f ~ fsat, (5.25) 

where !sat is the saturation load. Note that we assume again that q(f) is constant for all f ~ !sat· 

If the link utilisations are equal, we find that fsat = Tsat. If the link utilisations are unequal, fsat 

can he determined via the analysis of Section 5.4. In the example of the (2, 1)-network without self 
traffic, we saw that v = ( 1, 1, 1, t) f, which implies that "( 8 = *' 254 f = ~ f and hence fsat = ~ Tsat. 

Remark 5.15. In Section 5.3 we saw that there are in fact two different saturation throughputs: 
an initia! peak and a throughput that prevails after the destination distribution has converged, 
denoted by Tpeak and Tcanv respectively. In this section, Tsat can he chosen to he either one. If 
Tsat = Tpeak, we get q for low and medium loads. If Tsat = Tconv, we get q for overload. In this 
case, q = Tconv, because the load always exceeds the saturation load. 

In order to apply the approximation scheme of this subsection to packets with multiple flits, we 
have to find an expression for the load in terms of the data load and the packet size. Because each 
packet has a header of one flit, we have that 

K 
f = K -1 d, 
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at least for a fixed packet size K > 1. In the analysis of q'(O), we have always assumed that 
packets arrive at an empty queue because multiple arrivals are O(j2). Note that this assumption 
is also valid if K > 1, as this does not change the order of magnitude of the probability, but only 
the coefficient. 

Summarising the derivation of this subsection, we get a quadratic approximation given by 

with bas in Equation (5.23). 

for f :=; !sat. and 

for f > fsat, 
(5.26) 

Reeall that the service time of a flit is defined as the number of time slots between acquisition of the 
HOL-position and the actual switching of the flit, plus one. The idea behind the approximation 
with q for homogeneaus switches is that the number of lost output conflicts is geometrically 
distributed and that the packet size is deterministically equal to K. In this case, after each lost 
conflict, a flit has to wait K time slots before it is allowed to make another attempt . On average, 
it thus has to wait K(1/q- 1) time slots, and after that it requires one time slot to be physically 
switched. Consequently, the mean header service time is approximated by 

IE[ÊH]=K(~-1) +1, (5.27) 

similar to Section 3.6. The approximation of the packet size is preferably deterministic ( and 
thus integral), as this corresponds to the rationale behind the approximation scheme with q. 

Alternatively we can also use R = IE[K]. 

5.5.2 Approximation performance with infinite buffers 

In this subsection, we study the performance of the header service time approximation in the (2, 2)
network with infinite queues. Reeall that we say that switches in a network have infinite queues 
if the buffers at the switches provide suflident space to store all packets under all circumstances. 
In more technica! terms switches have infinite queues if RNB8 » M(M- 1)Bni· 

For the (2, 2)-network, we have already seen (Figure 5.13) that the packet size increases almost 
instantly from Ko = I:Jf l + 1 to K1 :::;j kmax when the saturation load is reached. We thus 
approximate the mean packet size by 

K = { Ko = I:Jf l + 1, for K~::_ 1 d :=; Tpeakl 

K1 = kmax 1 for ~d > Tpeak, 
(5.28) 

where Tsat can be approximated by the outcome of Algorithm A.3, i.e. Tsat = 0.702202. 

Because P of Equation (5.6) is doubly stochastic, we know that the link utilisations are equal. 
Using P and Equation (5.24) , we find that /3 = 39/64. The resulting approximation and its 
performance can be found in Figure 5.19. The approximation gives very good results as the 
relative error is limited to approximately 5%, except when rongestion starts to occur. 

Remark 5.16. For low loads, the approximation with Ras in Equation (5.28) actually perfarms 
better than the approximation in which R = IE[K]. This is caused by the fact that the mean 
header service time is overestimated by Equation (5.28). Because R underestimates IE[K], this 
discrepancy is slightly compensated. 

Remark 5.17. For high loads, Tsat = Tpeak = 0.702202 was still used. Using tsat = T canv = 0.650 
instead resulted in a higher relative error. The reason for the comparatively high error associated 
with the approximation with Tcanv is the high varianee of the packet sizes. The approximation 
scheme proposed in this section is therefore more suitable for low loads. 
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(b) The relative error 

Figure 5.19: The approximation of IE[ B H J and its relative error in the (2 , 2)-network with self traffic. 
In both figures , the mean packet size has both been estimated and simulated. 

A comparison with a p erfect fit approximation 

In Section 3.2.3, we proved for K = 1 that q = r := IE[~t~fl, where S is the number of HOL-flits 
served and P the number of HOL-flits present. Although we cannot (yet) prove that r = q for 
K > 1, we can show heuristically that JE[K](1/r- 1) + 1 gives a very good approximation of the 
mean header service time. Similar to Section 3.4, we wil! call the latter approximation the perfect 
fit approximation. The idea behind the perfect fit approximation is that one approximation step is 
skipped, which allows us to concentrate on the more fundamental errors made in the approximation 
scheme. A good performance of the perfect fit approximation would sustain our analysis. 

Figure 5.21a on Page 116 shows q compared to r. For most loads, q is approximately equal to 
r. N evertheless, i t is clear that r· , unlike q does not conver ge to Tpeak. N ote that r can only be 
determined through simulation. Figure 5.21b shows the perfect fit approximation. The perfect fit 
approximation gives a very good approximation, which indicates that our approximation scheme 
itself is valid. 

Approximation performance with unequal link utilisations 

For unequal link utilisations, the relative error changes significantly, which we shall demonstrate 
in the (2, 1)-network with self traffic. The numbering in this network was given in Figure 5.18 on 
Page 108, which is repeated below. The destination matrix of switch 1 is equal to 

( 

1/6 
P= 1/6 

1/6 
1/3 

1/6 
1/6 
1/6 
1/3 

1/6 
1/6 
1/6 
1/3 

1/2 ) 1/2 

~/2 ' 

which directly allows us to conclude that the link utilisations are unequal since P is not doubly 
stochastic. Equation (5.9) and the fact that the networkis homogeneaus gives us that 

for f :S fs at · (5.29) 
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This leadsus to conclude that {3 = ~ ' and Î s = fï L i Vi = ~~ for f :::; !sat· Solving Îs = Tsat 

for f > !sat yields !sat = ~Tsat· Moreover, approximation of Tsat using Algorithm A.3 yields 
Tsat :;::j 0.6519, which allows us to approximate the header service time. 

In Figure 5.22 we see the approximation and its relative error. The performance of the approx
imation is again quite good (max. 15% deviation) , except for loads near saturation. However, 
for the overlaad situation the approximation is again very accurate (:S 5% relative error) . The 
comparatively high error for loads near saturation can be explained by the deviation of our packet 
size estimator, as shown in Figure 5.23. This figure showsus that the expected packet size is not 
integral. Moreover, the packet sizes depend on the destination of the packet. The combination of 
these effects reduces the alignment of packets in the buffers of the switch (see Section 3.5), which 
undermines our approximation. 

'RI 
4 4 

'R2 

Figure 5.20: The numbering of Nis, routers, and ports in the (2 , 1)-network. 
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Figure 5.21: A comparison of q and r and t he results of the perfect fit model. In t he perfect 
fi t model, the packet size est imator of Equation (5.28) was used. Self t raffic was allowed in t his 
simulation. 
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Figure 5.22: T he mean header service t ime approximation in the (2, 1)-network with self t raffic. In 
t he approximation, K given by Equation (5.28) was used. 
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Figure 5 .23: The packet sizes of packets departing from an NI in the (2, 1)-network with self traffic. 
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5.5.3 Approximation performance with finite buffers 

If the switches of the network have fini te buffers, the approximation scheme performs significantly 
worse. As an example, we consider the (2, 2)-network with self traffic again, but this time with 
Es = 10. In the case of infinite buffers, we approximated Tpeak using Algorithm A.3. This 
algorithm is not suitable for finite buffer switches, so we have to resort to simulation outcomes of 
the switch throughput. Simulations have shown that Tpeak = 0.58. As in Section 5.5.2, we have 
{3 = ~~ and v = (1, 1, 1, 1)f. 

The approximation of the mean header service time and of the perfect fit model can be found in 
Figure 5.24 on Page 118. lt is immediately clear that the approximation using q does not perform 
adequately. As an explanation for this bad performance, we look at the relation between q and 
r in Figure 5.25. Evidently, q severely underestimates r, which explains the bad performance. 
Moreover, this figure showsus that r f= Tsat for f > ! sat· 

Apparently, our assumption that q(f) = Tsat for f > !sat is not justified for finite buffers. 1t 
seems likely that this is related to the fact that there are no Jonger packets waiting at every input , 
as buffers may become empty. The precise cause is, however , still unknown. 

Nevertheless, the analysis of Section 5.5.1 remains valid, so we can approximate q linearly as 
follows: 

q(f) = 1- ~ {3!, 
2 

(5.30) 

where {3 is in general given by Equation (5.22), and {3 = 39/64 in this case. This results in an 
approximation of E[BH] for low loads, given by 

(5.31) 

where K 0 = 12f.l + 1, provided that Tc is sufficiently large. In our case Ko = 5. Because each 
packet has a one-flit header, it follows that f = K~3_ 1 d, where dis the amount of data offered to 
the network per time slot per Nl. As Figure 5.26 shows, the mean header service time for low loads 
is rather accurately approximated by the first order approximation, consiclering that the maximal 
deviation over the range (0.01 , 0.40] is only 14%. Note that for d = 0.4, f ~ K~3_ 1 0.40 = 0.5 , 
which is only slightly lower than ! sat = 0.58. 
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Figure 5.24: The approximation of IE.[B H] in the (2, 2)-network with self traffic. In this approxima
tion1 we approximated the packet size by R of Equation (5.28). 
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Figure 5.26: The first order mean header service time approximation in the (2, 2)-network with self 
traffic. The packet size was approximated by Ko . 
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5.6 Service time per port pair 

In case the souree and destination of a flit are known, the expected service time differs significantly 
from the overall expected service time. We can still use the intuition developed in the previous 
section and inSection 3.2.3 to predict the service time for low loads. However, an approximation for 
high loads is not yet available, so we have to resort toa first-order approximation. InSection 5.6.1 
a general scheme is devised, of which the performance is analysed in Section 5.6.2. 

5.6.1 The approximation scheme 

In the previous section, we determined IP'(A = 2, J1 = J2 IA 2 1) and we showed that 

1 
q(f) = 1- 21P'(A = 2, J1 = JziA 2 1) + 0(!2

). (5.32) 

Because we now consider the input and output port of our tagged flit to be known, we derive an 
expression for QiJ (!), which is the probability that an arbitrary flit that arrived at input port i 
and is destined for output port j is switched. Following the reasoning of the previous section, we 
analyse the probability that there are two arrivals and that they have the same destination, given 
that the first flit ( the tagged flit) goes from i to j, i.e. we cl etermine 

lP'( A= 2, Jz = jiA 2 1, h = i). (5.33) 

Rewriting this expression yields 

lP'( A= 2, h =]IA 2 1, h =i)= IP'(Jz =]IA= 2, h = i)IP'(A = 2IA 2 1, h =i) 
N 

= L IP'(Jz =]IA= 2,h = i,h = iz)IP'(Iz = iziA = 2,h = i)IP'(A = 2IA 2 1,h =i). 
i2=1 
i2#i 

All of these quantities have been analysed in the previous subsection: 

N 

• IP'(h =]IA= 2,h = i,Iz = iz) = L Pb,j, 

N 

i2=1 
i2#i 

and 

• IP'(A = 2IA 2 1,h =i)= L Vit+ O(jZ). 

Therefore, 

it=l 
it#i 

N 

lP'( A= 2, h =]IA 2 1,11 =i)= L Pi2,jVi2 + 0(!2
). 

i2=1 
i2#i 

To simplify our notation again, we define 

1 N 

f3ij = 7 L Pi2,jVi2' 
i2=1 
i2#i 

(5.34) 

(5.35) 
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so that b := q~1 (0) =-~(Jij· Note that the following entirely intuitive relation holds: 

N N 
v· ""' (3 = L --;:;---- .L..t Pij f3ij. (5.36) 

i=l I: Vk j=l 

k=l 

In other words, if we denote an arbitrary flit by :F, 

N N 

(3 = L L IP'(:F arrives at i)IP'(:F goes to ii:F arrives at i) (Jij· (5.37) 
i=l j=l 

U nlike in the previous section, we cannot easily argue what % (!) is for f > fsat. The following 
example shows that %U) =j:. Tsat for f > fsat: Consider a switch with 

( 

1/2 1/2 0 0 ) 
p = 1/2 1/2 0 0 

0 0 1 0 . 
0 0 0 1 

This switch is effectively divided into a homogeneaus 2 x 2-switch and two 1 x 1-switches (single 
wires). For the 2 x 2-switch, we know that the saturation throughput is ~ and for the 1 x 1-switch, 
the saturation throughput is 1. This implies that each time slot, on average 2 · ~ + 1 + 1 = 3~ 
flits are served, and the throughput is hence ~· A flit arriving at input port 1 or 2, however, is 
switched with probability ~' and a flit arriving at input port 3 or 4 is switched with probability 1. 

In the example above, there is a different expression that represents the probability that an 
arbitrary flit from i to j is switched: Vsat,j, the saturation link utilisation of the link connected to 
port j. Even so, this is not true in general, as Vsat,j is independent of i. It can easily beseen that 
qij does depend on i. For instance, consider a switch with 

( 
é 1-é 0 0) 

P= 1-s s 0 0 
0 0 1 0 ' 
0 0 0 1 

where c > 0 is small. A packet from port 1 to 2 is almost always switched, whereas a packet from 
2 to 2 is almost always involved in an output conflict. 

Because an expression for qij for high loads is not yet available, we have to restriet ourselves to a 
first order approximation given by 

(5.38) 

where f3ij is given by Equation (5.35). 

5.6.2 Approximation performance 

In this subsection, we study the performance of the general approximation scheme in the (2, 1)
network without self traffic. For switch 1 (see Figure 5.20 on Page 115), 

p = ( ~/5 
1/5 
1/3 

1/5 
0 
1/5 
1/3 

1/5 3/5 ) 
1/5 3/5 
0 3/5 ' 
1/3 0 
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and 

This allows us to calculate f3iJ, and we consider i = 1, j = 3 and i = 1, j = 4. We find 

1 1 9 4 
fJ13 = 5 + 0 + 3 · 5 = 5, and 

3 3 9 6 
{314 = 5 + 5 + 5 . 0 = 5' 

The performance of the resulting approximation can be found in Figure 5.27. 
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F igu re 5.27: Approximations of the mean header service time given the input and output port in 
the (2 , 1)-network without self traffic. 

Although only a first order approximation is used, the approximation gives quite accurate results 
for low loads. The results are especially good for the approximation with i = 1 and j = 3, in 
which case the relative error is limited to roughly 5%, even for d close to 0.3. For d = 0.3, 
'Ys ~ 0.43 , while Tsat ~ 0.58. In other words, even for loads relatively close to the saturation load, 
the approximation results are still fair. Moreover, the figure clearly shows that the approximation 
scheme gives very accurate results for low loads (within a 1% margin of errorford :S 0.05). 

5.7 Network throughput 

In this section, we study the throughput of a network. If we denote the link utilisation of the link 
connecting NI i to the nearest switch by vi , we define the network throughput as 

1 M 

'Yn = M L Vi· 
i := l 

(5.39) 

At first sight, it may be expected that the network throughput is equal to the minimum of the 
switch throughputs , or to the average of the switch throughputs. Figure 5.28, however, shows 
that this is not always the case. In this figure, we see that the switch throughputs are the same 
for all switches, but for high loads the network throughput is different the switch throughputs. 
Remarkably, the network throughput is equal to the switch throughputs for low loads. 
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Figure 5.28: The network throughput against the switch throughput in the (2, 2)-network of Fig
ure 5.29 with self traffic. 

We shall now establish an interesting relation between the switch throughputs and the link util
isations. We wil! also reduce this relation to an exact relation between the network throughput 
and the switch throughputs under a certain condition. With this relation, we can explain why the 
network throughput is equal to the switch throughput for low loads, and why they differ for high 
loads. 

As in Section 5.2, we denote the probability that a flit from NI i is destirred for j by b;j. The 
distance between Nis is measured by the number of routers. This is often called the number of 
hops. We denote the number of hops between NI i and j by h;i. The expected number of hops 
any flit from NI i has to make is given by 

M 

JE[H(i)l = L b;j hij· 

j = l 

In total , each time slot v; flits are affered to the network by NI i. Each flit makes on average 
JE[H(il] hops. The total number of hops "generated" by NI i is thus given by v; JE[H(il], and the 
overall number of hops generated by Nis is given by L; v; JE[H(il]. 

Each time slot, switch k serves 'Y}kl flits per port. If the size of switch k is denoted by N(k), this 
amounts to a total of ')'~k) N(k) flits served by switch k per time slot. 1 Each time a flit is switched, 
it makes one hop. The total number of hops made in the networkis thus Lk 'Y~k) N(k). 

In the long run, the number of hops made in the network is equal to the number of hops generated 
by the Nis, i.e., 

# hops generated by the Nis = # hops made in the network. (5.40) 

With the notation of this chapter, we get 

R M 

L N(k)')'~k) = L JE[H(il]v;, (5.41) 
k=l i=l 

1 In the (m , n )-networks considered in this chapter, N(k) = N = 4 for all k. The a nalysis of this section, however, 
is valid for a larger class of networks, for which it is possible that not all reuters have the same size. 
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which establishes the relation between the switch throughputs, the link utilisations, and the ex
pected number of hops. The strength of this relation lies in the fact that it is valid for a very large 
class of networks, even in an overload situation. 

If IE[H(i)] = IE[H] for all i, N(k) = N, and 'Y~k) = 'Ys for all k, we can establish an even stronger 
relation. It can easily he verified that this holds for the networks considered in this chapter. 
Equation (5.41) can now he reduced to 

M 

RN')'8 = IE[H] L 11; = MIE[Hhn· (5.42) 
i=l 

This relation explains why 'Yn = 'Ys before saturation and 'Yn f 'Ys after saturation in Figure 5.28. 
Before saturation, the destinations are uniform. For instance, b1 = (b11 , ... , b1M) is given by 

(;[, ... , ;[)' 
and h1 =(hu, ... , h1M) by 

(1,1,2,2,2,2,3,3), 

see Figure 5.29. The expected number of hops is therefore equal to 2. Furthermore, R = N = 4 
and !vf = 8, so 

16~(8 = 8 · 2 · 'Yn, 

and 'Yn = 'Ys· After saturation, the destination distribution converges to a different value, which 
leads to a different relation between network and switch throughput. In particular, flits with a 
large number of hops become less likely, which enhances the network throughput. 

Figure 5.29: The (2, 2)-network. The numbers near the routers represent the numbers of the ports. 



Chapter 6 

Summary and conclusions 

In a homogeneaus switch with single-flit packets, the saturation throughput is approximately 60%, 
but the exact throughput depends on the switch size N. The saturation throughput converges 
to 2 - ../2 for N -+ oo, which was established by Karol et al. [19] for switches in ATM networks. 
The number of switched packets asymptotically follows a Poisson distribution with parameter 
p = 2- ..;2. 

For high loads, the throughput of a switch can be increased by dropping all non-serveel packets in 
the queues before new ones arrive. Dropping packets depending on the number of packets with the 
same destination (selec:tive packet dropping) mayalso increase throughput. Using Markov decision 
theory the optimal dropping strategy was determined, whic:h resulted in a significant improvement. 
Not only is the throughput inc:reased, but with finite queues the m1mber of ultimately lost packets 
is reduc:ed as well. A patent applic:ation has been filed for selective pac:ket dropping. 

Detailed investigation of discrete-time queueing moelels showed that there are two types of models: 
the late and the early arrival model. In the late arrival model arrivals take place at the end of 
time slots, whereas in the early arrival model arrivals take plac:e at the beginning of time slots. 
Although the differenc:e between the two moelels is minor, care is in order bec:ause the queue 
lengtbs differ in these models. Most importantly, BASTA c:an only be applied to the late arrival 
model, and the probability that a c:ustomer arrives at an empty server is not equal to 1 - p in the 
early arrival model. Our application is best modelled by an early-arrival model, which imposes an 
extra c:omplication. 

Boot [6] moelels a switch as a geoj geo/1 queue. The parameter of the service time distri bution is 
c:hosen to be q, which is defined as the probability that an arbitrary flit is switc:hed in an arbitrary 
time slot. Although q can not be determined exac:tly, it c:an be approximated quite accurately 
using a quadratic approximation. We showed that the Boot model gives significantly better results 
for small switches than the moelels known for ATM switches. Nevertheless, the assumption that 
the service time is geometrically distributed is not valid, but the error made is very small. 

The geoj geo/1 model for single-flit packets can be extended to inc:orporate multiple-flit packets 
by assuming that the distribution of the number of lost conflicts of a packet is geometrie:. This is 
justified by the fact that packets bec:ome aligned after output c:onflic:ts, which in the end results in 
the alignment of all packets. This model still has a good predictive value, even though the results 
are not as good as the results for single-flit packets. 

Using a tandem queueing model analysed by Boxmaand Resing [8], we approximated the sojaurn 
time in an FCFS switch. If there are multiple packets with the same destination, the FCFS switch 
selec:ts the packet that arrived at the switch first. For single-flit packets, the results are very good. 
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For multiple flit packets the results are again not as good as the results for single-flit packets, but 
they are still reasonable. Nevertheless, the approximation of the Boot model of the RO switch is 
better. Once again, we make use of the approximation of q, the probability that an arbitrary flit is 
switched. In the Boxma-Resing approximation, 1- q represents the expected number of external 
arrivals per time slot at the second queue. 

In networks with infinite queues, the destinations of packets departing from Nis changes for high 
loads. For an overloaded network, the probability that a flit goes from NI i to j is inversely 
proportional to the expected delay from i to j, at least for the homogeneaus networks considered in 
Chapter 5. The overload probability that a flit goes from i to j is independent of the corresponding 
initial probability, provided that the initial probability is larger than 0. 

Three factors that influence the throughput of a switch in a network have been identified: The 
packet size (in particular the varianee of the packet size), the buffer size of the switch, and the 
probability that an arriving flit at input port i is destined for output port j. The latter probabilities 
are put in a destination matrix P. If the varianee of the packet size is 0 and the buffers are infinite, 
the switch throughput can be calculated for all P using the equilibrium distribution of a Markov 
chain. Furthermore, experimental analysis indicates that there is a peak in the throughput. Once 
this peak is reached, the behaviour of the network starts changing. We saw that the throughput 
decreases and converges to a different value, and we argued that the destination distribution also 
starts converging to its limiting distribution. Determining the value to which the throughput 
converges turned out to still be beyond our reach. 

The approximation of q, the probability that an arbitrary flit is switched in an arbitrary time 
slot, can be extended to suit the network model, at least for a non-saturated switch. Again, 
the approximation of q yields an approximation of the service time as well. In case the buffer 
size of the switches is infinite, the approximation is also appropriate for saturated switches. The 
approximation of q can be extended even further to predict the service time of a flit conditioned 
on its input and output port, but only for low loads. 

Last but not least, arelation between the switch throughputs on one side and the link utilisations 
and distauces between Nis on the other side has been established. This relation is valid for a large 
class of networks. In particular, if the link utilisations from network component i to j is equal 
to the link utilisation from j to i, then the relation boils down to a relation between the switch 
throughputs, the network throughput and the distauces between Nis. 

Above all, we have made a significant progress in understanding the behaviour of a switch, both 
isolated and in a network. This knowledge can be used to form more elaborate network models. 
In particular, we are able to predict the service time for infinite queues. With finite queues, we 
are only able to do so for low loads. Furthermore, the peak in the throughput can be approxi
mated with an acceptable accuracy. However, if the varianee of the packet size increases, a better 
understanding is still necessary. 



Chapter 7 

Suggestions for further study 

In this chapter we give some indications as to what can be stuclied in further research. First 
and foremost, a better understanding of the influence of packet sizes is crucial. The packet 
size distribution, and in partienlar its variance, appears to have a significant influence on the 
throughput of a switch. It also seems reasonable that the throughput is optimal if Var(K) = 0, 
where K is the packet size, but this has to be established more convincingly either by experimental 
analysis or, preferably, by a mathematica! proof. 

Another factor that affects switch throughput is the size of the buffers of the switch. The through
put of a switch with finite buffers and single-flit packets may be computed using a Markov chain, 
similar to what was clone to derive Algorithm A.3 inSection 5.3.1. However, it is unclear whether 
or not such an algorithm is feasible in terms of computational requirements. Moreover, it is un
clear whether the results adequately approximate the switch throughput in our network for two 
reasons: First, the buffer size is not necessarily a multiple of the packet size. As a result, packets 
may be scattered over multiple switches. This brings us to the secoud complication, which is that 
the arrival processes are in general not Bernoulli, and hence not memoryless. This may imply that 
the state space has to be increased drastically. 

Additionally, the influence of other parameters should be stuclied in more detail. So far, we have 
already argued that Tw, the sendable data threshold, determines the initial packet size provided Tc, 
the credit threshold, is large enough. Furthermore, Tc generally influences the number of credits. 
Because the number of credits at least partially determines the packet size, Tc also influences the 
packet sizes. The remote buffer size, Bni, affects the number of packets that eau be sent before 
credits have to be sent back. 

Even though it was not covered in Chapter 5, we mention here that a simulation in which kmax = 
oo, gave interesting results with respect to the packet size distribution: For low loads, almost all 
packets had sizes of K 0 := f~ l + 1 or K 0 + 1 (similar to Section 5.3.1). For high loads, the 
probability that a packet of size k is constructed gradually decreases as k increases, but there were 
significant peaks for k = 1, k = Tc+ 1, and k = Bni + 1. The precise distribution of packet sizes 
definitely constitutes an interesting research option. 

In the experimental analysis of Chapter 5, we devised an approximation scheme for the service 
time of a header. However, its performance eau still be improved in many cases. For instance, 
for finite buffers and high loads the overall service time approximation did not give an adequate 
approximation. In the case of known input and output ports, we had to resort to an approximation 
for low loads, regardless of whether finite or infinite buffers are assumed. 

In this report, we focused only on the expectation of the service time. In order to approximate 
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the expected queue length, we at least need an approximation scheme for the secoud moment of 
the service time. 

It seems likely that a NoC can adequately be modelled by an open network for low loads, and by 
a closed network if the NoC is overloaded. Nevertheless, both the open and closed network are 
non-trivial because of the contention at the switches. 

The closed network should especially be investigated more thoroughly. For the closed network, the 
research done on closed manufacturing networks [9] could serve as a starting point. For the open 
network, the research of Pujolle [31] and Walrand [43] might be useful. A detailed approximative 
model canthen perhaps be formed if both models are put together, for instanee with a threshold; 
for loads below that threshold, the open network can be used, while for loads above the threshold 
the closed network can be used. 

In addition to this, the "phase-transition" from low loads to high loads could be investigated. It 
is, however, unclear what approach should be taken in order to tackle this problem. Moreover, 
it seems likely that this phase-transition is considerably more intricate than the low-load and the 
overlaad situations. 

We have already seen for infinite queues that the destinations of flits change regardless of the 
initial destinations. In this case, the destinations can be determined given the delays. lt can be 
expected that for finite queues, the destinations also change regardless of the initial destinations. 
The idea behind this hypothesis is that for high loads, flits are always waiting for every possible 
destination. Provided that the remote buffer size is sufficiently large, all flits are always eligible 
forservice and they are all selected with the same probability. As a result, the destinations should 
become uniform. 

To optimise the performance of a N oC, lP blocks that often send data to each other should be 
located physically close. In Chapter 5, \Ve established a relation between the link utilisations and 
the expected number of hops a flit has to make (Equation (5.41), Page 122). Equation (5.41) might 
be used to find the optimal placement of lP blocks with respect to the saturation throughput of 
the network. 

In particular, such an optimisation calls for an automatic determination of P given the Àij, the 
arrival intensities of words at the Nis. Ideally, this should be clone for a general (m, n)-network. 

So far, we have always assumed homogeneity; first of the switch, later of the network. Nevertheless, 
in practice a few links often have high utilisations while others have low utilisations. This implies 
that the analysis of heterogeneaus networks is very important in order to develop good models. 

As a more general research topic, the precise routing of packets could be analysed and maybe 
optimised. A complication that arises with wormhole routing is that deadlock may occur. Some 
research has already been conducted on deadlocks with wormhole routing, see e.g. [10] or [11]. In 
addition to this, Hu and Kleinrock [17] devised an analytic model of wormhole routing which may 
turn out to be valuable for networks on chips. 

Furthermore, hot potato routing [5] could be analysed. With hot potato routing, all flits are always 
switched. If there are multiple flits with the same destination, only one of them is routed to the 
right destination and other flits are routed to different available output ports. Even though this 
is obviously not the most efficient routing policy, it requires extremely small buffers at the routers 
(size 1), which might make it worth considering. This buffer size also implies that modeHing the 
network as a Markov chain might be feasible. 

The stability of networks can also be an interesting topic for further research. Andrews and 
Zhang analyse the stability of networks with input-queue switches [2]. On the one hand, they 
show that the longest queue first and longest port first protoeals are unstable under ordinary 
stability conditions, even for simple networks. On the other hand, they show that the simple 
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longest-in-network protocol is stabie in networks under these conditions. It seems highly likely 
that their work can be applied to networks on chips and that their conclusions are also valid in 
our models. 

The actual networks on chips that are proposed by Philips combine GT and BE traffic, where 
BE traffic uses the spare bandwidth of GT traffic. Optimally, such a network should be modelled 
using the knowledge developed in studies of networks in which there is only BE traffic. These 
models could then perhaps be used to optimise this network for a particular application. 



Appendix A 

A switch throughput algorithm 

In this chapter, we formulate an algorithm that can be used to determine the throughput of a 
heterogeneaus switch. If the switch is homogeneous, the algorithm can be simplified drastically, 
see [6, Section 2.2]. 

We assume that all packets have size 1, and that each served packet is immediately replaced by a 
new one. We model the heterogeneaus switch as a Markov chain. Let 

D := {1, . .. ,N}N (A.1) 

be the state-space of the switch, where Wi = j if and only if a flit at input port i is destined for 
output port j. To find the transition probabilities of the Markov chain, we elivide the transition 
from a statew to w' into two parts: the service and the arrivals of new flits (see Figure A.1). The 
probability of going from w to w' can be determined numerically using the following procedure: 

Algorithm A.l ( Transition probabilities). 

0. Let wE D and let P: D -t (0, 1) be the function that maps any state w' to the probability 
of going from w to w'. Set P(w') = 0 for all w' E n. Furthermore let Ui be thesetof possible 
states immediately after service of the first j output ports, where a 0 represents a packet 
that has just been served. States with a 0 are called artificial states. lnitialise U0 = { w}. 

1. For j = 1 to N: 

(a) Let Cj = {ilw; = j} be the set that represents the output conflicts for output port j. 

(b) For all iE Cj: 

i. Set Uji = Uj_ 1. In essence, we make ICJI copies of Uj-1, and we give them an 
extra index i. 

ii. Replace the ith component of each element of Uji by a 0, i.e. set ui = 0 for all 
u E Uji· 

(c) Join the Uji tagether to get U1 = U Uii· If ICil = 0 then U1 = Uj-1· 
iECj 

2. The set U = U N now contains all possible states after service. Reeall that a destination has 
been replaced by a 0 if it has just been served, so U cf:. D. Note that each u E U has the 
same probability because flits are served in random equiprobable order. For all u E U: 

(a) Let Vu,i be the set of possible states reaebabie from u after arrivals at input ports 
1, ... , i. In this set, states with zeros are still possible for input ports larger than i. 
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Service Arrivals 

Figure A.l: A schematic representation ofthe notation used in Algorithm A.l. In genera!, obviously 
lUl» 3 and !Vul» 3 for u EU. 

(b) Initialise Vu,o = 0. Let P~,i : Vu,i ---t (0, 1) be the function that maps any artificial 
state w' E Vu,i to the probability of going from u to w'. Set P~,0 (w') = 1 for all w'. 

(c) For i= 1, ... ,N: 

i. If u; =I 0 then ~,,; = Vu,i-1 and P~,i = P~,;- 1 · 
N 

n. If u;= 0 define xy1 = (v1, ... ,v;-1,j,v;+1, ... ,vN)· Set Vu,i = U U xy1. 
vEVu,i-1 j=1 

Furthermore, set P~,;(xji) = P~,i- 1 (v)p;j for j = 1, ... , N and v E Vu,i-1· 

P'( ') (d) lucrement P(w) by ~ provided P~(w') =j;l. 

3. Because we have summed the probabilities over all possible paths from w to w', P(w') is the 
probability of going from w to w' E !1 so the algorithm can be terminated. 

Remark A.2. After step 2c, the set V" = ~~.N contains all possible states w' E !1 that can be 
reached from u. Furthermore, P~(w') = Pu,N(w') gives the probability of going from u to w', 
provided that P~(w') =j;l. To find the probability of going from w to w' via u we have to multiply 
P(w') by the probability of going from w to u, which is 1 [~ 1 • If we add the probabilities of all 
possible paths, we find the total probability of going from w to w', so we have to increment P(w) 

by P;i;i'). Note that because each u E U contains at least one zero, Vu has at least one element. 

The throughput can now be determined using Algorithm A.3. In this algorithm, we explicitly 
mention dependenee on win our notation, i.e. we write Pw (w') rather than P(w') for the transition 
probability from w to w'. 

Algorithm A.3 (Switch througphut). 

1. For all wE !1, compute the transition probabilities Pw(w') using Algorithm A.l. Put these 
probabilities in a 1!11 x 1!11-matrix R, such that R;1 = Pw (w') if and only if w is the ith and 
w' the jth state of !1. In that case, we also write w = !1(i) and w' = !1(j). 

2. Compute an eigenvector v of R' with eigenvalue 1 such that I;; v; = 1. This eigenvalue 
exists because R is stochastic. 

3. Denote the steady state of the switch by X. Now IP'(X = w) is given by v; if and only if 
!1(i) = w. The switch throughput "Ys eau be found via 

(A.2) 
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Markov decision problems 

In this chapter the basicsof so-called Markov decision problems (MDP's) are discussed. First, we 
discuss MDP's with a finite time horizon. Second, we discuss MDP's with an infinite time horizon 
and finally we discuss two algorithms to maximise the expected rewards in MDP's. Much of the 
contents of this chapter are based on [28], but they can also be found in [34, 35]. 

B.l General model 

v\'e consider a discrete-time process X = {Xn}, n = 0, 1, 2, ... , with state-space 0. However, in 
contrast to ordinary processes, the evolvement of the process depends on actions An that can be 
taken, with An E A. It may be the case that in state i E 0, only a subset A; of A can be taken. 
Naturally we assume that the memoryless property holds: 

lP' (Xn+l = j IXn =in, An = an, ... , Xo = io, Ao = io) =lP' (Xn+l = jiXn =in, An = an), 

for any n, io, ... , in, and a0 , ... , an. Furthermore, we assume that the transition probabilities 
lP' (Xn+l = jiXn =in, An = an) are time-independent and we define pa(i,j) := IP'(X1 = jiXo = 
i, Ao =a). 

Suppose that we have rewards ra(i,j) for being in state i, going to state j and taking action a. 
Wedefine 

ra(i) := LPa(i,j)ra(i,j). 
jEO 

(B.1) 

In the end we are obviously interested in choosing the actions such that the rewards are maximised, 
but we will make this more precise later. 

Let hn denote a particular history at timen (i.e. hn = {xn-l,an-I, ... ,x0 ,ao} and ho= 0). We 
can define a strategy as a sequence of functions 

for n = 0, 1, 2, ... , and a E A, 

such that for all hn and in, L:aEAi s~ (hn, in) = 1. This definition is a very abstract way of saying 
that if the process is in state in with history hn at time n, then action a is chosen with probability 
s~(hn, in)· There are three special cases of strategies: 

Definition B.l (Decision rule). A strategy sis called a decision rule if and only if s~(hn, in)= 1 
for one an, i.e. if it incorporates deterministic decisions. In this case we usually write f for the 
decision rule, and f is a sequence of functions Jo, h, ... such that fn(hn, in) = an. 
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Definition B.2 (Markov decision rule). A decision rule f = (!0 , fi, ... ) is called a Markov decision 
rule if and only if f n does not depend on hn for any n. 

Definition B.3 (Stationary decision rule). A Markov decision rule f = (!0 , ft, ... ) is called 
stationary if and only if f := Jo = ft = fz = .... Note that this reduces f to a function !! --+ A, 
where f (i) gives the action to be taken if the system is in state i. 

vVe conclude this section with two critical but not too strict assumptions about the state-space, 
action-space, and rewards: 

Assumption B.4. The state-space !! is countable and the action-space A is finite. 

Assumption B.5. The rewards are uniformly bounded, i.e. there exists an R > 0 such that 
lra(i)l < R for all i and a. 

B.2 Finite horizon 

In this section we are interested in the maximal expected rewards over a finite time horizonT. We 
assume that there are final rewards q( i) if the process ends in state i (at time T). The expected 
total re,vards up to time T starting in state i and using a strategy s can be written as follows: 

T-1 

V}(i) =LEs [r~(Xn,XnH)IXo =iJ+ Es [q(Xr)IXo =i]. 
n=O 

Here, the superscript s denotes the fact that the expectations depend on the strategy. We are 
interested in the maximum expected rewards, or to be precise in 

sup V}(i), 
s 

It can be shown that the optimal rewards can be achieved by a (non-stationary) Markov decision 
rule for a large class of problems: 

Theorem B.6 (Bellman's optimality condition). Let V0*(i) = q(i) and let Vr:'(i) for n = 1, ... , T 
be recursively defined by 

(B.2) 

then Vy = sup8 Vr(i) and any decision rule fT= (Jo, JI, ... , fr_l) that satisfies 

(B.3) 

yields this optima[ reward over a length T period. 

The proof is found quite easily by induction on n. The basic idea is that we know what action we 
must choose if we only have to look one time unit ahead, because we then only have to maximise 
one expression. 
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B.3 Infinite horizon 

There are a lot of technicalities that should he taken into account if one is analysing the situation 
with an infinite horizon. These technicalities will not he dealt with here. For a more technica! 
discussion of MDP's, the reader is referred to [34]. This section only covers the situation with an 
infinite horizon superficially. 

If T-+ oo there are two problems: First, there is no good explanation for the final rewards q(i). 
A salution would be to take q(i) = 0 for all i. Second, it is very likely that v;(i) -+ ± oo, 
which renders maximisation or minimisation inappropriate. One way to deal with this would he 
to consider the rewards averaged over time. We can define the average reward for a fixed strategy 
s as 

g8 (i) := limsup v;(i). 
T--too T 

We are interesteel in the supremum overs of g8 (i), which we will call g*(i): 

g*(i) = supg8 (i). 
8 

It turns out that the maximal average reward often does not depend on the starting state i, so we 
define g* = sup g* (i), which represents the maximal average reward optimised over the starting 

iE/ 
state. 

Definition B. 7. Let Tf (i0 , i) he the expected time it takes X to reach state i from i0 , i.e. 

Tf(i0 ,i) = 18.:1 [inf{n ~ 1: Xn =i} IXo = io]. 

We need the definition above in an assumption a bout a certain decision rule f. 

Assumption B.8. The Markov chain with transition probabilities pf (i, j) is aperiodic and there 
is a reference state i0 which allows for Tf to he chosen such that Tl (i0 , i) < Tf for all i E 0. 

If this assumption is satisfied, there exists a unique stationary distribution 7rf(i). This gives us 
the following expression for the average reward: 

gf(j) = gf = L 7rf(i)rf(i). 
i Er! 

Note that indeed the average reward does not depend on the initia! state of the system, similar to 
the stationary distribution of a Markov chain. 

It is intuitively clear that the situation with an infinite horizon must resembie the situation with 
a large but still finite horizon, at least in some way. So let us consider fn = (Jo, ... , fn-d, the 
strategy that is found by repeatedly applying Bellman's optimality condition with a horizon of 
length n. In genera!, fn is not stationary. However, it can he shown that if f* = limn--too fn exists, 
and if f* = (!*, f*, .. . ) satisfies Assumption B.8, then f* is an optima! strategy. Moreover, it eau 
he proven that for a large class of problems, a stationary decision rule eau he found that yields 
the maximal average reward: 

Theorem B.9. {34, Thm. 6.17} Ij there exists a bounded function d: n ----+ IR and a constant g 
such that for all i E 0: 

d(i) + g = max {ra(i) + '"""pa(i,j)d(j)}, 
aEA ~ 

' jE\1 

(B.4) 
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then g = g* and any stationary decision rule (f, f, .. . ) that satisfies 

(B.5) 

yields the maximal average reward. 

Note the similarities between Equations (B.2) and (B.4) and Equations (B.3) and (B.5). The 
main difference is that v;(i) and v;_1 (i) have been replaced by d(i) + g and d(i) respectively, 
which we can viewastheir limits. Note that as limn--+oo V; ('i) = oo, limn--+oo v;(i)- v;_1 (i) is 
not necessarily 0. In fact v;(i) grows approximately as g*n, which is logicalas in the long run 
each time unit there is a reward approximately equal to the average reward. 

The main implication of Theorem B.9 is that if we can find a solution of (B.4), we are clone. Doing 
so directly, however, is in general infeasible. Nevertheless, there are algorithms for computing or 
approximating the optimal expected rewards. 

BA Algorithms 

In this section two algorithms will be discussed that allow us to determine the optimal expected 
rewards: policy iteration and successive approximation. 

B.4.1 Policy iteration 

The idea behind policy iteration is that we start with a certain strategy and then (hopefully) 
improve it by applying BeUrnan's equation. The algorithm can be described as follows: 

0. Start with n = 0. Choose any initial stationary decision rule f0 . 

1. Compute gfn and dfn from 

dfn (i)+ gfn = rfn (i)+ LP!n (i,j)dfn (j). 
jEO 

This requires solving a set of linear equations. Note that we have IDI equations and I Dl + 1 
variables, which means that we are allowed to choose the value of one variabie freely. 

2. Let f be such that fn = (f, J, .. . ) and compute f' from 

taking f'(i) = f(i) whenever possible. 

3. If f' = f, then fn is optimal. Otherwise, set fn+l = (!', f', .. . ), n = n + 1 and repeat steps 
1, 2, and 3. 

It can be proveel that for each iteration n either f' = f and hence the decision rule f n is optimal, or 
that gfn+l > gfn and hence the iteration gives an improvement. Convergence of this algorithm is 
an immediate consequence of the finiteness of A. In case of an infinite state-space, the state-space 
usually has to be truncated, because general results are often difficult to derive algorithmically. 
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B.4.2 Successive approximation 

The idea behind the successive approximation algorithm is slightly different from that behind 
policy iteration. With successive approximation, we choose any value function and improve it by 
BeUrnan's equation for the finite time horizon. As soon as the value of the expected rewards does 
not change significantly anymore, we terminate the algorithm. The algorithm can be described as 
follows: 

0. Set n = 0. Choose an f > 0 and any bounded function v0 : 0 -----+ JR. Usually v is chosen to 
be the zero function, but a good choice of v0 can improve performance. 

1. Compute 

and set fn = Un, fn, · · .). 

2. Let 

mn 

·- max{vn(i)- Vn_t(i)}, 
iEl! 

·- min{vn(i)-vn_t(i)}. 
1Erl 

and 

If Mn- mn < f terminate the algorithm, otherwise set n = n + 1 and repeat steps 1 and 2. 

If for each n, f n satisfies Assumption B.8, then gin converges to g*, and mn and Mn provide 
bounds on g*: 

(B.6) 

Remark B.lO. In actual implementations of the successive approximation algorithm it is neither 
necessary todetermine fn for every n, nor to keep values of mn and Mn for later iterations. These 
values were only included in the algorithm prescription for the short convergence analysis. Further 
note that although gin approximates g*, the optima! strategy might be entirely different from f ni 
the algorithm comes with no warranty whatsoever on the strategy itself. 

The advantage of policy iteration over successive approximation is of course that policy iteration 
gives an exact expression for g*, while successive approximation only gives an approximation. 
On the other hand, the downside of policy iteration is that in each iteration d and g have to be 
determined, which requires solving 101 linear equations. In contrast to that, if the strategy is 
only computed after adequate convergence of the successive approximation algorithm, then one 
iteration step can effectively be implemented as a 101 x lAl x 101 "matrix" (sometimes called 
tensor), multiplied by a length 101 vector (which results in a IDI x lAl-matrix) added to another 
101 x lAl-matrix and taking the maximum of the rows of this matrix. These matrix operations 
yield a large performance impravement over solving linear equations. 



Appendix C 

SPD transition probabilities 

This chapter focuses on the derivation of the transition probabilities for the selective packet drop
ping model discussed inSection 2.5.1. lts aim is not to provide a detailed description of the precise 
implementation, but to provide high-level insight into the most important aspects. 

Because direct derivation of the transition probabilities is intractable, it has been divided into 
three components: HOL-transitions, arrivals and service, as depicted in Figure C.l. The term 
HOL-transitions refers to the process in which packets in queues with an empty HOL-position are 
shifted towards the switch (see Fig. C.lb ). During this process the destinations of these packets 
are also revealed. 

From Figure C.l it is probably clear that each ofthe three components has its own state-space. For 
instance, after the HOL-transitions there can never be an empty HOL-position, but immediately 
after service there must be. We denote the state-space after HOL-transitions by OHoL and after 
arrivals by Oarr (obviously the state-space after service is simply n, see Eq. (2.38), P. 32). 

The transition probabilities of each component are stored in matrices, Q, R, and S respectively. 
Because each component has its own state-space, the matrices are not necessarily square. The 

(d) Arrivals. The arnvmg 
packet at input 4 finds a full 
queue and is blocked and lost 

( e) Aft er arrivals 

(c) After HOL-transitions 

==mm 
=miDJI--....::....::---~ 

::J[(] 
llD llD llD !!Dil------+~ 
llllllllllll I 
llllllllllll lc__ ___ __;--
c f) After service, destination 
state 

Figure C.l: A graphical representation ofthe events that comprise a state transition: HOL-transitions, 
arrivals and service. The service discipline is still general here. 
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final transitions, without actions, can be found as follows: For any two states w and w', we can 
find the transition probability from w to w', denoted by P(w,w'), by summing over all possible 
paths: 

P(w,w') = L Q(w, WHOL)R(wHoL, Warr)S(warn w'), (C.l) 

where Q(w,wHoL) denotes the probability of a HOL-transition from state w to WHoL, and 
R(wHoL,Warr) the probability of anivals leading toa transition from stateWHOL to Warr etc. 
In other words: 

P=QRS. (C.2) 

The structure of this section is as follows: The state-spaces are discussed in Section C.l, and the 
three components are discussed in Sections C.2 through C.4. In Section C.5, the actions and their 
influence are considered. In this section the final algorithm to find pa(i,j), the probability of going 
from state i to j if action a is taken is presented. 

Remark C.l. The algorithms presented in this section are probably not the most sophisticated 
and efficient ones. For instance, in most algorithms, states are ordered several times. It is possible 
to imprave the algorithms, but the improved algorithms have not been described bere for three 
reasons: First, the improved algorithms are much more difficult to describe. Essentially, descrih
ing those algorithms would amount to including the precise code of the implementation, which 
would take up a disproportional amount of space. Second, discovering and implementing possible 
improvements is not very difficult, because most improvements are rather intuitive. Again, they 
just take up a lot of code. Third, the aim of the section was to provide insight into key aspects, 
not to give details of the code. Regardless of whether a clever or a brute force salution is chosen, 
the difficulties remain the same. In addition to this, it must be mentioned that the bottleneck is 
the exponential state-space size, which implies that improved algorithms yield only slightly more 
feasibility. 

Remark C.2. The framework discussed above can also be applied to the case in which p = 1. This, 
however, leadstoa dramatic simplification as anivals and HOL-transitions become essentially the 
same. Moreover, because for p = 1 the throughput is independent of the service discipline, there 
does not have to be a procedure that resolves contention. A third simplification lies in the fact 
that anivals no Jonger induce randomness. 

C.l State-spaces 

In this section expressions will be given for nHOL and Darn but first we repeat two definitions: 

Definition C.3 (Vector ordering). For two veetors x, y with components ordered in non increasing 
order, and x = (x1, ... , xn) and y = (Yl, ... , Yk), we say that x > y if one of the following two 
holds: 

1. n > k 

2. n = k and there is an m < n (where m could be 0) such that for all 1 :Si :Sm, Xi = Yi and 
Xm+l > Ym+l· 

Definition C.4 (Order mapping). Let n be the mapping that orders the componentsof a vector 
X= (x1, ... , Xn) in deseending order, i.e. Jet R be defined by 

(C.3) 
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where X (IJ 2: x(2 ) 2: ... 2: X(n). Furthermore, for a set V Ç IRn, let R(V) be defined by 

R(V) = {R(v)lv E V}. (C.4) 

Throughout this section, we will emphasise the distinction between veetors and scalars by writing 
veetors in bold face. In addition to that, tensors (i.e. veetors of vectors, possibly with unequal 
lengths) will be written in bold capitals. Note that the Definition C.4 may also be applied to 
tensors, in which case the elements are ordered using Definition C.3. 

Reeall that a statew can be characterised as w = ((b1, b2, ... , bn), q, f), where (bt, b2, ... , bn), 
q, and f are called queue-state, HOL-state and free-state or free queue state respectively. Because 

N N 
the veetors represent a state after service, we also know that L: qi :S N- L: c(qi)· 

i=l i=l 

As it turns out, O.HoL can easily be found once O.arr has been determined, so we will first focus 
on the latter. A key observation in determining O.arr is that there are no free queues anymore. 
The second observation is that there are no restrictions for the queue-state, because after anivals 
(that take place after HOL-transitions), any HOL-state with any number of packets behind the 
HOL-packet is possible. As a result, we essentially get the same state-space as in Section 2.4.1, 
combined withall possible configurations of the queue sizes. These queues sizes can be ordered to 
reduce the state-space size. The resulting state-space can be formalised as follows: 

O.arr = {((bbb2,···,bN),q)l 

V; biE R({1, ... ,Bp'),q E R({O, ... ,N}N),bt 2: b2 2: ... 2: bN} (C.5) 

Note that this formulation not only requires the elements of each vector bi to be ordered (bi E 
R ( { 1, ... , B} q;) ) , but also the veetors themselves to be ordered ( b1 2: b2 2: ... 2: b N). 

As an example, consider the state of Figure C.1e. This state can be characterised by vector 
(((4,3,2),(4,2),(4),(),(),()),(3,2,1,0,0,0)), because there are 3,2, and 1 packets with the same 
destination and after ordering there are ( 4, 3, 2), ( 4, 2), and 4 packets in the queues. 

All we have to do now to determine nHOL is to observe that in each state of nHOL, it is possible 
that no anivals take place after the HOL-transitions. A direct consequence is that nHOL ç O.arr· 

However, nHOL ~ O.arr· For instanee state ( (( 4, 4, 4), ( 4, 4), ( 4), (), (), ()), (3, 2, 1, 0, 0, 0)) E O.arr is 
invalid with respect to O.HoL, because such a state would imply that all queues are full immediately 
after service. Since O.arr covers all states of O.HoL and any invalid state will have zero probability, 
defining 

(C.6) 

is sufficient. We could find a more restricted state-space by removing the invalid states, but the 
effort of finding such a state-space would not weigh up to the small performance gain. 

C.2 HOL-transitions 

The most important aspect of the HOL-transitionsis the revelation of the destinations of packets. 
As an example, consider Figure C.1a. The state before the HOL-transitions is represented as 
(((4, 1), (3, 2), (), (), (), ()), (2, 2, 0, 0, 0, 0), (3, 2)). The packets attaining the free HOL-positions can 
have all destinations, each with probability f:t. If we allow the next state to be unordered for 
now, the HOL-transition could result in stat es such as ( ( ( 4, 1), (3, 2), (3), (), (), (2)), (2, 2, 1, 0, 0, 1)), 
(((4, 1, 3, 2), (3, 2), (), (), (), ()),(4, 2, 0, 0, 0, 0)), (((4, 1, 2), (3, 2), (3), (), (), ()),(2, 2, 0, 0, 0, 0)), and so 
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on. The ordered versions of these artificial states represent real destination states. If we try all 
possibilities, and multiply the number of artificial states that correspond to a destination state by 
1/ N 2

, we have found the right transition probability. 

In a more general setting, let V(w) he the multiset (i.e. multiple instances of the same element 
are allowed) of artificial destination states for w = ( ( b1 , ... , b N), q, !) ) and denote the number of 
elementsof a vector x by lxl. We can determine V(w) algorithmically as follows: 

Algorithm C.5. 

0. Define 

B~ = (bt, ... , bi-b (bi,!, ... , b;,qi, fl), bi+l, ... , bN ), and 

Q~ = (ql, · · · ,Qi-l,Qi + 1,Qi+l, · · · ,qN), 

for i = 1, ... , N. 

1. If I f I = 1, V ( w) is the (multiset) union of these artificial states, i.e. 

N 

V(w) = U(BLq~). 
i=l 

2. Otherwise define f' = (h, ... , f111) and 

N 

V(w) =U V((B~,q~,f')). 
i=l 

We can now formulate the algorithm for finding Q: 

Algorithm C.6 (HOL-transition probability matrix). 

0. Set Q = 0. For all w = (B, q,!) E 0: 

1. Set k = lil and find V(w). 

2. For all v = (B',q') E V(w) 

C.3 

(a) Set WHOL = ( R(R(b~), ... , 'R(b~)), 'R(q)) 

(b) Increment Q(w, WHoL) by ( *' ( 

Arrivals 

The arrivals can he easily described informally. At each queue a new packet arrives with probability 
p. This may break up the ordering, so after the arrivals the new (artificial) state has to he ordered 
again. To a large extent, this is correct. The difficulties, however, lie in the fact that a packet 
can also arrive at an empty queue (HOL-arrivals). In this case, the transitions resembie the HOL
transitions, i.e. given that there are j arrivals at empty queues, the possible destination statescan 
he found by Algorithm C.5, using vector (1, ... , 1) as free queue state. 

"____...... 

j 

In words the steps to he taken to find the possible destination states and the conesponding 
probabilities for a certain souree state boil down to the following: 
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1. Deal with the arrival at non-empty queues; find the arrival veetors and their probabilities. 
Add the arrival veetors to the souree state to find the (still artificial) destination states. 

2. Sort the artificial states in the appropriate manner and add the probabilities. 

3. For all w' in the destination state set and all j, find the possible HOL-arrivals destinations, 
given that there are j arrivals. 

4. Sort the new destinations, add their probabilities and multiply the result by the probability 
that the arrivals resulted in a transition to w' and by the probability that j arrivals take 
place. 

Doing this for all possible souree states makes it possible to determine R. A more formal description 
eau he found below. This description is divided into steps in the same way as above. Essentially, 
this divides the algorithm into a transition from a souree state to au artificial state and again to 
a real state. In this state, HOL-arrivals have not yet been taken into account, so there has to he 
another transition to an artificial state and again to a real state (see Figure C.2) 

art. re al art. re al 

w- w'- w(1l--- w''--- w(2 ) 

step 1 step 2 step 3 step 4 

Figure C.2: The arrival transitions divided into four steps. Frorn real to artificial because of 
arrivals at non-ernpty queues (step 1), frorn artificial to real (step 2), frorn real to artificial because 
of HOL-arrivals (step 3) and frorn artificial to real (step 4). 

Throughout the description of Algorithm C.7, the notation of Figure C.2 is used, i.e. inverted 
commas denote au artificial state or probability and superscript numbers denote a real state or 
probability. Furthermore, almost all quantities of the algorithm depend on the souree state w. 
This dependenee is left implicit to prevent unnecessary notational eomplexity. 

Algorithm C.7 (Arrival transition probability matrix). 

0. Set R = 0. For all w = ((bt, ... 'bN ), q) E nHOL: 

1. For all i = 1, ... , N let Ai = {0, 1 }q; he the set of possible arrival vectors. We use the 
convention that {0, 1}0 is 0 and that {0, 1 p results in a vector of length 1 instead of a 
scalar. Define aw and a;1 as the number of zeros and ones respectively in ai E A;. We also 
need a mapping that maps the arrival veetors to their probabilities, so we define P(ai) = 
U,'o)pail (1 - p)aio. Let A = rr Ai, where rr represents the eartesian product. The set A is 

a set of tensors. Finally, 

W'= u and 

The set W' contains all possible artificial destinations states and the mapping P' : W' ---+ 
[0, 1] maps the states to their probabilities. 

2. Ordering the artificial destination states is rather straightforward: If W(l) is the set of 
ordered destination states, then 

w(lJ = U (n(n(b~), ... ,n(b~)),n(q')), 
w'EW' 
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and 

p(1l(w(ll) = L l[(n(R(b~), ... ,R(b~)),R(q')) =w(ll]P'(w'), 
w'EW' 

where w' = ((b~, ... ,b~),q') and p(ll(w(ll) is the prohahility that arrivals at non-empty 
queues lead to a transition from w to w(ll. 

3. Define fi = (1, ... ,1) and Wj'(w(ll) = V((b~1>, ... ,b~\q<1>,f3), where V can he found 
~ 

j 

using Algorithm C.5. Since each artificial destination is equally likely, the prohahility for 
. N 

each state is (k)pi(1- p)k-j (~ )3, where k = N- 2: E(qi), the maximum numher of HOL-
J i=l 

arrivals. 

4. The prohahilities of the real destination states can he found hy ordering the artificial states, 
adding all prohahilities that lead to the same (real) destination state and multiplying these 
prohahilities hy the HOL-arrival prohahilities: 

N j 

p(2l(w(2)) = 2::: p(ll(w(ll) 2::: e)pi(1- p)k-j (~) . 
w(IJEW(l) j=O J 

L 1 [ ( R(R(b~), ... , R(b~)), R(q")) = w(
2

) J. (C.7) 
w"EWj'(wCll) 

Obviously, p(2l (w(z)) is the prohahility of an arrival transition from statew to w(2). 

5. Finally we can construct the arrival transition prohahility matrix R by setting R(w, w(Z)) = 
p(z) ( w(2)). 

C.4 Service 

The service transition matrix depends on the service policy chosen. However, regardless of the 
service policy used1 , the vector descrihing the HOL-state is changed as follows. Given any state 
w = ( ( bt, ... , b N), q), we have for the H 0 1-state af ter service, q', that 

q' = q- c(q). (C.8) 

The difficulty, however, lies in the fact that the queue state changes depending on the service 
policy used. In the remainder of this section, we discuss hoth service in random order and longest 
queue first. 

C.4.1 Service in random order 

With service in randorn order, one packet is chosen among packets with the same destination. For 
instanee if the queue-state is (( 4, 3, 2), (3, 2), (1), (), (), ()) one element of each vector is chosenat 
random and placed in the free queue state. If we let k he the unique numher such that qk > 0 
and qk+1 = 0 or, if q1 = ... = qN = 1, we let k = N, then the prohahility of each set of elements 

( 

k ) -1 
selected for service is EI

1 
qi . Finally, we have to order the resulting state again to find a valid 

state. 
1 provided the service policy switches packets whenever possible. 
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Algorithm C.8 (Service transition probability matrix- RO). 

0. LetS= 0. For all wE narr: 

1. Let q' = q- c(q). If q1 = ... = qN = 1 let k = N, otherwise let k be the unique number 
such that qk > 0 and qk+l = 0. 

2. Define W = (1, ... , qi) x (1, ... , q2) x ... x (1, ... , qk)· The set W represents all possible 
services. For all w E W: 

(a) Remove bi,w; from bi, i.e. let bi= (b;,], ... ,bi,w;-l,bi,w;+l,···,bi,q;) for i= 1, ... ,k 
anel bi = bi for i = k + 1, ... , N. 

(b) Put the serveel queue minus one packet in the free-state, i.e. let f' = (b1,w1 

1, ... , bk,wk - 1). Remove zeros from f'. 

(c) Let w' = (n(R(bi), ... , R(b~)),q', R(f')) and increment S(w,w') by ([1
1 
q;) -I 

C.4.2 Longest queue first 

The longest queue first algorithm is much simpler than the RO algorithm as there is no randomness 
involveel. The algorithm speaks for itself: 

Algorithm C.9 (Service transition probability matrix- LQF). 

0. Let S = 0. For all w E narr: 

1. Let q' = q- c(q). If q1 = ... = qN = 1 let k = N, otherwise let k be the unique number 
such that qk > 0 and qk+l = 0. 

2. Remove b;,I from bi, i.e. let bi = (b;,2, ... , b;,q;} for i = 1, ... , k anel bi = bi for i = 
k+ 1, ... ,N. 

3. Put the served queue minus one packet in the free-state, i.e. let f' = (b1,1 - 1, ... , bk,I- 1). 
Remove zeros from f'. 

4. Let w' = (n(b~, ... ,b~),q',R(f')). 

5. Let S(w, w') = 1 anel S(w, wi) = 0 for all w1 f=- w'. 

C.5 Actions 

As stateel in the introduction, 

P = QRS, (C.9) 

where Q, R, and Scan be founel using Algorithms C.6, C.7, and C.8 or C.9. However, P represents 
the transition probability matrix without actions. The final step is to finel the probability of going 
from state w to w' if action a is taken, pa(w, w'). This probability can be expressed quite easily 
in terms of P anel a. 

Define a(w, a) to be the state immeeliately after taking action a, before the HOL-transitions. 
As an example, consider (((3,2),(2),(),(),(),()),(2,1,0,0,0,0),(3,2)) as the state after service 
(w). Suppose that we decide to drop the two packets with the same elestination (i.e. a = 
((1, 1), (0), (), (), (), ())). The two packets with queues 3 and 2 would be placed inthefree queue 
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state, minus the dropped packet, which results in a(w, a) = (((2), (), (), (), (), ()), (1, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0), 
(3, 2, 2, 1)). 

Once a(w, a) has been found, we can express pa(w, w') as follows in termsof P: 

Pa(w,w') = P(a(w,a),w'). 

This observation allows us to formulate an algorithm to find pa(w,w') for all a, w, and w'. 

Algorithm C.lO (Transition probability matrix). 

0. Determine P using Eq. (C.9) and Algorithms C.6, C.7, and C.8 or C.9. 

1. For allwEn and a E Aw (Eq. (2.39)): 

2. Let q" = q, (b~, ... , b'f..) = (b1, ... , bN ), and !" = (). 

3. For i = 1 to N and j = 1 to qi: 

(a) Append b" . - 1 to f" unless b" . - 1 = 0 
~,J ' Z,J • 

(b) Remove b~~j from b~' if ai,j = 1. 

( c) Subtract 1 from q~'. 

4. Define a(w, a) = ( R(R(b~), ... , R(b'f..)), R(q"), R(f")). 

5. Finally, pa(w,w') = P(a(w, a),w'). 

(C.lO) 

Remark C.ll. Actually the notation of a is at odds with the convention formulated in the 
introduetion of this section, as a is in fact a tensor. Nevertheless, writing it capitalised and in 
bold would beat odds with the notation inSection 2.5.1 and Appendix B, which is why the action 
is written as a variable. 

Remark C.12. The computational scheme in this subsection can easily be extended to more 
general actions. As long as the actions cause a deterministic transition, the procedure with a(w, a) 
can be used. If the actions cause random transitions, 

Pa(w,w') = L Aa(w,w")P(w",w'), 
w"E!î 

where A a (w, w") is the probability of going immediately (i.e. before HOL-transitions) from w to 
w" if action a is taken. In terms of matrices this becomes 



Appendix D 

Details of the proof of 
Theorem 2.6 

In this chapter we will rigorously prove what was omitted in the proof of Theorem 2.6. The 
notation used in this chapter will be exactly the same as the notation of that proof, and for each 
of the propositions it will be indicated whether they concern case I (a = 0) or case IJ (a > 0). 
We first repeat Property 2.7 and 2.8: 

Property D.l. For y > 0 fixed, xY is a non-decreasing funetion of x ~ 0. 

Property D.2. For 0 <x< 1 fixed, xY is a non-increasing funetion of y i/ y ~ 0. 

Proposition D.3. With the notation of the proof of Theorern 2.6, case I, we have 

(
1- ~)L < e-p(N) + 2c 

N -

Proof: The proposition follows from straightforward rewriting and Taylor's theorem: 

< [e-IJ(p(N)-E)' 

< e-p(N)(1 + 2c), 

by Property D .1, 

where we applied Taylor's theorem to eE around 0 in the last step: 

(D.1) 

for a certain () E (0, f). We have () < ln 2 if ( is sufficiently small. The rest comes as a consequence 
of the fact that p(N) > 0 and hence e-p(N) < 1. 0 

Lemma D.4. Under the assumption that x - c > 0, and y < 1 

(x- c)Y ~ xY- cyxY-1 . (D.2) 
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Proof: The lemma follows directly from Taylor's theorem, applied to (x- c)Y, seen as a function 
of x: 

é2 
(x- c)Y = xY + yxY- 1 · ( -E) + -y(y- 1)(x- B)Y-2 

2 

The last step is valid because () < E, so x-() > 0. 

Proposition 0.5. With the notation of the proof of Theorem 2.6, case I, we have 

( 1 - ~)u ~ e-p(N) - 4c. 

(D.3) 

0 

(D.4) 

Proof: In order to prove this proposition we use that N > N2 and we apply Lemma D.4 with 
x = e- 1 and y = p(N) + c < 1 : 

( 
1 ) (p(N)+e)N 

1--
N 

> (e-1 _ c)p(N)+e 

> e-(p(N)+E) _ c(p(N) + c)e-(p(N)+e-1) 

> e-p(N)e-E- 3c 

> e-p(N)(1- c)- 3c 

> e-p(N) - 4c. (D.5) 

In this derivation we have used the well known fact that é ~ 1+c for all c and that e-(p(N)+e- 1) = 
Ee-(p(N)+E) < 3 because p(N) + c > 0. 0 

The following two properties will come in handy for case //: 

Property D.6. As long as x+ 1J < 1, there exists a() such that 0 < () < 1J and 

(x+ TJ)a = xa + a(x + B)a-11] ~ xa + a7J. 

Property D.7. As long as x -1] > 0, there exists a() such that 0 < () < 1J and 

(x- TJ)a = xa - a(x- B)a-1 7] ~ xa -aT}, 

Both of these properties follow from Taylor's theorem. 

Proposition 0.8. With the notation of the proof of Theorem 2.6, case IJ, we have 

- 1 - - < --e p( ) + 2c. (
lUl) ( 1 )a ( 1) rul-a p(N)a _ N 

a N N - a! 

Proof: We can rewrite (r~l) (-*' t (1- ~)rul-a as follows: 

lUl (fUl -1) ... (lUl- a+ 1) 
a! 

(D.6) 

(D.7) 

(D.8) 
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Obviously lUl ::::; (p(N)+s)N +1, sok~\ ::::; (p(Nt+-~iN+ 1 
::::; p(N)+s+ N~ 1 . Applying Property D.l 

to (~~\f and Property D.2 to (1- *')rul yields, together with (1- *')N::::; e-1 , that: 

(IUl)(l)a( 1)ru1-a [ 2 ]al 
a N l- N ::::; (p(N) +c) + N -1 a!e-p(Nl. 

Because N~ 1 ::::; c, we can continue our derivation: 

(p(N) + 2st ..!..e-p(N) 
a! 

1 < (p(N)a + 2as) -e-p(N) 
a! 

< p(N)a e-p(N) + 2c 
a! ' 

where we used Equation (D.6) in Equation (D.9). 

Proposition D.9. With the notation of the proof of Thwrem 2.6, case IJ, we have 

- 1 - - > --e p( ) - 6c (
lLJ) ( 1 )a ( 1) lLJ-a p(N)a _ N 

a N N - a! 

Proof: Straightforward rewriting yields 

> 

(D.9) 

(D.lü) 

0 

(D.ll) 

We proceed by observing that lL)_,+ 1 2: p(N) - c. Similar to the proof of Proposition D.8, we 

apply Property D.l to (lLJ~a+l rand Property D.2 to (1- *') lLJ: 

(
lLaJ) (Nl) a (1- NI) lLJ-a > a 1 ( 1) Np(N) 

((p(N)-s)- ~)a! 1- N 

> (p(N)- 2st ~ (e-1 - s)p(N), 
a. 

because N 2: % and N 2: N2 . We apply Lemma D.4 and Equation (D.7): 

(
lLaJ) (Nl) a (1- NI) lLJ-a 1 > (p(N)a- 2ac) a! ( e-p(N) - sp(N)e-(p(N)-1)) 

> (p(N)a- 2ac) ~! ( e-p(N) - 3c) 

p(N)a > --e-p(N) - 2c- 3c- 6c2 

a! 

> p(~)a e-p(N) - 6c. 
a. 

In the last step we have assumed without loss of generality that c ::::; lJ. 

(D.l3) 

(D.l4) 

0 



Appendix E 

The complete SPD strategy 

In Table E.1, the complete strategy of selective packet dropping combined with the LQF service 
policy can be found for N = 4 and B = 3. In the table, the same state and action descriptions 
as in Section 2.5.4 are used. For more instructions on how to read this table precisely, the reader 
is referred to Section 2.5.4. In fact, Table 2.5 is au excerpt from Table E.1 below, with the only 
modification that equivalent optima! actions have been replaced by one action in Table 2.5. 

For each value of p between 0.01 and 0.99 in steps of 0.01, the optima! strategy was determined. 
For those val u es of p that are not in the table, the optima! strategy is the same as that for p- 0.01. 
In particular, the strategy is the same for 0.01 ~ p ~ 0.31, the strategy for p = 0.36 is equal to 
that for p = 0.35 etc. Note that the HOL-state description has been removed from the table in 
order to fit to the width of the page. The HOL-state eau be found by taking the lengths of the 
queue-state vectors. For example, any state of which the queue-state is equal to ((2, 1, 1), (), (), ()) 
must have a HOL-state of (3, 0, 0, 0), a state of which the queue-state is ( (3, 2), (1), (), ()) must 
have a HOL-state of (2,1,0,0), etc. In general, a state with queue-state b = (bt, ... ,bN) has 
HOL-state q = (lb1l, ... , lbNI). 

Table E.l: The SPD strategy with LQF as service discipline. 

Queue- ~'ree-

p state state #St. Optima! strategy 
0.01 () all 15 (((), (), (), ())) 

() all 30 (((0), (), (), ())) 
() all 36 (((0), (0), (), ())) 
() all 36 (((0,0), (), (), ())) 
() all 30 (((0, 0, 0), (), (), ())) 

0.32 () all 15 (((), (), (), ())) 
() all 30 (((0), (), (), ())) 

0 all 36 (((0), (0), (), ())) 
() all 36 (((0,0), (), (), ())) 

((3, 3, 3), (), (), ()) ((2)) 1 (((0, 0, 1), (), (), ()), ((0, 1, 0), (), (), ()), ((1, 0, 0), (), (), ())) 
rest all 29 (((0, 0, 0), (), (), ())) 

0.33 0 all 15 (((), (), (), ())) 
() all 30 (((0), (), (), ())) 
() all 36 (((0), (0), (), ())) 
() all 36 (((0,0), (), (), ())) 

((3, 3, 3), (), (), ()) ((1), (2)) 2 ( ( (0, 0, 1), (), (), ()), ( (0, 1, 0), (), (), ()), ( ( 1, 0, 0), (), (), ())) 
rest all 28 (((0, 0, 0), (), (), ())) 

0.34 () all 15 (((), (), (), ())) 
() all 30 (((0), (), (), ())) 
() all 36 (((0), (0), (), ())) 
() all 36 (((0,0), (), (), ())) 

((3, 3, 3), (), (), ()) all 3 (((0, 0, 1), (), (), ()), ((0, 1, 0), (), (), ()), ((1, 0, 0), (), (), ())) 
rest all 27 (((0, 0, 0), (), (), ())) 

0.35 () all 15 (((), (), (), ())) 
continued on nezt page 
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Table E.l: The complete SPD-LQF strategy (continued) 

{.lueue- J<'ree-

p state state #St. Optima! strategy 
() all 30 (((0), (), (), ())) 
() all 36 (((0), (0), (), ())) 
() all 36 (((0, 0), (), (), ())) 

((3, 3, 2), (), (), ()) ((2)) 1 (((0, 1, 0), (), (), ()), ((1, 0, 0), (), (), ())) 
((3, 3, 3), (), (), ()) all 3 (((0, 0, 1), (), (), ()), ((0, 1, 0), (), (), ()), ((1, 0, 0), (), (), ())) 

rest all 26 (((0, 0, 0), (), (), ())) 
0.37 () all 15 (((), (), (), ())) 

() all 30 (((0), (), (), ())) 
() all 36 (((0), (0), (), ())) 
() all 36 (((0,0), (), (), ())) 

((3, 3, 2), (), (), ()) ((1), (2)) 2 ( ( (0, 1, 0), (), (), ()), ( ( 1, 0, 0), (), (), ())) 
((3, 3, 3), (), (), ()) all 3 (((0, 0, 1), (), (), ()), ((0, 1, 0), (), (), ()), ((1, 0, 0), (), (), ())) 

rest all 25 (((0,0,0), (), (), ())) 
0.38 () all 15 (((), (), (), ())) 

() all 30 (((0), (), (), ())) 
() all 36 (((0), (0), (), ())) 
() all 36 (((0,0), (), (), ())) 

((3, 3, 2), (), (), ()) all 3 (((0, 1, 0), (), (), ()), ((1, 0, 0), (), (), ())) 
((3, 3, 3), (), (), ()) all 3 (((0, 0, 1), (), (), ()), ((0, 1, 0), (), (), ()), ((1, 0, 0), (), (), ())) 

rest all 24 (((0, 0, 0), (), (), ())) 
0.4 () all 15 (((), (), (), ())) 

() all 30 (((0), (), (), ())) 
() all 36 (((0), (0), (), ())) 
() all 36 (((0,0),(),(),())) 

((3, 3, 1), (), (), ()) ((2)) 1 (((0, 1, 0), (), (), ()), ((1, 0, 0), (), (), ())) 
((3, 3, 2), (), (), ()) all 3 (((0, 1, 0), (), (), ()), ((1, 0, 0), (), (), ())) 
((3, 3, 3), (), (), ()) all 3 (((0, 0, 1), (), (), ()), ((0, 1, 0), (), (), ()), ((1, 0, 0), (), (), ())) 

rest all 23 (((0, 0, 0), (), (), ())) 
0.41 () all 15 (((), (), (), ())) 

() all 30 (((0), (), (), ())) 
() all 36 (((0), (0), (), ())) 
() all 36 (((0, 0), (), (), ())) 

((3, 2, 2), (), (), ()) ((2)) 1 (((1,0,0), (), (), ())) 
((3, 3, 1), (), (), ()) ((2)) 1 ( ( (0, 1, 0), (), (), ()), ( (I, 0, 0), (), (), ())) 
((3, 3, 2), (), (), ()) all 3 ( ( (o, 1, o), (), (), ()), ( ( 1, o. o), (), (), ())) 
((3, 3, 3), (), (), ()) all 3 (((0,0, 1), (), (), ()), ((0, 1,0), (), (), ()), ((1,0,0), (), (), ())) 

rest all 22 (((0,0,0), (), (), ())) 
0.42 () all 1.5 (((), (), (), ())) 

() all 30 (((0), (), (), ())) 
() all 36 (((0), (0), (), ())) 
() all 36 (((0,0), (), (), ())) 

((3, 2, 2), (), (), ()) ((2)) 1 (((1,0,0), (), (), ())) 
((3, 3, 1), (), (), ()) ((1), (2)) 2 (((0, 1,0), (), (), ()), ((1,0,0), (), (), ())) 
((3, 3, 2), (), (), ()) all 3 (((0, 1, 0), (), (). ()), ((1, 0, 0), (), (), ())) 
((:3, :3, 3), (), (), ()) all 3 ( ( (0, 0, 1), (), (), ()), ( (0, 1, 0), (), (), ()), ( (I, 0, 0), (), (), ())) 

rest all 21 (((0, 0, 0), (), (), ())) 
0.43 () all 15 (((), (), (), ())) 

() all 30 (((0), (), (), ())) 
() all 36 (((0), (0), (), ())) 

((3, 3), (), (), ()) ((2, 2)) 1 ( ( (0, 1), (), (), ()), ( ( 1, 0), (), (), ())) 
rest all 35 (((0,0), (), (), ())) 

((3, 2, 2), (), (), ()) all 3 (((1, 0, 0), (), (), ())) 
((3, 3, 1), (), (), ()) all 3 (((0, 1, 0), (), (), ()), ((1, 0, 0), (), (), ())) 
((3, 3, 2), (), (), ()) all 3 (((0, 1, 0), (), (), ()), ((1, 0, 0), (), (), ())) 
((3, 3, 3), (), (), ()) ( (), (I)) 2 (((0, 0, 1), (), (), ()), ((0, 1, 0), (), (), ()), ((1, 0, 0), (), (), ())) 
((3, 3, 3), (), (), ()) ((2)) 1 (((0, 1, 1), (), (), ()), ((1, 0, 1), (), (), ()), ((1, 1, 0), (), (), ())) 

rest all 18 (((0, 0, 0), (), (), ())) 
0.44 () all 15 (((), (), (), ())) 

() all 30 (((0), (), (), ())) 
0 all 36 (((0), (0), (), ())) 

((3, 3), (), (), ()) ((2, 2)) 1 (((0, 1), (), (), ()), ((1, 0), (), (), ())) 
rest all 35 (((0, 0), (), (), ())) 

((3, 2, 2), (), (), ()) all 3 (((1, 0, 0), (), (), ())) 
((3, 3, 1), (), (), ()) all :3 (((0, 1, 0), (), (), ()), ((1, 0, 0), (), (), ())) 
((:3, :3, 2), (), (), ()) all 3 (((0, 1, 0), (), (), ()), ((1, 0, 0), (), (), ())) 
((3, 3, 3), (), (), ()) ( (), (1)) 2 (((0, 0, 1), (), (), ()), ((0, 1, 0), (), (), ()), ((1, 0, 0), (), (), ())) 
((3, 3, 3), (), (), ()) ((2)) 1 ( ( ( 1, 0, 1), (), 0' ()), ( ( 1, 1, 0), (), (), ())) 

rest all 18 (((0, 0, 0), (), (), ())) 
0.45 () all 15 (((), (), (), ())) 

() all 30 (((0), (), (), ())) 
() all 36 (((0), (0), (), ())) 

((3, 3), (), (), ()) ((2), (2, 1), 3 (((0, 1), (), (), ()), ((1, 0), (), (), ())) 
(2, 2)) 

rest all :33 (((0, 0), (), (), ())) 
continued on neret page 
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Table E.l: The complete SPD-LQF strategy (continued) 

1.,1ueue- ~ree-

p state state #St. Optimal strategy 
((3, 2, 2), (), (), ()) all 3 (((1, 0, 0), (), (), ())) 
((3, 3, 1), (), (), ()) all 3 ( ( (0, 1, 0), (), (), ()), ( (1, 0, 0), (), (), ())) 
((3, 3, 2), (), (), ()) all 3 (((0, 1, 0), (), (), ()), ((1, 0, 0), (), (), ())) 
((3, 3, 3), (), (), ()) ((), (1)) 2 (((0, 1, 1), (), (), ())) 
((3, 3, 3), (), (), ()) ((2)) 1 (((0, 1, 1), (), (), ()), ((1, 0, 1), (), (), ()), ((1, 1, 0), (), (), ())) 

rest all 18 (((0, 0, 0), (), (), ())) 
0.46 () all 15 (((), (), (), ())) 

() all 30 (((0), (), (), ())) 
() all 36 (((0), (0), (), ())) 

((3, 3), (), (), ()) ((2), (1, 1), 4 (((0, 1), (), (), ()), ((1, 0), (), (), ())) 
(2, 1), (2, 2)) 

rest all 32 (((0, 0), (), (), ())) 
((3, 2, 2), (), (), ()) all 3 (((1, 0, 0), (), (), ())) 
((3, 3, 1), (), (), ()) all 3 (((0, 1, 0), (), (), ()), ((L 0, 0), (), (), ())) 
((3, 3, 2), (), (), ()) all 3 (((0, 1, 0), (), (), ()), ((1, 0, 0), (), (), ())) 
((3, 3, 3), (), (), ()) (()) 1 (((0, 1, 1), (), (), ()), ((1, 0, 1), (), (), ()), ((1, 1, 0), (), (), ())) 
((3, 3, 3), (), (), ()) ((1)) 1 (((1,0, 1), (), (), ()), ((1, 1,0), (), (), ())) 
((3, 3, 3), (), (), ()) ((2)) 1 (((0, 1, 1), (), (), ())) 

rest all 18 (((0, 0, 0), (), (), ())) 
0.47 () all 15 (((), (), (), ())) 

() all 30 (((0), (), (), ())) 
() all 36 (((0), (0), (), ())) 

((3, 3), (), (), ()) ((1), (2), (1, 1), 5 (((0, 1), (), (), ()), ( (1, 0), (), (), ())) 
(2, 1), (2, 2)) 

rest all 31 (((0,0), (), (), ())) 
((3, 2, 1), (), (), ()) ((2)) 1 (((1,0,0), (), (), ())) 
((3, 2, 2), (), (), ()) all 3 (((1,0,0), (), (), ())) 
((3, 3, 1), (), (), ()) all 3 (((0, 1, 0), (), (), ()), ((1, 0, 0), (), (), ())) 
((3, 3, 2), (), (), ()) all 3 (((0, 1, 0), (), (), ()), ((1, o, 0), (), (), ())) 
((3, 3, 3), (), (), ()) all 3 (((0, 1, 1), (), (), ()), ((1, 0, 1), (), (), ()), ((1, 1, 0), (), (), ())) 

rest all 17 (((0, 0, 0), (), (), ())) 
0.49 () all Hi (((), (), (), ())) 

() all 30 (((0), (), (), ())) 
() all 36 (((0), (0), (), ())) 

((3, 3), (), (), ()) all 6 (((0, 1), (), (), ()), ((1, 0), (), (), ())) 
rest all 30 (((0, 0), (), (), ())) 

((3, 2, 1), (), (), ()) ((1), (2)) 2 ( ( ( 1, 0, 0), (), (), ())) 
((3, 2, 2), (), (), ()) all 3 (((1,0,0), (), (), ())) 
((3, 3, 1), (), (), ()) all 3 ( ( (0, 1, 0), (), (), ()), ( ( 1, 0, 0), (), (), ())) 
((3, 3, 2), (), (), ()) all 3 (((0, 1, 0), (), (), ()), ((1, 0, 0), (), (), ())) 
((3, 3, 3), (), (), ()) all 3 (((0, 1, 1), (), (), ()), ((1,0, 1), (), (), ()), ((1, 1,0), (), (), ())) 

rest all 16 (((0, 0, 0), (), (), ())) 
0.5 () all 15 (((), (), (), ())) 

() all 30 (((0), (), (), ())) 
() all 36 (((0), (0), (), ())) 

((3, 3), (), (), ()) all 6 (((0, 1). (),(), ()), ((1,0), (), (),())) 
rest all 30 ( ( (0, 0), 0, (), ())) 

((3, 2, 1), (), (), ()) all 3 (((1, 0, 0), (), (), ())) 
((3, 2, 2), (), (), ()) all 3 (((1, 0, 0), (), (), ())) 
((3, 3, 1), (), (), ()) all 3 (((0, 1, 0), (), (), ()), ((1, 0, 0), (), (), ())) 
((3, 3, 2), (), (), ()) all 3 (((0, 1, 0), (), (), ()), ((1, 0, 0), (), (), ())) 
((3, 3, 3), (), (), ()) all 3 (((0, 1, 1), (), (), ()), ((1, 0, 1), (), (), ()), ((1, 1, 0), (), (), ())) 

rest all 15 (((0, 0, 0), (), (), ())) 
0.51 () all 15 (((), (), (), ())) 

() all 30 (((0), (), (), ())) 
() all 36 (((0), (0), (), ())) 

((3, 2), (), (), ()) ((2, 2)) 1 (((1,0),(),(),())) 
((3, 3), (), (), ()) all 6 ( ((0, 1), (), (), ()), ((1, 0), (), (), ())) 

rest all 29 (((0,0), (), (), ())) 
((3, 2, 1), (), (), ()) all 3 (((1,0, 0), (), (), ())) 
((3, 2, 2), (), (), ()) all 3 (((1,0, 0), (), (), ())) 
((3, 3, 1), (), (), ()) all 3 (((0, 1, 0), (), (), ()), ((1, 0, 0), (), (), ())) 
((3, 3, 2), (), (), ()) ( (), ( 1)) 2 (((0, 1, 0), (), (), ()), ((1, 0, 0), (), (), ())) 
((3, 3, 2), (), (), ()) ((2)) 1 (((1, 1, 0), (), (), ())) 
((3, 3, 3), (), (), ()) all 3 (((0, 1, 1), (), (), ()), ((1, 0, 1), (), (), ()), ((1, 1, 0), (), (), ())) 

rest all 15 (((0,0,0), (), (), ())) 
0.52 () all 15 (((), (), (), ())) 

() all 30 (((0), (), (), ())) 
() all 36 (((0), (0), (), ())) 

((3, 2), (), (), ()) ((2, 1), (2, 2)) 2 (((1,0),(),(),())) 
((3, 3), (), (), ()) all 6 (((0, 1), (), (), ()), ((1, 0), (), (), ())) 

rest all 28 (((0,0), (), (), ())) 
((3, 2, 1), (), (), ()) all 3 (((1, 0, 0), (), (), ())) 
((3, 2, 2), (), (), ()) all 3 (((1, 0, 0), (), (), ())) 

continued on next page 
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Table E.l: The complete SPD-LQF strategy (continued) 

t.,zueue- .I' 'ree-

p state state #St. Optima! strategy 
((3, 3, 1), (), (), ()) all 3 (((0, 1, 0), (), (), ()), ((1, 0, 0), (), (), ())) 
((3, 3, 2), (), (), ()) (()) 1 ({(0, 1, 0), (), (), ()), ((1, 0, 0), (), (), ())) 
((3, 3, 2), (), (), ()) ((1), (2)) 2 (((1, 1,0), (), (), ())) 
((3, 3, 3), (), (), ()) all 3 ( ( (0, 1' 1)' ()' ()' ())' ( (1' 0, 1)' ()' ()' 0), ( ( 1' 1' 0)' ()' ()' ())) 

rest all 15 (((0,0,0), (), (), ())) 
0.53 () all 15 (((), (), (), ())) 

() all 30 (((0), (), o, ())) 
() all 36 (((0), (0), (), ())) 

((3, 2), (), (), ()) ((2), (2, 1), 3 (((1,0), (), (), ())) 
(2, 2)) 

((3, 3), (), (), ()) all 6 (((0, 1), (), (), ()), ((1,0), (), (), ())) 
rest all 27 (((0,0), (), (), ())) 

((3, 2, 1), (), (), ()) all 3 (((1, 0, 0), (), (), ())) 
((3, 2, 2), (), (), ()) all 3 (((1,0,0), (), o, ())) 
((3, 3, 1), (), (), ()) all 3 (((0, 1, 0), (), (), ()), ((1, 0, 0), (), (), ())) 
((3, 3, 2), (), (), ()) all 3 (((1, 1, 0), (), (), ())) 
((3, 3, 3), (), (), ()) all 3 (((0, 1, 1), (), (), ()), ((1, 0, 1), (), (), ()), ((1, 1,0), (), (), ())) 

rest all 15 (((0, 0, 0), (), (), ())) 
0.54 () all 15 (((), (), (), ())) 

0 all 30 {((0), (), (), ())) 
0 all 36 (((0), (0), (), ())) 

((3, 2), (), (), ()) ((2), (1, 1), 4 (((1,0),(),(),())) 
(2, 1), (2, 2)) 

((3, 3), (), (), ()) all 6 ( ( (0, 1), (), (), ()), ((1, 0), (), (), ())) 
rest all 26 (((0,0),(),(),())) 

((3, 1, 1), (), (), ()) ((2)) 1 ( ( ( 1, 0, 0)' (), (), ())) 
((3, 2, 1), (), (), ()) all 3 (((1,0,0), (), (), ())) 
((3, 2, 2), (), (), ()) all 3 (((1,0,0), (), (), ())) 
((3, 3, 1), (), (), ()) all 3 (((0, 1, 0), (), (), ()), ((1, 0, 0), (), (), ())) 
((3, 3, 2), (), (), ()) all 3 (((1, 1,0), (), (), ())) 
((3, 3, 3), (), (), ()) all 3 (((0, 1, 1), (), (), ()), ((1, 0, 1), (), (), ()), ((1, 1, 0), (), (), ())) 

rest all 14 (((0,0,0), (), (), ())) 
0.55 () all 15 (((), (), (), ())) 

() all 30 (((0), (), (), ())) 
0 all 36 (((0), (0), (), ())) 

((3, 2), (), (), ()) ( (1)' (2), ( 1, 1 ), 5 (((1,0), (), (), ())) 
(2, 1), (2, 2)) 

((3, 3), (), (), ()) all 6 (((0, 1), (), (), ()), ((1,0), (), (), ())) 
rest all 25 (((0,0), (), (), ())) 

((3, 1, 1), (), (), ()) ((2)) 1 (((1,0,0),(),(),())) 
((3, 2, 1), (), (), ()) all 3 (((1,0,0),(),(),())) 
((3, 2, 2), (), (), ()) all 3 ( ( (1' 0, 0), ()' ()' ())) 
((3, 3, 1), (), (), ()) all 3 ( ((0, 1, 0). (), (), () ), ( (1, 0, 0), (), (), ())) 
((3, 3, 2). (), (), ()) all 3 (((1, 1, 0), (), (), ())) 
((3, 3, 3), (), (), ()) all 3 (((0, 1, 1), (), (), ()), ((1,0, 1), (), o, 0), ((1, 1,0), (), (), ())) 

rest all 14 (((0, 0, 0), (), (), ())) 
0.56 () all 15 (((), (), (), ())) 

() all 30 (((0), (), (), ())) 
() all 36 (((0), (0), (), ())) 

((3, 2), (), (), ()) all 6 (((1,0), (),(), ())) 
((3, 3), (), (), ()) all 6 ( ((0, 1), (), (), ()), ((1, 0), (), (), ())) 

rest all 24 (((0, 0), (), (), ())) 
((3, 1, 1), (), (), ()) ((1), (2)) 2 ( ((1, 0, 0), (), (), ())) 
((3, 2, 1), (), (), ()) all 3 (((1,0,0), (), (), ())) 
((3, 2, 2), (), (), ()) all 3 (((1, 0, 0), (), (), ())) 
((3, 3, 1), (), (), ()) all 3 ( ( (0, 1' 0)' ()' ()' ()), ( ( 1' 0, 0)' ()' ()' ())) 
((3, 3, 2), (), (), ()) all 3 (((1, 1,0), (), (), ())) 
((3, 3, 3), (), (), ()) all 3 (((0, 1, 1), (), (), ()), ((1, 0, 1), (), (), ()), ((1, 1, 0), (), (), ())) 

rest all 13 (((0,0,0), (), (), ())) 
0.57 () all 15 (((), (), (), ())) 

() all 30 (((0), (), (), ())) 
() all 36 (((0), (0), (), ())) 

((3, 2), (), (), ()) all 6 (((1,0), (), (), ())) 
((3, 3), (), (), ()) all 6 (((0, 1), (), (), ()), ((1, 0), (), (), ())) 

rest all 24 (((0,0), (), (), ())) 
((3, 1, 1), (), (), ()) all 3 (((1, 0, 0), (), (), ())) 
((3, 2, 1), (), (), ()) all 3 (((1,0,0), (), (), ())) 
((3, 2, 2), (), (), ()) all 3 (((1, 0, 0), (), (), ())) 
((3, 3, 1), (), (), ()) all 3 ( ( (0, 1' 0)' ()' ()' ())' (( 1' 0, 0)' ()' ()' ())) 
((3, 3, 2), (), (), ()) all 3 (((1, 1,0), (), (), ())) 
((3, 3, 3), (), (), ()) (()) 1 ( ( ( 1, 0, 1)' 0' (), ()), ( ( 1, 1' 0)' ()' ()' ())) 
((3, 3, 3), (), (), ()) ((1), (2)) 2 (((0, 1, 1), (), (), ()), ((1,0, 1), (), (), ()), ((1, 1,0), (), (), ())) 

rest all 12 (((0,0,0), (), (), ())) 
0.58 () all 15 (((), (), (), ())) 

continued on next page 
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Table E.l: The complete SPD-LQF strategy (continued) 

Queue- I' ree-

p state state #St. Optima! strategy 
() all 30 (((0), (), (), ())) 
() all 36 (((0), {0), (), ())) 

((3, 2), (), (), ()) all 6 (((1,0),(),(),())) 
((3, 3), (), (), ()) all 6 ( ( (0, 1), (), 0, ()), ( ( 1, 0), (), (), ())) 

rest all 24 (((0,0), (), (), ())) 
((2, 2, 2), (), (), ()) ((2)) 1 (((0, 0, 1), (), (), ()), ((0, 1, 0), (), (), ()), ((1, 0, 0), (), (), ())) 
((3, 1, 1), (), (), ()) all 3 (((1, 0, 0), (), (), ())) 
((3, 2, 1), (), (), ()) all 3 (((1,0,0), (), (), ())) 
((3, 2, 2), (), (), ()) all 3 (((1,0,0), (), (), ())) 
((3, 3, 1), (), (), ()) all 3 (((0, 1, 0), (), (), ()), ((1, o, 0), (), (), ())) 
((3, 3, 2), (), (), ()) all 3 (((1, 1,0), (), (), ())) 
((3, 3, 3), (), (), ()) ((), (2)) 2 (((0, 1, 1), (), (), ()), ((1, 0, 1), (), (), ()), ((1, 1, 0), (), (), ())) 
((3, 3, 3), (), (), ()) ((1)) 1 (((1, 0, 1), (), (), ()), ((1, 1, 0), (), (), ())) 

rest all 11 (((0,0,0), (), (), ())) 
0.59 () all 15 (((), (), (), ())) 

() all 30 (((0), (), (), ())) 
() all 36 (((0), (0), (), ())) 

((3, 1), (), (), ()) ((2, 2)) 1 (((1, 0), (), (), ())) 
((3, 2), (), (), ()) all 6 (((1,0),(),(),())) 
((3, 3), (), (), ()) all 6 ( ( (0, 1), (), (), ())' ( (1, 0)' ()' ()' ())) 

rest all 23 (((0,0), (), (), ())) 
((2, 2, 2), (), (), ()) ((1), (2)) 2 ( ( (0, 0, 1), ()' (), ())' ( (0, 1, 0), (), (), ()), ( ( 1' 0, 0), (), (), ())) 
((3, 1, 1), (), (), ()) all 3 (((1,0,0),(),(),())) 
((3, 2, 1), (), (), ()) all 3 (((1,0,0),(),(),())) 
((3, 2, 2), (), (), ()) all 3 ( ( (1, 0, 0), (), (), ())) 
((3, 3, 1), (), (), ()) ((), (1)) 2 (((0, 1, 0), (), (), ()), ((1, 0, 0), (), (), ())) 
((3, 3, 1), (), (), ()) ((2)) 1 (((1, 1, 0), (), (), ())) 
((3, 3, 2), (), (), ()) all 3 (((1, 1, 0), (), (), ())) 
((3, 3, 3), (), (), ()) all 3 (((0, 1, 1), (), (), ()), ((1, o, 1), (), (), ()), ((1, 1, 0), (), (), ())) 

rest all 10 (((0,0,0), (), (), ())) 
0.6 () all 1FJ (((), (), (), ())) 

() all 30 (((0), (), (), ())) 
() all 36 (((0), (0), (), ())) 

((3, 1), (), (), ()) ((2, 2)) 1 (((1,0), (), (), ())) 
((3, 2), (), (), ()) all 6 (((1,0),(),(),())) 
((3, 3), (), (), ()) all 6 ( ( (0, 1), (), (), ()), ( ( 1, 0), (), (), ())) 

rest all 23 (((0, 0), (), (), ())) 
((1, 1, 1), (), (), ()) all 3 (((0,0,0), (), (), ())) 
((2, 1, 1), (), (), ()) all 3 ( ((0, 0, 0), (), (), ())) 
((2. 2, 1), (), (), ()) ((), (1)) 2 ( ((0, 0, 0), (), (), ())) 
((2, 2, 1), (), (), ()) ((2)) 1 ( ( ( 0, 1, 0), (), (), {)), ( ( 1, 0, 0)' ()' ()' ())) 
((2, 2, 2), (), (), ()) all 3 ( ( (0, 0, 1)' (), ()' ()), ( (0, 1, 0), (), (), ()), ( ( 1' 0, 0)' (), (), ())) 
((3, 3, 1), (), (), ()) ( (), (1)) 2 (((0, 1, 0), (), (), ()), ((1, 0, 0), (), (), ())) 
((3, 3, 1), (), (), ()) ((2)) 1 (((1, 1, 0), (), (), ())) 
((3, 3, 2), (), (), ()) all 3 (((1, 1, 0), (), (), ())) 
((3, 3, 3), (), (), ()) (()) 1 (((1,0, 1), (), (), ()), ((1, 1,0), (), (), ())) 
((3, 3, 3), (), (), ()) ((1), (2)) 2 ( ( (0, 1, 1), (), (), ()), (( 1, 0, 1), (), (), ()), ( (I, 1, 0), (), (), ())) 

rest all 9 ( ((1, 0, 0), (), (), ())) 
0.61 () all 15 (((), (), (), ())) 

() all 30 (((0), (), (), ())) 
() all 36 (((0), (0), (), ())) 

((3, 1), (), (), ()) ((2, 1), (2, 2)) 2 (((1, 0), (), (), ())) 
((3, 2), (), (), ()) all 6 (((1, 0), (), (), ())) 
((3, 3), (), (), ()) all 6 (((0, 1), (), (), ()), ((1, 0), (), (), ())) 

rest all 22 (((0, 0), (), (), ())) 
((1, 1, 1), (), (), ()) all 3 (((0,0,0), (), (), ())) 
((2, 1, 1), (), (), ()) all 3 (((0, 0, 0), (), (), ())) 
((2, 2, 1), (), (), ()) ( (), (1)) 2 (((0, 0, 0), (), (), ())) 
((2, 2, 1), (), (), ()) ((2)) 1 (((0, 1, 0), (), (), ()), ((1, o, 0), (), (), ())) 
((2, 2, 2), (), (), ()) all 3 ( ((0, 0, 1), (), (), ()), ((0, 1, 0), (), (), ()), ((1, 0, 0), (), (), ())) 
((3, 3, 1), (), (), ()) (()) 1 ( ( (0, 1, 0)' (), (), ()), ( ( 1, 0, 0)' ()' ()' ())) 
((3, 3, 1), (), (), ()) ((1), (2)) 2 (((1, 1, 0), (), (), ())) 
((3, 3, 2), (), (), ()) all 3 (((1, 1, 0), (), (), ())) 
((3, 3, 3), (), (), ()) ((), (2)) 2 (((0, 1, 1), (), (), ()), ((1, 0, 1), (), (), ()), ((1, 1, 0), (), (), ())) 
((3, 3, 3), (), (), ()) ((1)) 1 (((0, 1, 1), (), (), ())) 

rest all 9 (((1,0,0),(),(),())) 
0.62 () all 15 (((), (), (), ())) 

() all 30 (((0), (), (), ())) 
() all 36 (((0), (0), (), ())) 

((3, 1), (), (), ()) ((2), (1, 1), 4 (((1, 0), (), (), ())) 
(2, 1), (2, 2)) 

((3, 2), (), (), ()) all 6 (((1, 0), (), (), ())) 
((3, 3), (), (), ()) all 6 (((0, 1), (), (), ()), ((1, 0), (), (), ())) 

rest all 20 (((0,0), (), (), ())) 
continued on nemt page 
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Table E.l: The complete SPD-LQF strategy (continued) 

(.!ueue- i' 'ree-

p state state #St. Optima! strategy 
((1, 1, 1), (), (), ()) all 3 (((0, 0, 0), (), (), ())) 
((2, 1, 1), (), (), ()) all 3 (((0, 0, 0), (), (), ())) 
((2, 2, 1), (), (), ()) (()) 1 (((0, 0, 0), (), (), ())) 
((2, 2, 1), (), (), ()) ((1), (2)) 2 (( (0, 1, 0), (), (), ()), ((1, 0. 0), (), (), ())) 
((2, 2, 2), (), (), ()) all 3 (((0, 0, 1), (), (), ()), ((0, 1, 0), (), (), ()), ((1, 0, 0), (), (), ())) 
((3, 3, 1), (), (), ()) all 3 (((1, 1, 0), (), (), ())) 
((3, 3, 2), (), (), ()) all 3 (((1, 1, 0), (), (), ())) 
((3, 3, 3), (), (), ()) all 3 (((0, 1, 1), (), (), ()), ((1, 0, 1), (), (), ()), ((1, 1, 0), (), (), ())) 

rest all 9 (((1, 0, 0), (), (), ())) 
0.63 () all 15 (((), (), (), ())) 

() all 30 (((0), (), (), ())) 
() all 36 (((0), (0), (), ())) 

((3, 1), (), (), ()) ( (1 ), (2), (1, 1), 5 (((1, 0), (), (), ())) 
(2, 1), (2, 2)) 

((3, 2), (), (), ()) all 6 (((1,0), (),(), ())) 
( (3, 3), (), (), ()) all 6 (((0, 1), (),(), ()), ((1,0), (), (), ())) 

rest all 19 (((0,0), (), (), ())) 
((1, 1, 1), (), (), ()) all 3 ( ( (0, 0, 0), (), (), ())) 
((2, 1, 1), (), (), ()) all 3 ( ( (0, 0, 0), (), (), ())) 
((2, 2, 1), (), (), ()) all 3 ( ( (0, 1, 0), (), (), ()), ( ( 1, 0, 0), (), (), ())) 
((2, 2, 2), (), (), ()) all 3 ({(0,0, 1), (), (), ()), ((0, 1,0), (), (), ()), ((1,0,0), (), (), ())) 
((3, 3, 1), (), (), ()) all 3 (((1, 1, 0), (), (), ())) 
((3, 3, 2), (), (), ()) all 3 (((1, 1,0), (), (), ())) 
((3, 3, 3), (), (), ()) all 3 ({(0, 1, 1), (), (), ()), ((1,0, 1), (), (), ()), ((1, 1,0), (), (), ())) 

rest all 9 (((1,0,0),(),(),())) 
0.64 () all 1.5 (((), (), (), ())) 

() all 30 (((0), (), (), ())) 
() all 36 (((0), (0), (), ())) 

((3, 1), (), (), ()) ( (1), (2), ( 1, 1 ), .) (((1,0), (),(), ())) 
(2, 1), (2, 2)) 

((3, 2), (), (), ()) all 6 (((1,0),(),(),())) 
((3, 3), (), (), ()) all 6 (((0, 1), (), (), ()), ((1,0), (), (), ())) 

rest all 19 (((0,0), (), (), ())) 
((1, 1, 1), (), (), ()) all 3 ( ( (0. 0, 0)' (), (), ())) 
((2, 1, 1), (), (), ()) ((), ( l)) 2 (((0,0,0), (), (), ())) 
({2, 2, 1), (), (), ()) all 3 ( ( (0, 1, 0), (), (), ()), ( ( 1, 0, 0), (), (), ())) 
((2, 2, 2), (), (), ()) all 3 (((0,0, 1), (), (), ()), ((0, 1,0), (), (), ()), ((1,0,0), (), (), ())) 
((3, 3, 1), (), (), ()) all 3 (((1, 1,0), (), (), ())) 
((3, 3, 2), (), (), ()) all 3 (((1, 1,0), (), (). ())) 
((3, 3, 3), (), (), ()) ((), (2)) 2 (((0, 1, 1), (), (), ()), ((1,0, 1), (), (), ()), ((1, 1,0), (), (), ())) 
({3, 3, 3), (), (), ()) ( (1)) 1 (((1, 0, 1), (), (), ()), ((1, 1, 0), (), (), ())) 

rest all 10 (((1,0,0), (), (), ())) 
0.65 () all 15 (((), (), (), ())) 

() all 30 (((0), (), (), ())) 
() all 36 (((0), (0), (), ())) 

((3, 1), (), (), ()) all 6 (((1,0), (), (), ())) 
((3, 2), (), (), ()) all 6 (((1,0), (), (), ())) 
((3, 3), (), (), ()) all 6 (((0, 1), (), (), ()), ((1,0), (), (), ())) 

rest all 18 (((0,0), (), (), ())) 
((1, 1, 1), (), (), {)) all 3 (((0, 0, 0), (), (), ())) 
((2, 1, 1), (), (), ()) ( (), (1)) 2 ({(0, 0, 0), (), (), ())) 
((2, 2, 1), (), (), ()) all 3 ( ( (0, 1' 0), (), ()' ()), ( ( 1, 0, 0), (), (), ())) 
((2, 2, 2), (), (), ()) all 3 (((0, 0, 1), (), (), ()), ((0, 1, 0), (), (), ()), ((1, 0, 0), (), (), ())) 
((3, 3, 1), (), (), ()) all :3 (({1, 1,0), (), (), ())) 
((3, 3, 2), (), (), ()) all 3 (((1, 1,0), (), (), ())) 
((3, 3, 3), (), (), ()) ((), (2)) 2 ( ( (0, 1, 1), (), (), ())' ( (1, 0, 1), (), ()' ()), ( ( 1, 1, 0), ()' ()' ())) 
((3, 3, 3), (), (), ()) ( ( 1)) 1 (({0, 1, 1), (), (), ())) 

rest all 10 (({1, 0, 0), (), (), ())) 
0.66 () all 15 (((), (), (), ())) 

() all 30 (((0), (), (), ())) 
() all 36 (((0), (0), (), ())) 

((2, 2), (), (), ()) ((2, 2)) 1 (((0, 1), (), (), ()), ((1, 0), (), (), ())) 
((3, 1), (), (), ()) all 6 (((1, 0), (), (), ())) 
((3, 2), (), (), ()) all 6 ({(1, 0), (), (), ())) 
((3, 3), (), (), ()) all 6 (((0, 1), (), (), ()), ((1, 0), (), (), ())) 

rest all 17 (((0, 0), (), (), ())) 
((1, 1, 1), (), (), ()) all 3 (((0, 0, 0), (), (), ())) 
((2, 2, 1), (), (), ()) all 3 (((0, 1, 0), (), (), ()), ((1, 0, 0), (), (), ())) 
((2, 2, 2), (), (), ()) all 3 (((0, 0, 1), (), (), ()), ((0, 1, 0), (), (), ()), ((1, 0, 0), (), (), ())) 
((3, 2, 2), (), (), ()) ((2)) 1 (((1,0, 1), (), (), ()), ((1, 1,0), (), (), ())) 
((3, 3, 1), (), (), ()) all 3 (((1, 1, 0), (), (), ())) 
((3, 3, 2), (), (), ()) all 3 (((1, 1, 0), (), (), ())) 
((3, 3, 3), (), (), ()) all 3 (((0, 1, 1), (), (), ()), ((1, 0, 1), (), (), ()), ((1, 1, 0), (), (), ())) 

rest all 11 (((1, 0, 0), (), (), ())) 
continued on neoot page 
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Table E.l: The complete SPD-LQF strategy (continued) 

(.!ueue- i' 'ree-

p state state #St. Optima) strategy 
0.67 () all 15 (((), (), (), ())) 

() all 30 (((0), (), (), ())) 
() all 36 (((0), (0), (), ())) 

((2, 2), (), (), ()) ((2, 1), (2, 2)) 2 ( ( ( 0, 1), (), (), ()), ( ( 1, 0), (), (), ())) 
((3, 1), (), (), ()) all 6 (((1, 0), (), (), ())) 
((3, 2), (), (), ()) all 6 (((1, 0), (), (), ())) 
((3, 3), (), (), ()) all 6 (((0, 1), (), (), ()), ((1, 0), (), (), ())) 

rest all 16 (((0, 0), (), (), ())) 
((1, 1, 1), (), (), ()) all 3 (((0, 0, 0), (), (), ())) 
((2, 2, 1), (), (), ()) all 3 (((0, 1, 0), (), (), ()), ((1, 0, 0), (), (), ())) 
((2, 2, 2), (), (), ()) ((), (1)) 2 (((0, 0, 1), (), (), ()), ((0, 1, 0), (), (), ()), ((1, 0, 0), (), (), ())) 
((2, 2, 2), (), (), ()) ((2)) 1 (((0, 1, 1), (), (), ()), ((1, 0, 1), (), (), ()), ((1, 1, 0), (), (), ())) 
((3. 2, 2), (), (), ()) ((1), (2)) 2 (((1,0, 1), (), (), ()), ((1, 1,0), (), (), ())) 
((3, 3, 1), (), (), ()) all 3 (((1, 1, 0), (), (), ())) 
((3, 3, 2), (), (), ()) all 3 (((1, 1, 0), (), (), ())) 
((3, 3, 3), (), (), ()) all 3 (((0, 1, 1), (), (), ()), ((1, 0, 1), (), (), ()), ((1, 1, 0), (), (), ())) 

rest all 10 (((1, 0, 0), (), (), ())) 
0.68 () all 15 (((), (). (), ())) 

() all 30 (((0), (), (), ())) 

0 all 36 (((0), (0), (), ())) 
((2, 2), (), (), ()) ((2), (2, 1), 3 (((0, 1), (), (), ()), ((1, 0), (), (), ())) 

(2, 2)) 
((3, 1), (), (), ()) all 6 (((1, 0), (), (), ())) 
((3, 2), (), (), ()) all 6 (((1,0), (), (), ())) 
((3, 3), (), (), ()) all 6 (((0, 1), (), (), ()), ((1, 0), (), (), ())) 

rest all 15 (((0,0), (), (), ())) 
((1, 1, 1), (), (), ()) all 3 (((0, 0, 0), (), (), ())) 
((2, 2, 1), (), (), ()) all 3 ( ((0, 1, 0), (), (), ()), ((1, 0, 0), (), (), ())) 
((2, 2, 2), (), (), ()) ((), (1)) 2 (((0, 0, 1). (), (), ()), ((0, 1, 0), (), (), ()), ((1, 0, 0), (), (), ())) 
((2, 2, 2), (), (), ()) ((2)) 1 (((0, 1, 1), (), (), ()), ((1,0, 1), (), (), ()), ((1, 1,0), (), (), ())) 
((3, 2, 2), (), (), ()) all 3 (((1,0, 1), (), (), ()), ((1, 1,0), (), (), ())) 
((3, 3, 1), (), (), ()) all 3 (((1, 1, 0), (), (), ())) 
((3, 3, 2), (), (), ()) all 3 (((1, 1, 0), (), (), ())) 
((3, 3, 3), (), (), ()) all 3 (((0, 1, 1), (), (), ()), ((1, 0, 1), (), (), ()), ((1, 1, 0), (), (), ())) 

rest all 9 (((1, 0, 0), (), (J, ())) 
0.69 () all 15 (((), (), (), ())) 

() all 30 (((0), (), (), ())) 
() all 36 (((0), (0), (), ())) 

((2, 2), (), (), ()) ((1), (2), (1, 1), 5 (((0, 1), (), (), ()), ((1,0), (), (), ())) 
(2, 1), (2, 2)) 

((3, 1), (), (), ()) all 6 (((1,0), (), (), ())) 
((3, 2), (), (), ()) all 6 (((1,0), (), (), ())) 
((3, 3), (), (), ()) all 6 (((0, 1), (), (), ()), ((1, 0), (), (), ())) 

rest all 13 (((0,0), (), (), ())) 
((1, 1, 1), (), (), ()) ((), (1)) 2 (((0,0,0), (), (), ())) 
((1, 1, 1), (), (), ()) ((2)) 1 (((0, 0, 1), (), (), ()), ((0, 1, 0), (), (), ()), ((1, 0, 0), (), (), ())) 
((2, 2, 1), (), (), ()) all 3 ( ( (0, 1, 0), (), 0, ()), (( 1' 0, 0), ()' (), ())) 
((2, 2, 2), (), (), ()) all 3 (((0, 1, 1), (), (), ()), ((1, 0, 1), (), (), ()), ((1, 1, 0), (), (), ())) 
((3, 2, 2), (), (), ()) all 3 (((1, 0, 1), (). (), ()), ((1, 1, 0), (), (), ())) 
((3, 3, 1), (), (), ()) all 3 (((1, 1, 0), (), (), ())) 
((3, 3, 2), (), (), ()) all 3 (((1, 1,0), (), (), ())) 
((3, 3, 3), (), (), ()) ((), (2)) 2 (((0, 1, 1), (), (), ()), ((1, 0, 1), (), (), ()), ((1, 1, 0), (), (), ())) 
((3, 3, 3), (), (), ()) ( ( 1)) 1 (((0, 1, 1), (), (), ())) 

rest all 9 (((1,0,0), (), (), ())) 
0.7 () all 15 (((), (), (), ())) 

0 all 30 (((0), (), (), ())) 
() all 36 (((0), (0), (), ())) 

((1, 1), (), (), ()) all 6 (((0,0), (), (), ())) 
((2, 1), (), (), ()) ((), (1), (2), 5 (((0,0), (), (), ())) 

(1, 1), (2, 1)) 
((2, 2), (), (), ()) all 6 (((0, 1), (), (), ()), ((1,0), (), (), ())) 
((3, 3), (), (), ()) all 6 (((0, 1), (), (), ()), ((1, 0), (), (), ())) 

rest all 13 (((1, 0), (), (), ())) 
((1, 1, 1), (), (), ()) (()) 1 (((0, 0, 0), (), (), ())) 
((1, 1, 1), (), (), ()) ((1), (2)) 2 (((0, 0, 1), (), (), ()), ((0, 1, 0), (), (), ()), ((1, 0, 0), (), (), ())) 
((2, 2, 1), (), (), ()) all 3 (((0, 1, 0), (), (), ()), ((1, 0, 0), (), (), ())) 
((2, 2, 2), (), (), ()) all 3 (((0, 1, 1), (), (), ()), ((1, 0, 1), (), (), ()), ((1, 1, 0), (), (), ())) 
((3, 2, 1), (), (), ()) ((2)) 1 (((1, 1, 0), (), (), ())) 
((3, 2, 2), (), (), ()) all 3 (((1, 0, 1), (), (), ()), ((1, 1, 0), (), (), ())) 
((3, 3, 1), (), (), ()) all 3 (((1, 1,0), (), (), ())) 
((3, 3, 2), (), (), ()) all 3 (((1, 1,0), (), (), ())) 
((3, 3, 3), (), (), ()) all 3 (((0, 1, 1), (), (), ()), ((1, 0, 1), (), (), ()), ((1, 1, 0), (), (), ())) 

rest all 8 (((1, 0, 0), (), (), ())) 
0.71 () all 15 (((), (), (), ())) 

continued on nezt page 
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Table E.l: The complete SPD-LQF strategy (continued) 

(.Jueue- Jo 'ree-

p state state #St. Optima! strategy 
() all 30 (((0), (), (), ())) 
() all 36 (((0), (0), (), ())) 

((1, 1), (), (), ()) all 6 (((0,0), (), (), ())) 
((2, 1), (), (), ()) ( (), (1 ), (2), .5 (((0,0), (), (), ())) 

(1, 1), (2, 1)) 
((2, 2), (), (), ()) all 6 (((0, 1), (), (), ()), ((1, 0), (), (), ())) 
((3, 3), (), (), ()) all 6 (((0, 1), (), (), ()), ((1, 0), (), (), ())) 

rest all 13 (((1,0),(),(),())) 
((1, 1, 1), (), (), ()) all 3 (((0,0, 1), (), (), ()), ((0, 1,0), (), (), ()), ((1,0,0), (), (), ())) 
((2, 2, 1), (), (), ()) all 3 (((0, 1, 0), (), (), ()), ((1, 0, 0), (), (), ())) 
((2, 2, 2), (), (), ()) all 3 ( ( (0, 1, 1), 0, (), ()), ( ( 1, 0, 1), (), (), ()), ( ( 1, 1, 0), (), (), ())) 
((3, 2, 1), (), (), ()) ((2)) 1 (((1, 1, 0), (), (), ())) 
((3, 2, 2), (), (), ()) all 3 (((1, 0, 1), (), (), ()), ((1, 1, 0), (), (), ())) 
((3, 3, 1), (), (), ()) all 3 (((1, 1, 0), (), (), ())) 
((3, 3, 2), (). (), ()) all 3 (((1, 1, 0), (), (), ())) 
((3, 3, 3), (), (), ()) all 3 (((0, 1, 1), (), (), ()), ((1, 0, 1), (), (), ()), ((1, 1, 0), (), (), ())) 

rest all 8 (((1,0,0), (), (), ())) 
0.72 () all 1.5 (((), (), (), ())) 

() all 30 (((0), (), (), ())) 
() all 36 (((0), (0), (), ())) 

((1, 1), (), (), ()) all 6 (((0,0), (), (), ())) 
((2, 1), (), (), ()) ( (), (1 ), (2), 4 (((0,0), (), (), ())) 

( 1, 1)) 
((2, 2), (), (), ()) all 6 (((0, 1), (),(), ()), ((1,0), (), (), ())) 
((3, 3), (), (), ()) all 6 ( ( (0, 1), (), (), ()), ( ( 1, 0), (), (), ())) 

rest all 14 (((1,0),(),(),())) 
((1, 1, 1), (), (), ()) all 3 (((0,0, 1), (), (), ()), ((0, 1,0), (), (), ()), ((1,0,0), (), (), ())) 
((2, 1, 1), (), (), ()) all 3 (((1,0,0), (), (), ())) 
((2, 2, 1), (), (), ()) ( (), ( 1)) 2 (((0, 1, 0), (), (), ()), ((1, 0, 0), (), (), ())) 
((2, 2, 2), (), (), ()) all 3 ( ( (0, 1, 1), (), 0, ()), ( (1, 0, 1), (), (), ()), ( ( 1, 1, 0), (), (), ())) 
((3, 1, 1), (), (), ()) all 3 (((1,0,0),(),(),())) 
((3, 2, 1), (), (), ()) ( ()) 1 ( ((1, 0, 0), (), (), ())) 
((3, 2, 2), (), (), ()) all 3 (((1,0, 1), (), (), ()), ((1, 1,0), (), (), ())) 
((3, 3, 3), (), (), ()) ( (), ( 1)) 2 ( ( ( 0, 1, 1), (), (), ()), ( ( 1, 0, 1), (), (), ()), ( ( 1, 1, 0), (), (), 0)) 
((3, 3, 3), (), (), ()) ((2)) l (((0, 1, 1), (), (), ())) 

rest all 9 (((1, 1,0), (), (), ())) 
0.73 () all 15 (((), (), (), ())) 

() all 30 (((0), (), (). ())) 
() all 36 (((0), (0), (), ())) 

((1, 1), (), (), ()) all 6 (((0,0), (), (), ())) 
((2, 1), (), (), ()) ((), (1), (1, 1)) 3 (((0,0), (), (), ())) 
((2, 2), (), (), ()) all 6 (((0, 1), (), (). ()), ((1, 0), (), (), ())) 
((3, 3), (), (), ()) all 6 (((0, 1), (), (), ()), ((1,0), (), (), ())) 

rest all 1.5 (((1,0),(),(),())) 
((1, 1, 1), (), (), ()) all 3 (((0,0, 1), (), (), ()), ((0, 1,0), (), (), ()). ((1,0,0), (), (), ())) 
((2, 1, 1), (), (), ()) all 3 (((1,0,0), (), (), ())) 
((2, 2, 1), (), (), ()) ( (), (1 )) 2 ( ( (0, 1, 0), (), (), ()), ( ( 1, 0, 0), (), ()' ())) 
((2, 2, 2), (), (), ()) ( (), (1)) 2 (((0, l, 1), (), (), ()), ((1, 0, 1), (), (), ()), ((1, 1, 0), (), (), ())) 
((2, 2, 2), (), (), ()) ((2)) 1 (((0, 1, 1), (), (), ())) 
((3, 1, 1), (), (), ()) all 3 ( ((1, 0, 0), (), (), ())) 
((3, 2, 2), (), (), ()) all 3 ( ( ( 1, 0, 1), (), (), ()), ( ( 1, 1, 0), (), (), ())) 
((3, 3, 3), (), (), ()) all 3 (((0, 1, 1), (), (), ()), ((1,0, 1), (), (), ()), ((1, 1,0), (), (), ())) 

rest all 10 (((1, 1, 0), (), (), ())) 
0.74 () all 15 (((), (), (), ())) 

() all 30 (((0), (), (), ())) 
() all 36 (((0), (0), (), ())) 

((1, 1), (), (), ()) all 6 (((0, 0), (), (), ())) 
((2, 1), (), (), ()) ( (), ( 1)) 2 (((0, 0), (), (), ())) 
((2, 2), (), (), ()) all 6 ( ((0, 1), (), (), ()), ((1, 0), (), (), ())) 
((3, 3), (), (), ()) all 6 (((0, 1), (), (), ()), ((1, 0), (), (), ())) 

rest all 16 (((1,0), (), (), ())) 
((1, 1, 1), (), (), ()) all :3 (((0, 0, 1), (), (), ()), ((0, 1, 0), (), (), ()), ((1, 0, 0), (), (), ())) 
((2, 1, 1), (), (), ()) all 3 (((1,0,0),(),(),())) 
((2, 2, 1), (), (), ()) (()) 1 (((0, 1, 0), (), (), ()), ((1, 0, 0), (), (), ())) 
((2, 2, 2), (), (), ()) all 3 (((0, 1, 1), (), (), ()), ((1, 0, 1), (), (), ()), ((1, 1, 0), (), (), ())) 
((3, 1, 1), (), (), ()) all 3 (((1, 0, 0), (), (), ())) 
((3, 2, 2), (), (), ()) all 3 (((1, 0, 1), (), (), ()), ((1, 1, 0), (), (), ())) 
((3, 3, 3), (), (), ()) ((), (2)) 2 (((0, 1, 1), (), (), ()), ((1, 0, 1), (), (), ()), ((1, 1, 0), (), (), ())) 
((3, 3. 3), (), (), ()) ( (1)) 1 (((1, 0, 1), (), (), ()), ((1, 1, 0), (), (), ())) 

rest all 11 (((1, 1,0), (), (), ())) 
0.75 () all 15 (((), (), (), ())) 

() all 30 (((0), (), (), ())) 
() all 36 (((0), (0), (), ())) 

((1, 1), (), (), ()) all 6 ( ( (0, 0), (), (), ())) 
continued on nezt page 
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Table E.l: The complete SPD-LQF strategy (continued) 

(.!ueue- i' 'ree-

p state state #St. Optimal strategy 
((2, 1), (), (), ()) (()) 1 (((0, 0), \), (), ())) 
((2, 2), (), (), ()) all 6 (((0, 1), (), (), ()), ((1, 0), (), (), ())) 
((3, 3), (), (), ()) all 6 (((0, 1), (), (), ()), ((1,0), (), (), ())) 

rest all 17 (((1, 0), (), (), ())) 
((1, 1, 1), (), (), ()) all 3 (((0, 0, 1), (), (), ()), ((0, 1, 0), (), (), ()), ((1, 0, 0), (), (), ())) 
((2, 1, 1), (), (), ()) all 3 (((1, 0, 0), (), (), ())) 
((2, 2, 2), (), (), ()) all 3 (((0, 1, 1), (), (), ()), ((1, 0, 1), (), (), ()), ((1, 1, 0), (), (), ())) 
((3, 1, 1), (), (), ()) all 3 (((1,0,0), (), (), ())) 
((3, 2, 2), (), (), ()) all 3 (((1, 0, 1), (), (), ()), ((1, 1, 0), (), (), ())) 
((3, 3, 3), (), (), ()) all 3 (((0, 1, 1), (), (), ()), ((1, 0, 1), (), (), ()), ((1, 1, 0), (), (), ())) 

rest all 12 (((1, 1,0), (), (), ())) 
0.76 () all 15 (((), (), (), ())) 

0 all 30 (((0), (), (), ())) 
() all 36 (((0), (0), (), ())) 

((1, 1), (), (), ()) ((), (1), (2), 5 (((0, 0), (), (), ())) 
(1, 1), (2, 1)) 

((1, 1), (), (), ()) ((2, 2)) 1 (((0, 1), (), (), ()), ((1, 0), (), (), ())) 
((2, 2), (), (), ()) all 6 (((0, 1), (), (), ()), ((1, 0), (), (), ())) 
((3, 3), (), (), ()) all 6 (((0, 1), (), (), ()), ((1, 0), (), (), ())) 

rest all 18 (((1,0), (), (), ())) 
((1, 1, 1), (), (), ()) all 3 (((0, 0, 1), (), (), ()), ((0, 1, 0), (), (), ()), ((1, 0, 0), (), (), ())) 
((2, 1, 1), (), (), ()) all 3 (((1, 0, 0), (), (), ())) 
((2, 2, 2), (), (), ()) all 3 (((0, 1, 1), (), (), ()), ((1, 0, 1), (), (), ()), ((1, 1, 0), (), (), ())) 
((3, 1, 1), (), (), ()) ( ()' ( 1)) 2 (((1, 0, 0), (), (), ())) 
((3, 1, 1), (), (), ()) ((2)) 1 (((1, 0, 1), (), (), ()), ((1, 1, 0), (), (), ())) 
((3, 2, 2), (), (), ()) all 3 (((1, 0, 1), (), (), ()), ((1, 1, 0), (), (), ())) 
((3, 3, 3), (), (), ()) ( ()' ( 1)) 2 (((0, 1, 1), (), (), ())) 
((3, 3, 3), (), (), ()) ((2)) 1 (((0, 1, 1), (), (), ()), ((1, 0, 1), (), (), ()), ((1, 1, 0), (), (), ())) 

rest all 12 (((1, 1, 0), (), (), ())) 
0.77 0 all 15 (((), (), (), ())) 

() all 30 (((0), (), (), ())) 
() all 36 (((0), (0), (), ())) 

((1, 1), (), (), ()) ( (), (1 ), (2), 5 (((0,0), (), (), ())) 
(1, 1), (2, 1)) 

((1, 1), (), (), ()) ((2, 2)) 1 (((0, 1), (), (), ()), ((1, 0), (), (), ())) 
((2, 2), (), (), ()) all 6 (((0, 1), (), (), ()), ((1, 0), (), (), ())) 
((3, 3), (), (), ()) all 6 (((0, 1), (), (),()), ((1,0), (), (), ())) 

rest all 18 (((1, 0), (), (), ())) 
((1, 1, 1), (), (), ()) all 3 (((0, 0, 1), (), (), ()), ((0, 1, 0), (), (), ()), ((1, 0, 0), (), (), ())) 
((2, 1, 1), (), (), ()) all 3 (((1, 0, 0), (), (), ())) 
((2, 2, 2), (), (), ()) ((), (1)) 2 (((0, 1, 1), (), (), ()), ((1, 0, 1), (), (), ()), ((1, 1, 0), (), (), ())) 
((2, 2, 2), (), (), ()) ((2)) 1 (((0, 1, 1), (), (), ())) 
((3, 1, 1), (), (), ()) ( (), (1)) 2 (((1, 0, 0), (), (), ())) 
((3, 1, 1), (), (), ()) ((2)) 1 ( ( ( 1, 0, 1), (), (), ())' ( ( 1' 1, 0)' ()' (), ())) 
((3, 2, 2), (), (), ()) all 3 (((1, 0, 1), (), (), ()), ((1, 1, 0), (), (), ())) 
((3, 3, 3), (), (), ()) ((), (2)) 2 (((0, 1, 1), (), (), ()), ((1, 0, 1), (), (), ()), ((1, 1, 0), (), (), ())) 
((3, 3, 3), (), (), ()) ( (1)) 1 (((0, 1, 1), (), (), ())) 

rest all 12 (((1, 1,0), (), (), ())) 
0.78 () all 15 (((), (), (), ())) 

() all 30 (((0), (), (), ())) 
() all 36 (((0), (0), (), ())) 

((1, 1), (), (), ()) ( (), ( 1), (2), 4 (((0, 0), (), (), ())) 
(1, 1)) 

((1, 1), (), (), ()) ((2, 1), (2, 2)) 2 (((0, 1), (), (), ()), ((1, 0), (), (), ())) 
((2, 2), (), (), ()) all 6 (((0, 1), (), (), ()), ((1, 0), (), (), ())) 
((3, 3), (), (), ()) all 6 (((0, 1), (), (), ()), ((1, 0), (), (), ())) 

rest all 18 (((1,0), (), (), ())) 
((1, 1, 1), (), (), ()) all 3 (((0, 0, 1), (), (), ()), ((0, 1, 0), (), (), ()), ((1, 0, 0), (), (), ())) 
((2, 1, 1), (), (), ()) ( ()' ( 1)) 2 (((1, 0, 0), (), (), ())) 
((2, 1, 1), (), (), ()) ((2)) 1 (((1, 0, 1), (), (), ()), ((1, 1, 0), (), (), ())) 
((2, 2, 2), (), (), ()) all 3 (((0, 1, 1), (), (), ()), ((1, 0, 1), (), (), ()), ((1, 1, 0), (), (), ())) 
((3, 1, 1), (), (), ()) (()) 1 (((1, 0, 0), (), (), ())) 
((3, 1, 1), (), (), ()) ((1), (2)) 2 (((1, 0, 1), (), (), ()), ((1, 1, 0), (), (), ())) 
((3, 2, 2), (), (), ()) all 3 (((1, 0, 1), (), (), ()), ((1, 1, 0), (), (), ())) 
((3, 3, 3), (), (), ()) all 3 (((0, 1, 1), (), (), ()), ((1, 0, 1), (), (), ()), ((1, 1, 0), (), (), ())) 

rest all 12 (((1, 1, 0), (), (), ())) 
0.79 () all 1.5 (((), (), (), ())) 

() all 30 (((0), (), (), ())) 
() all 36 (((0), (0), (), ())) 

((1, 1), (), (), ()) ((), (1)) 2 (((0, 0), (), (), ())) 
((1, 1), (), (), ()) ((2), (1, 1), 4 (((0, 1), (), (), ()), ((1, 0), (), (), ())) 

(2, 1), (2, 2)) 
((2, 2), (), (), ()) all 6 (((0, 1), (), (), ()), ((1, 0), (), (), ())) 
((3, 3), (), (), ()) all 6 (((0, 1), (), (), ()), ((1, 0), (), (), ())) 

continued on nezt page 
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Table E.l: The complete SPD-LQF strategy (continued) 

(.Jueue- I' 'ree-

p state state #St. Optima! strategy 
rest all 18 (((1,0), (), (), ())) 

((1, 1, 1), (), (), ()) ( (), (1)) 2 ( ( (0, 0, 1), (), (), ()), ( (0, 1, 0), (), (), ()), ( ( 1, 0, 0), (), (), ())) 
((1, 1, 1), (), (), ()) ((2)) 1 (((0, 1, 1), (), (), ()), ((1, 0, 1), (), (), ()), ((1, 1, 0), (), (), ())) 
((2, 1, 1), (), (), ()) (()) 1 (((1, 0, 0), (), (), ())) 
((2, 1, 1), (), (), ()) ((1), (2)) 2 ( ( (1, 0, 1), (), (), ()), ( ( 1, 1, 0), (), (), ())) 
((2, 2, 2), (), (), ()) ((), (2)) 2 (((0, 1, 1), (), (), ()), ((1, 0, 1), (), (), ()), ((1, 1, 0), (), (), ())) 
((2, 2, 2), (), (), ()) ((1)) 1 (((0, 1, 1), (), (), ())) 
((3, 1, 1), (), (), ()) all 3 (((1,0, 1), (), (), ()), ((1, 1,0), (), (), ())) 
((3, 2, 2), (), (), ()) all 3 (((1,0, 1), (), (), ()),((1, 1,0), (), (), ())) 
((3, 3, 3), (), (), ()) all 3 (((0, 1, 1), (), (), ()), ((1, 0, 1), (), (), ()), ((1, 1, 0), (), (), ())) 

rest all 12 (((1, 1,0), (), (), ())) 
0.8 () all 15 (((), (), (), ())) 

() all 30 (((0), (), (), ())) 
() all 36 (((0), (0), (), ())) 

((1, 1), (), (), ()) (()) 1 (((0, 0), (), (), ())) 
((1, 1), (), (), ()) ( (1), (2), (1, 1), 5 (((0, 1), (), (), ()), ((1, 0), (), (), ())) 

(2, 1), (2, 2)) 
((2, 2), (), (), ()) all 6 (((0, 1), (), (), ()), ((1, 0), (), (), ())) 
((3, 3), (), (), ()) all 6 ( ( (0, 1), ()' (), ())' ( ( 1, 0), (), ()' {))) 

rest all 18 (((1,0), (), (), ())) 
((1, 1, 1), (), (), ()) (()) 1 (((0,0, 1), (), (), ()), ((0, 1,0), (), (), ()), ((1,0,0), (), (), ())) 
((1, 1, 1), (), (), ()) ((1), (2)) 2 (((0, 1, 1), (), (), ()),((1,0, 1), (), (), ()),((1, 1,0), (), (), ())) 
((2, 1, 1), (), (), ()) all 3 (((1, 0, 1), (), (), ()), ((1, 1, 0), (), (), ())) 
((2, 2, 2), (), (), ()) ((), (2)) 2 (((0, 1, 1), (), (), ()), ((1, 0, 1), (), (), ()), ((1, 1, 0), (), (), ())) 
((2, 2, 2), (), (), ()) ( (1)) 1 (((1, 0, 1), (), (), ()), ((1, 1, 0), (), (), ())) 
((3, 1, 1), (), (), ()) all 3 (((1, 0, 1), (), (), ()), ((1, 1, 0), (), (), ())) 
((3, 2, 2), (), (), ()) all :1 (((1,0, 1), (), (), ()), ((1, 1,0), (), (), ())) 
((3, 3, 3), (), (), {)) (()) 1 (((1, 0, 1), (), (), ()), ((1, 1, 0), (), (), ())) 
((3, 3, 3), (), (), ()) ( ( 1 ), (2)) 2 (((0, 1, 1),(), (), ()), ((1,0, 1), (), (), ()), ((1, 1,0), (), (), ())) 

rest all 12 (((1, 1,0), (), (), ())) 
0.81 () all 15 (((), (), (), ())) 

() all 30 (((0), (), (), ())) 
0 all 36 (((0), (0), (), ())) 

((2, 1), (), (), ()) all 6 (((1,0), (), (), ())) 
((3, 1), (), (), ()) all 6 (((1,0), (), (), ())) 
((3, 2), (), (), ()) all 6 (((1, 0), (), (), ())) 

rest all 18 (((0, 1), (), (), ()), ((1, 0), (), (), ())) 
((1, 1, 1), (), (), ()) all 3 (((0, 1, 1), (), (), ()), ((1,0, 1), (), (), ()), ((1, 1,0), (), (), ())) 
((2, 1, 1). (), (), ()) all 3 (((1,0, 1), (), (), ()), ((1, 1,0), (), (), ())) 
( (2, 2, 2), (), (), ()) ( (), (2)) 2 ( ( (0, 1, 1), (), (), ()), ( ( 1, 0, 1), (), (), ()), ( ( 1, 1, O), (), (), ())) 
((2, 2, 2), (), (), ()) ( ( 1)) 1 (((0, 1, 1), (), (), ())) 
((3, 1, 1), (), (), ()) all 3 (((1,0, 1), (), (), ()), ((1, 1,0), (), (), ())) 
((3, 2, 2), (), (), ()) all 3 (((1, 0, 1), (), (), ()), ((1, 1, 0), (), (), ())) 
((:l, 3, 3), (), (), ()) ((), (1)) 2 (((0, 1, 1), (), (), ()), ((1, 0, 1), (), (), ()), ((1, 1, 0), (), (), ())) 
((3, 3, 3), (), (), ()) ((2)) 1 (((0, 1, 1), (), (), ())) 

rest all 12 (((1, 1,0), (), (), ())) 
0.82 () all 15 (((), (), (), ())) 

() all 30 (((0), (), (), ())) 
() all 36 (((0), (0), (), ())) 

((2, 1), (), (), ()) all 6 (((1, 0), (), (), ())) 
((3, 1), (), (), ()) all 6 (((1, 0), (), (), ())) 
((3, 2), (), (), ()) all 6 (((1, o), (), (), ())) 

rest all 18 (((0, 1), (), (), ()), ((1, 0), (), (), ())) 
((1, 1, 1), (), (), ()) all 3 ( ( ( 0, 1' 1)' ()' ()' ())' ( ( 1' 0, 1), ()' ()' ()), ( ( 1' 1' 0)' ()' ()' ())) 
((2, 1, 1), (), (), ()) all 3 (((1, 0, 1), (), (), ()), ((1, 1, 0), (), (), ())) 
((2, 2, 2), (), (), ()) all 3 (((0, 1, 1), (), (), ()), ((1, 0, 1), (). (), ()), ((1, 1, 0), (), (), ())) 
((3, 1, 1), (), (), ()) all 3 (((1, 0, 1), (), (), ()), ((1, 1, 0), (), (), ())) 
((3, 2, 2), (), (), ()) all 3 (((1, 0, 1), (), (), ()), ((1, 1, 0), (), (), ())) 
((3, 3, 3), (), (), ()) all 3 (((0, 1, 1), (), (), ()), ((1, 0, 1), (), (), ()), ((1, 1, 0), (), (), ())) 

rest all 12 (((1, 1,0), (), (), ())) 
0.83 () all 15 (((), (), (), ())) 

() all 30 (((0), (), (), ())) 
() all 36 (((0), (0), (), ())) 

((2, 1), (), (), ()) all 6 (((1, 0), (), (), ())) 
((3, 1), (), (), ()) all 6 (((1, 0), (), (), ())) 
((3, 2), (), (), ()) all 6 (((1, 0), (), (), ())) 

rest all 18 (((0, 1), (), (), ()), ((1, 0), (), (), ())) 
((1, 1, 1), (), (), ()) all 3 (((0, 1, 1), (), (), ()), ((1, 0, 1), (), (), ()), ((1, 1, 0), (), (), ())) 
((2, 1, 1), (), (), ()) all 3 (((1,0, 1), (), (), ()), ((1, 1,0), (), (), ())) 
((2, 2. 2), (), (), ()) all 3 (((0, 1, 1), (), (), ()), ((1, 0, 1), (), (), ()), ((1, 1, 0), (), (), ())) 
((3, 1, 1), (), (), ()) all 3 ( ( ( 1' 0, 1), ()' ()' ()), ( ( 1' 1' 0)' (), ()' ())) 
((3, 2, 2), (), (), ()) all 3 (((1, 0, 1), (), (), ()), ((1, 1, 0), (), (), ())) 
((3, 3, 3), (), (), ()) ((), (2)) 2 (((0, 1, 1), (), (), ()), ((1, 0, 1), (), (), ()), ((1, 1, 0), (), (), ())) 
((3, 3, 3), (), (), ()) ((1)) 1 (((0, 1, 1), (), (), ())) 
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Table E.l: The complete SPD-LQF strategy (continued) 

lo,!ueue- i' 'ree-

p state state #St. Optima) strategy 
rest all 12 (((1,1,0),(),(),())) 

0.84 () all 15 (((), (), (), ())) 
() all 30 (((0), (), (), ())) 
() all 36 (((0), (0), (), ())) 

((2, 1), (), (), ()) all 6 (((1, 0), (), (), ())) 
((3, 1), (), (), ()) all 6 (((1, 0), (), (), ())) 
((3, 2), (), (), ()) all 6 (((1, 0), (), (), ())) 

rest all 18 (((0, 1), (), (), ()), ((1, 0), (), (), ())) 
({1, 1, 1), (), (), ()) all 3 (((0, 1, 1), (), (), {)), ((1, 0, 1), (), (), ()), ((1, 1, 0), (), (), ())) 
((2, 1, 1), (), (), ()) all 3 ( ( ( 1, 0, 1), (), (), ()), ( ( 1, 1, 0), (), (), ())) 
((2, 2, 2), (), (), ()) all 3 (((0, 1, 1), (), (), ()), ((1, 0, 1), (), (), ()), ((1, 1, 0), (), (), ())) 
((3, 1, 1), (), (), ()) all 3 (((1, 0, 1), (), (), ()), ((1, 1, 0), (), (), ())) 
((3, 2, 2), (), (), ()) all 3 (((1, 0, 1), (), (), ()), ((1, 1, 0), (), (), ())) 
((3, 3, 3), (), (), ()) all 3 (((0, 1, 1), (), (), ()), ((1,0, 1), (), (), ()), ((1, 1,0), (), (), ())) 

rest all 12 (((1, 1, 0), (), (), {))) 
0.86 () all 15 (((), (), (), ())) 

() all 30 (((0), (), (), ())) 
() all 36 (((0), (0), (), ())) 

{(2, 1), (), {), ()) all 6 (((1, 0), (), (), ())) 
({3, 1), (), (), ()) all 6 (((1, 0), (), (), ())) 
((3, 2), (), (), ()) all 6 (((1,0),(),(),{))) 

rest all 18 ( ( (o, 1), (), (), ()), ( ( 1, o), (), (), ())) 
((1, 1, 1), (), (), ()) all 3 ( ( ( 0, 1' 1)' ()' ()' ())' ( (1' 0, 1), (), (), ())' ( ( 1, 1' 0), (), ()' ())) 
({2, 1, 1), (), (), ()) all 3 (((1, 0, 1), (), (), ()), ((1, 1, 0), (), (), ())) 
((2, 2, 2), (), (), ()) (()) 1 ( ( (1' 0, 1), (), (), ()), ( (1, 1, 0)' 0' ()' ())) 
((2, 2, 2), (), (), ()) {(1), {2)) 2 (((0, 1, 1), (), (), ()), ((1, 0, 1), (), (), ()), ((1, 1, 0), (), (), ())) 
((3, 1, 1), (), (), ()) all 3 (((1, 0, 1), (), (), ()), ((1, 1, 0), (), (), ())) 
{(3, 2, 2), (), (), 0) all 3 (((1, 0, 1), (), (), ()), ((1, 1, 0), (), (), ())) 
((3, 3, 3), (), (), ()) all 3 (((0, 1, 1), (), (), ()), ((1, 0, 1), (), (), ()), ((1, 1, 0), (), (), ())) 

rest all 12 (((1,1,0),(),(),())) 
0.87 {) all 15 (((), (), (), ())) 

() all 30 (((0), (), (), ())) 
() all 36 (({0), (0), (), {))) 

((2, 1), (), (), ()) all 6 (((1,0),(),(),())) 
((3, 1), (), (), ()) all 6 (((1,0), (),(),())) 
((3, 2), (), (), ()) all 6 (((1,0), (), (), ())) 

rest all 18 (((0, 1), (), (), ()), ((1,0), (), (), ())) 
((1, 1, 1), (), (), ()) ((), (2)) 2 (((0, 1, 1), (), (), ()), ((1,0, 1), (), (), ()), ((1, 1,0), (), (), ())) 
((1, 1, 1), (), (), ()) ((1)) 1 (((0, 1, 1), (), (), ())) 
({2, 1, 1), (), (), ()) all 3 (((1, 0, 1), (), (), ()), ((1, 1, 0), (), (), ())) 
((2, 2, 2), (), (), ()) ((), (1)) 2 (((0, 1, 1), (), (), ()), ((1, 0, 1), (), (), ()), ((1, 1, 0), (), (), ())) 
((2, 2, 2), (), (), ()) ((2)) 1 (((1,0, 1), (), (), ()), ((1, 1,0), (), (), ())) 
((3, 1, 1), (), (), ()) all 3 (((1, 0, 1), (), (), ()), ((1, 1, 0), (), (), {))) 
((3, 2, 2), (), (), ()) all 3 (((1,0, 1), (), (), ()), ((1, 1,0), (), (), ())) 
((3, 3, 3), (), (), ()) all 3 {((0, 1, 1), (), (), ()), ((L 0, 1), (), (), ()), ((1, 1, 0), (), (), ())) 

rest all 12 (((1, 1, 0), (), (), ())) 
0.88 () all 15 (((), (), (), ())) 

() all 30 (((0), (), (), ())) 
() all 36 (((0), (0), (), ())) 

{(2, 1), (), (), ()) all 6 (((1, 0), (), (), ())) 
((3, 1), (), (), ()) all 6 (((1, 0), (), (), ())) 
((3, 2), (), (), ()) all 6 (((1,0),(),(),())) 

rest all 18 (((0, 1), (), (), ()), ((1, 0), (), (), ())) 
((1, 1, 1), (), (), ()) all 3 (((0, 1, 1), (), (), ()), ((1, 0, 1), (), (), ()), ((1, 1, 0), (), (), ())) 
((2, 1, 1), (), (), ()) all 3 (((1, 0, 1), (), (), ()), ((1, 1, 0), (), (), ())) 
((2, 2, 2), (), (), ()) all 3 (((0, 1, 1), (), (), ()), ((1, 0, 1), (), (), ()), ((1, 1, 0), (), (). ())) 
((3, 1, 1), (), (), ()) all 3 (((1, 0, 1), (), (), ()), ((1, 1, 0), (), (), ())) 
( (3, 2, 2), (), (), ()) all 3 (((1, 0, 1), (), (), ()), ((1, 1, 0), (), (), ())) 
((3, 3, 3), (), (), ()) all 3 (((0, 1, 1), (), (), ()), ((1, o, 1), (), (), ()), ((1, 1, 0), (), (), ())) 

rest all 12 (((1, 1, 0), (), (), ())) 
0.89 () all 15 (((), (), (), ())) 

() all 30 (((0), (), (), ())) 
() all 36 (((0), (0), (), ())) 

((2, 1), (), (), ()) all 6 (((1, 0), (), (), ())) 
((3, 1), (), (), ()) all 6 (((1, 0), (), (), ())) 
((3, 2), (), (), ()) all 6 (((1, 0), (), (), ())) 

rest all 18 (((0, 1), (), (), ()), ((1, 0), (), (), ())) 
((1, 1, 1), (), (), ()) ( (), (2)) 2 (((0, 1, 1), (), {), ()), ((1, 0, 1), (), (), ()), ((1, 1, 0), (), (), ())) 
((1, 1, 1), (), (), ()) ((1)) 1 (((0, 1, 1), (), (), ())) 
((2, 1, 1), (), (), ()) all 3 (((1, 0, 1), (), {), ()), ((1, 1, 0), (), (), ())) 
((2, 2, 2), (), (), ()) ((), (2)) 2 (((0, 1, 1), (), (), ())) 
((2, 2, 2), (), (), ()) ((1)) 1 (((0, 1, 1), (), (), ()), ((1, 0, 1), (), (), ()), ((1, 1, 0), (), (), ())) 
((3, 1, 1), (), (), ()) all 3 (((1, 0, 1), (), (), ()), ((1, 1, 0), (), (), ())) 
((3, 2, 2), (), (), ()) all 3 (((1,0, 1), (), (), ()),((1, 1,0), (), (), ())) 
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Table E.l: The complete SPD-LQF strategy (continued) 

l.lueue- i' 'ree-

p state state #St. Optimal strategy 
((3, 3, 3), (), (), ()) all 3 (((0, 1, 1), (), (), ()), ((1, 0, 1), (), (), ()), ((1, 1, 0), (), (), ())) 

rest all 12 (((1, 1,0), (), (), ())) 
0.9 () all 15 (((), (), (), ())) 

() all 30 (((0), (), (), ())) 
() all 36 (((0), (0), (), ())) 

((2, 1), (), (), ()) all 6 (((1, 0), (), (), ())) 
((3, 1), (), (), ()) all 6 (((1, 0), (), (), ())) 
((3, 2), (), (), ()) all 6 (((1,0),(),(),())) 

rest all 18 (((0, 1), (),(), ()), ((1,0), (), (), ())) 
((1, 1, 1), (), (), ()) (()) 1 (((0, 1, 1), (), (), ())) 
((1, 1, 1), (), (), ()) ( (1), (2)) 2 (((0, 1, 1), (), (), ()), ((1, 0, 1), (), (), ()), ((1, 1, 0), (), (), ())) 
((2, 1, 1), (), (), ()) all 3 (((1,0, 1), (), (), ()), ((1, 1,0), (), (), ())) 
((2, 2, 2), (), (), ()) all 3 (((0, 1, 1), (), (), ()), ((1, 0, 1), (), (), ()), ((1, 1, 0), (), (), ())) 
((3, 1, 1), (), (), ()) all 3 (((1,0, 1), (), (), ()), ((1, 1,0), (), (), ())) 
((3, 2, 2), (), (), ()) all 3 (((1,0, 1), (), (), ()), ((1, 1,0), (), (), ())) 
((3, 3, 3), (), (), ()) all 3 (((0, 1, 1), (), (), ()), ((1, 0, 1), (), (), ()), ((1, 1, 0), (), (), ())) 

rest all 12 (((1, 1, 0), (), (), ())) 
0.91 () all 15 (((), (), (), ())) 

() all 30 (((0), (), (), ())) 
() all 36 (((0), (0), (), ())) 

((2, 1), (), (), ()) all 6 (((1, 0), (), (), ())) 
((3, 1), (), (), ()) all 6 (((1,0), (), (), ())) 
((3, 2), (), (), ()) all 6 (((1,0), (), (), ())) 

rest all 18 (((0, 1), (), (), ()), ((1,0), (), (), ())) 
((1, 1, 1), (), (), ()) all 3 (((0, 1, 1), (), (), ()), ((1, 0, 1), (), (), ()), ((1, 1, 0), (), (), ())) 
((2, 1, 1), (), (), ()) all 3 (((1,0, 1), (), (), ()), ((1, 1,0), (), (), ())) 
((2, 2, 2), (), (), ()) all 3 ( ( (0, 1' 1)' 0' 0' ())' (( 1, 0, 1)' (), ()' ()), (( 1, 1' 0), ()' ()' ())) 
({3, 1, 1), (), (), ()) all 3 (((1, o. 1), o, (), ()), ((1, 1, 0), (), (), ())) 
((3, 2, 2), (), (), ()) all 3 (((1,0, 1), o. o, ()), ((1, 1,0), (), (), ())) 
((3, 3, 3), (), (), ()) ((), (2)) 2 ( ((0, 1, 1)' (), ()' ())' ( ( 1, 0, 1), (), (), ())' ( ( 1' 1' 0)' (), (), ())) 
((3, 3, 3), (), (), ()) ( ( 1)) 1 ({(0,1, 1), (), (), ())) 

rest all 12 (({1, 1,0), (), (), ())) 
0.92 () all 15 (((), (), (), ())) 

() all 30 (((0), (), (), ())) 
() all 36 ({(0), (0), (), ())) 

((2, 1), {), (), ()) all 6 ( ( ( 1, 0), (), (), ())) 
((3, 1), (), (), ()) all 6 (((1,0), (), (), ())) 
((3, 2), (), (), ()) all 6 (({1,0),(),(),())) 

rest all 18 ( ( (0, 1)' (), (), ())' ( ( 1. 0)' ()' (), ())) 
((1, 1, 1), (), (), ()) all 3 ( ( ( 0, 1' 1)' (), ()' ())' ( ( 1, 0, 1)' (), 0' ())' ( ( 1' 1' 0), ()' ()' ())) 
((2. 1, 1), (), (), ()) all 3 ( ( ( 1' 0, 1)' ()' (), ())' ( ( 1, 1, 0), (), (), ())) 
((2, 2, 2), (), (), ()) all 3 (((0, 1, 1), (), (), ()), ((1,0, 1), (), (), ()), ((1, 1,0), (), (), ())) 
((3, 1, 1), (), (), ()) all 3 (((1,0, 1), (), (), ()), ((1, 1,0), (), (), ())) 
{(3, 2, 2), (), (), ()) all 3 (((1,0, 1), (), (), ()), ((1, 1,0), (), (), ())) 
({3, 3, 3), (). (), ()) all 3 ( ( (0, 1, 1), ()' (), ()), ( ( 1. 0, 1), ()' ()' ()), (( 1' 1' 0)' ()' (), ())) 

rest all 12 (((1, 1, 0), (), (), ())) 
0.95 () all 15 (((), (), (), ())) 

() all 30 (((0), (), (), ())) 
() all 36 (((0), (0), (), ())) 

((2, 1), (), (), ()) all 6 (((1, 0), (), (), ())) 
((3, 1), (), (), ()) all 6 (((1, 0), (), (), ())) 
((3, 2), (), (), ()) all 6 (((1, 0), (), (), ())) 

rest all 18 ( ( (0, 1)' (), ()' ())' ( ( 1' 0)' (), (), ())) 
((1, 1, 1), (), (), ()) all 3 (((0, 1, 1), (), (), ()), ((1, 0, 1), (), (), ()), ((1, 1, 0), (), (), ())) 
((2, 1, 1), (), (), ()) all 3 (((1, 0, 1), (), (), ()), ((1, 1, 0), (), (), ())) 
((2, 2, 2), (), (), ()) (()) 1 (((1, 0, 1), (), (), ()), ((1, 1, 0), (), (), ())) 
((2, 2, 2), (), (), ()) ( (1), (2)) 2 (((0, 1, 1), (), (), ()), ((1, 0, 1), (), (), ()), ((1, 1, 0), (), (), ())) 
((3, 1, 1), (), (), ()) all 3 (((1,0, 1), (), (), ()), ((1, 1,0), (), (), ())) 
((3, 2, 2), (), (), ()) all 3 (((1,0, 1), (), (), ()), ((1, 1,0), (), (), ())) 
((3, 3, 3), (), (), ()) all 3 ( ( (0, 1, 1), ()' ()' ())' ((1' 0, 1)' ()' ()' ())' ( ( 1' 1, 0)' ()' ()' ())) 

rest all 12 (((1, 1, 0), (), (), ())) 
0.96 () all 15 (((), (), o, ())) 

() all 30 (((0), (), (), ())) 
() all 36 (((0), (0), (), ())) 

((2, 1), (), (), ()) all 6 (((1, 0), (), (), ())) 
((3, 1), (), (), ()) all 6 (((1, 0), (), (), ())) 
((3, 2), (), (), ()) all 6 (((1. 0), (), (), ())) 

rest all 18 (((0, 1), (), (), ()), ((1, 0), (), (), ())) 
((1, 1, 1), (), (), ()) all 3 (((0, 1, 1), (), (), ()), ((1, 0, 1), (), (), ()), ((1, 1, 0), (), (), ())) 
((2, 1, 1), (), (), ()) all 3 ( ( ( 1, 0, 1)' ()' ()' ())' ( ( 1, 1, 0)' ()' ()' ())) 
({2, 2, 2), (), (), ()) all 3 (((0, 1, 1), (), (), ()), ((1, 0, 1), (), (), ()), ((1, 1, 0), (), (), ())) 
((3, 1, 1), (), (), ()) all 3 (((1, 0, 1), (), (), ()), ((1, 1, 0), (), (), ())) 
((3, 2, 2), (), (), ()) all 3 (((1, 0, 1), (), (), ()), ((1, 1, 0), (), (), ())) 
((3, 3, 3), (), (), ()) all 3 (((0, 1, 1), (), (), ()), ((1, 0, 1), (), (), ()), ((1, 1, 0), (), (), ())) 
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Table E.l: The complete SPD-LQF strategy (continued) 

Queue- i' 'ree-

p state state #St. Optima) strategy 
rest all 12 (((1, 1, 0), (), (), ())) 

0.99 () all 15 (((), (), (), ())) 
() all 30 (((0), (), (), ())) 
() all 36 (((0), (0), (), ())) 

((2, 1), (), (), ()) all 6 (((1, 0), (), (), ())) 
((3, 1), (), (), ()) all 6 (((1, 0), (), (), ())) 
((3, 2), (), (), ()) all 6 (((1, 0), (), (), ())) 

rest all 18 (((0, 1), (), (), ()), ((1, 0), (), (), ())) 
((1, 1, 1), (), (), ()) ((), (1)) 2 (((0, 1, 1), (), (), ()), ((1, 0, 1), (), (), ()), ((1, 1, 0), (), (), ())) 
((1, 1, 1), (), (), ()) ((2)) 1 (((0, 1, 1), (), (), ())) 
((2, 1, 1), (), (), ()) all 3 (((1, 0, 1), (), (), ()), ((1, 1, 0), (), (), ())) 
((2, 2, 2), (), (), ()) ((), (2)) 2 (((0, 1, 1), (), (), ()), ((1, 0, 1), (), (), ()), ((1, 1, 0), (), (), ())) 
((2, 2, 2), (), (), ()) (( 1)) 1 (((0, 1, 1), (), (), ())) 
((3, 1, 1), (), (), ()) all 3 ( ( ( 1, 0, 1), (), (), ()), ( ( 1, 1, 0), 0, (), ())) 
((3, 2, 2), (), (), ()) all 3 ( ( ( 1, 0, 1), (), 0, ()), ( ( 1, 1, 0), (), (), ())) 
((3, 3, 3), (), (), ()) all 3 (((0, 1, 1), (), (), ()), ((1, 0, 1), (), (), ()), ((1, 1, 0), (), (), ())) 

rest all 12 (((1, 1, 0), (), (), ())) 
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